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Abstract

The issue of supporting struggling tertiary students has been a long-standing concern

in academia. Universities are increasingly devoting resources to supporting under-

performing students, to enhance each student,s ability to achieve better academic

performance, alongside boosting retention rates. However, identifying such students

represents a heavy workload for educators, given the significant increases in tertiary

student numbers over the past decade.

Utilising the power of learning analytic approaches can help to address this problem

by analysing diverse students’ characteristics in order to identify underperforming

students. Automated, early detection of students who are at potential risk of failing

or dropping out of academic courses enhances the lecturers’ capacity to supply timely

and proactive interventions with minimal effort, and thereby ultimately improve uni-

versity outcomes.

This thesis focuses on the early detection of struggling students in blended learning

settings, based on their online learning activities. Online learning data were used

to extract a wide range of online learning characteristics using diverse quantitative,

social and qualitative analysis approaches, including developing an automated mecha-

nism to weight sentiments expressed in post messages, using combinations of adverbs,

strengths. The extracted variables are used to predict academic performance in timely

manner.

The particular interest of this thesis is on providing accurate, early predictions of
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students, academic risk. Hence, we proposed a novel Grey Zone design to enhance

the quality of binary predictive instruments, where the experimental results illustrate

its positive overall impact on the predictive models, performances. The experimental

results indicate that utilising the Grey Zone design improves prediction-accuracy by

up to 25 percent when compared with other commonly-used prediction strategies.

Furthermore, this thesis involves developing an exemplar multi-course early warn-

ing framework for academically at-risk students on a weekly basis. The predictive

framework relies on online learning characteristics to detect struggling students, from

which was developed the Grey Zone design. In addition, the multi-course framework

was evaluated using a set of unseen datasets drawn from four diverse courses (N =

319) to determine its performance in a real-life situation, alongside identifying the

optimal time to start the student interventions. The experimental results show the

framework,s ability to provide early, quality predictions, where it achieved over 0.92

AUC points across most of the evaluated courses. The framework’s predictivity anal-

ysis indicates that week 3 is the optimal week to establish support interventions.

Moreover, within this thesis, an adaptive framework and algorithms were developed

to allow the underlying predictive instrument to cope with any changes that may

occur due to dynamic changes in the prediction concept. The adaptive framework

and algorithms are designed to be applied with a predictive instrument developed

for the multi-course framework. The developed adaptive strategy was evaluated over

two adaptive scenarios, with and without utilising a forgetting mechanism for his-

torical instances. The results show the ability of the proposed adaptive strategy to

enhance the performance of updated predictive instruments when compared with the

performance of an unupdated, static baseline model. Utilising a forgetting mechanism

for historical data instances led the system to achieve significantly faster and better

adaptation outcomes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

For many years, the problem of improving students’ academic performance has been a

consistent concern in higher educational contexts (Arnold & Pistilli 2012, Astin 1984,

Burgos et al. 2018, Clark & Ramsay 1990, Jayaprakash et al. 2014, Johnston 1997,

Pantages & Creedon 1978, Spady 1970, Tinto 1975, Wilson 2005, Wong 2017). A va-

riety of approaches have been used to enhance the students’ academic achievements,

including identifying and supporting struggling students in a timely and effective

manner (Wong 2017). This raises challenges related to monitoring learning progress

and identifying poorly performing students in a timely fashion in order to deliver

practical academic support. Early detection of potentially underperforming students

helps instructors to intervene effectively to address their learning challenges. Pro-

viding timely and meaningful academic support to struggling students can lead to

improvements in the quality of graduates’ achievements, as a result of the improve-

ments in students’ academic performance. Previous researchers have confirmed that

providing early academic interventions to students in need is reflected in the quality

of graduates, in terms of increases in retention rates (Arnold & Pistilli 2012, Burgos

et al. 2018, Smith et al. 2012) and positive overall learning outcomes (Cassells 2018,

Dodge et al. 2015, Jayaprakash et al. 2014).

In higher education settings, numerous studies have examined the effects of providing

early academic support to students who have performed poorly in their courses at
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an institutional level. Sclater et al. (2016) report several international case studies

conducted in Australia, the UK and the US to evaluate the effectiveness of diverse

academic interventions on academic outcomes. These case studies demonstrate the

positive impact of early interventions on students’ academic achievements. Moreover,

in a comprehensive review of the impact of academic interventions on students’ suc-

cess, Wong (2017) stated that providing academic interventions improved students’

outcomes over non-intervention groups of students in all the higher education insti-

tutions reviewed, however, the effect size of the interventions was varied across the

institutions.

Although the majority of studies in the literature recorded the significant impact of

early academic interventions on students’ outcomes, others logged limited effects. For

instance, in the empirical studies conducted by Arnold & Pistilli (2012) and Smith

et al. (2012), they found significant positive impacts from applying early interven-

tions on student retention rates. Furthermore, Cassells (2018) and Jayaprakash et al.

(2014) studied the contribution of timely interventions on groups of students who

had been labelled as at academic risk. Their studies indicate that those students

who were involved in the study achieved higher grades over nonintervention sets of

students by eight and six percent respectively. However, other studies have recorded

the limited influence of early academic support on students’ academic performance

(Dawson et al. 2017, Dodge et al. 2015).

The interest in identifying factors associated with academic risk has led many re-

searchers to investigate these phenomena for over six decades (Pantages & Creedon

1978). The higher education literature widely recognises the term ’at-risk students’

as those who face a high risk of underperforming academically and eventually fail or

withdraw from academic courses (Azcona & Casey 2015, Cassells 2018, Falkner &

Falkner 2012, Jayaprakash et al. 2014, Wolff et al. 2013). However, several previous

studies utilised one aspect of the definition by referring to academic risk as either at

attrition risk alone (Agnihotri & Ott 2014, Chai & Gibson 2015, He et al. 2015), or at

being at-risk of performing poorly in academic courses (Bainbridge et al. 2015, Choi
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et al. 2018, Dodge et al. 2015, Rogers et al. 2014, Wang & Newlin 2002). For this

thesis, ’at-risk students’ are defined as those students who have both a high potential

for failure and/or may withdraw from their academic courses.

Early attempts identified several factors associated with students’ academic risk char-

acteristics (Astin 1984, Baker & Siryk 1984, Clark & Ramsay 1990, Everett & Robins

1991, Gerdes & B 1994, McKenzie & Schweitzer 2001, Pantages & Creedon 1978,

Spady 1970, Terenzini & Pascarella 1978, Tinto 1975). At this time, the focus was on

demographic characteristics, pre-enrolment performance and other psychosocial fac-

tors to identify university outcomes. While the factors studied can provide a general

idea about students’ overall learning characteristics and academic performance, these

factors have very limited ability to indicate an individual student’s actual learning

progress in a particular course.

Therefore, other researchers have considered utilising course-related elements. Data

drawn from course-specific learning activities can specify how well students engaged in

undertaking a particular course. For instance, researchers employ continuous assess-

ment attributes as indicators of students’ performance in course contexts (Mayilva-

ganan & Kalpanadevi 2014, Minaei-Bidgoli et al. 2003). Although utilising traditional

in-between assessments data allows educators to identify and support students who

are at-risk in a particular subject, assessment data frequently becomes available too

late, minimising the opportunities to provide proactive interventions (Almosallam &

Ouertani 2014, Macfadyen & Dawson 2010).

On the other hand, the integration of advanced technologies within traditional learn-

ing processes has provided a new source of data that may expose previously hidden

aspects of students’ learning patterns and consequently help us achieve better un-

derstanding of the factors affecting academic performance. Thus, higher education

organisations now utilise digital learning footprints, where tremendous volumes of

detailed data are recorded every day about students’ learning activities, in order to

recognise students’ learning progress whilst they are undertaking courses.
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The availability of students’ online learning data impacts positively on educators’

capacity to discover learning patterns, enabling them to track learning progress effec-

tively and interpret the data to generate meaningful implications (Dodge et al. 2015,

Jayaprakash et al. 2014, Macfadyen & Dawson 2010, Smith et al. 2012, Wise 2014,

Wise et al. 2014). Utilising such data for early identification of students who are at

academic risk allows educators to provide timely and viable interventions that can

help improve academic achievements and, ultimately, raise the quality of the univer-

sity experience for the students.

Higher education institutions are increasingly adapting Virtual Learning Environ-

ments (VLEs) to support teaching and learning processes. VLEs are online learning

platforms that deliver online educational objects in addition to providing the digital

space to allow students to communicate with their peers and lecturers (Laister &

Kober 2002). The term VLE is used as a general description of a range of electronic

learning platforms which have been used as virtual educational tools in practice.

These tools include, but are not limited to, learning and course management sys-

tems. Therefore, in this thesis, we refer to different types of electronic educational

systems mentioned in the literature generically as VLE.

Generally, higher education institutions utilise learning management systems (LMSs)

to manage their VLE. LMSs are software applications that facilitate e-learning com-

ponents and allow teachers and students to interact with digital learning components

(McGill & Klobas 2009). There are many well-known LMSs available such as Moodle,

which is an open-source LMS and others which are commercially distributed, includ-

ing Blackboard and desire2learn.

Integrating VLEs in the teaching and learning process provides many benefits, in-

cluding delivering educational components, organising students’ assessment activities

and helping users to manage their learning activities (Coates et al. 2005). Utilising

VLEs as an educational tool alongside traditional face-to-face teaching methods forms

a blended learning mode (Garrison & Kanuka 2004). VLEs provide sets of tools to
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allow students and lecturers to establish synchronous and asynchronous communi-

cations, virtually without chronological or physical limitations (Coates et al. 2005,

Loncar et al. 2014).

Despite the primary goal of the VLEs being to improve the learning experience, VLEs

also record a very high volume of detailed data captured from students’ interactions

with various virtual learning objects, which can be analysed to optimise students’

academic outcomes. Students’ interactions with VLE components and contributions

within discussion forums data may reflect their learning patterns, which can be used

to identify at-risk students.

Many studies have been conducted to investigate the association between academic

performance and various aspects of online learning activities which lead to deeper

understandings of academic risk factors. For instance, past studies conducted by

Agudo-Peregrina et al. (2014) and Cerezo et al. (2016) observe a positive correla-

tion between multiple aspects of VLE and course performance. On an institutional

level, the University of Maryland, Baltimore County, detected an association between

students’ achievements and VLE usage, whereby active users obtained higher grades

(Fritz 2011). Furthermore, Sclater et al. (2016) highlights multiple studies which

have found a significant positive relationship between students’ VLE engagement lev-

els and students’ success. For example, the authors reviewed a study conducted at

Nottingham Trent University where researchers found a strong relationship between

students’ academic achievements and levels of engagement.

Moreover, other efforts compared the predictive power of VLE predictors over per-

sonal factors. Sclater et al. (2016) report a study utilised data collected from Califor-

nia State University, where researchers indicate that predictors extracted from VLE

activities data were four times more significant than demographic characteristics.

Furthermore, many studies investigated digital traces data to identify the most in-

flectional factors associated with student risk behaviours and subsequently to predict

students’ retention rates (i.e., (Aguiar et al. 2014, Bayer et al. 2012, Chai & Gibson
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2015)) and final achievements (i.e., (Conijn et al. 2017, Dascalu et al. 2016, Jishan

et al. 2015, Villagra-Arnedo et al. 2017)) which enhance the university’s ability to

deliver interventions to at-risk students.

In 2017, there were over 1.5 million tertiary students studying Australia (Department

of Education and Training, Australia 2018). Based on data obtained from the Depart-

ment of Education and Training, Australia (2018), enrolments in Australian higher

education institutions jumped by about 80 percent between 2001 and 2017. With

the significant increase in the number of students attending university and the huge

amount of student online-interactions data being collected, universities and lecturers

have become increasingly interested in automated tools to analyse online learning

behaviours and enhance learning experiences and outcomes accordingly.

In the educational research community, researchers refer to the phenomenon of analysing

student-related data to evaluate learning progress, including those factors that influ-

ence university academic performance as Learning Analytics (LA). In other words,

LA are concerned with the analysis of student-generated and digital-traces data, in

order to monitor and report students’ learning activities. Furthermore, LA analyse

various aspects of student-related data, including academic and demographic factors,

in order to improve academic outcomes.

A number of conflicting definitions have been proposed for LA. A definition suggested

by the Society for Learning Analytics, conceptualises learning analytics as ”the mea-

surement, collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners and their contexts,

for purposes of understanding and optimising learning and the environments in which

it occurs” (Siemens 2011). This rather broad definition underscores the complexity

and multiplicity of learning analytics. In contrast, Educational Data Mining (EDM)

is another research field that focuses on similar objectives in educational context (Al-

dowah et al. 2019). The EDM definition suggested by the International Educational

Data Mining Society, defines the EDM as ”an emerging discipline, concerned with de-

veloping methods for exploring the unique types of data that come from educational
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settings, and using those methods to better understand students, and the settings

which they learn in” (Siemens & Baker 2012). Throughout this thesis, we refer to

both research fields as LA.

LA can assess a learner’s degree of engagement within their social learning commu-

nity using various analysis methods and techniques for student-related data. Digital

learning data generated from students’ interactions and engagements within VLEs are

the main drivers of these analytics process approaches. LA methods allow institutes

and educators to evaluate and optimise learning and teaching processes.

LA approaches have been used for a range of learning-related purposes, such as de-

tecting students who are at-risk of failure or withdrawing from their course (Azcona

& Casey 2015, Bainbridge et al. 2015, Bydzovska 2016, Hu et al. 2014, Jayaprakash

et al. 2014, Smith et al. 2012). Furthermore, LA methods also have been utilised

for identifying group performance (Cen et al. 2016), supporting selfregulated learning

(Manso-Vzquez & Llamas-Nistal 2015), optimising collaborative learning experiences

in social communities (Knutas et al. 2013) and understanding the structure of a

small group of students to support them (Goggins et al. 2010). These applications

enhance the higher education institute’s ability to provide practical support by pro-

viding timely, direct and personalised interventions for students in need, or utilising

corrective actions at course level by modifying the course structure to suit learning

requirements.

Several studies employ LA approaches to monitor and predict students’ learning per-

formance, particularly by identifying students who might achieve poor final course

achievements. Analytics approaches were used to analyse digital learning traces to

extract students’ characteristics. For example, Social Network Analysis (SNA) has

been used as a branch of LA in many educational applications to understand, evalu-

ate and improve the social structure within social learning communities. A number

of studies utilised SNA to investigate the relationship between participation rates

in online collaborative learning environment and learning performance (Cheng et al.
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2011, Gunnarsson & Alterman 2012), while other researchers considered mapping

the social structure via SNA to visualise students’ collaboration patterns (Haig et al.

2013, Macfadyen & Dawson 2010). Moreover, many other studies have used students’

social characteristics, extracted using SNA, as predictors of their performance (Haig

et al. 2013, Macfadyen & Dawson 2010, Romero et al. 2013).

Moreover, numerous other aspects of students’ online interactions patterns have

been analysed to predict students’ academic performance. Quantitative analysis ap-

proaches are the most popular methods used to investigate the students’ degrees of

engagement with VLE components (i.e. (Arnold & Pistilli 2012, Falkner & Falkner

2012, Haig et al. 2013, Rogers et al. 2014, Wolff et al. 2013)). On the other hand, only

limited studies have considered performing qualitative analysis of students’ engage-

ment data with VLEs. For instance, in terms of analysing students’ contributions in

online discussion forums, typically researchers employ numerical analysis approaches

to extract students’ engagement factors including frequency analysis of creating posts,

counting the number of words in the post (Dascalu et al. 2016, Lopez et al. 2012), and

computing the duration of participation (Morris et al. 2005). A few studies have con-

sidered undertaking qualitative methods such as analysing posts’ textual content to

evaluate sentiments expressed in posts (Binali et al. 2009), observe students’ opinions

about the course structure and resources (Ashenafi et al. 2016) and detect learners’

confusion in discussion forums (Yang et al. 2015).

Learning analytics utilises many predictive methods to predict future learning-related

events such as course outcomes and identifying students who are willing to drop-out

of courses. Several studies employ a range of statistical and analytical approaches to

fulfil prediction tasks, including forecasting students’ who are at academic risk based

on a variety of predictors and data sources (Bainbridge et al. 2015, Bydzovska 2016,

Howard et al. 2018, Hu et al. 2014, Jayaprakash et al. 2014, Shelton et al. 2017, Wolff

et al. 2013). Many of the predictive approaches used in LA contexts are borrowed

from other research fields, particularly machine learning.
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Machine learning algorithms are commonly used in the field research of learning an-

alytics. A wide variety of machine learning techniques have been used to predict

future learning events including bayesian, decision tree, clustering, regression, neural

network, support vector machine and rule-based approaches. The predictive power

of machine learning approaches raises interest in utilising them to identify at-risk

students in the early stages of the semester. Researchers and higher education insti-

tutions develop early warning systems of at-risk students with the help of machine

learning approaches (Agnihotri & Ott 2014, Choi et al. 2018, Dodge et al. 2015,

Dominguez et al. 2016, Howard et al. 2018, Hu et al. 2014, Jayaprakash et al. 2014,

Macfadyen & Dawson 2010, Smith et al. 2012). Various data types, LA analysis ap-

proaches and prediction techniques have been used moving towards achieving early

and quality detection of students academic risk. The purpose of these models is to

allow early identification of and providing meaningful support for students in need,

thereby optimising students’ learning experiences and university outcomes.

Ensemble modelling is widely used in a machine learning setting to develop predic-

tive instruments (Galar et al. 2012). However, the ensemble method is used rarely

to predict learner’s performance in higher education contexts (i.e. (Boyer & Veera-

machaneni 2016, Er et al. 2017)). Ensemble-based models are constructed by com-

bining multiple classification approaches to enhance the predictive accuracy over a

single learning model (Dietterich 2000). Merging several classifiers in a single model

allows us to utilise a collection of hypotheses from the hypothesis space, which can

help to improve prediction quality by reducing the misclassification rate. In ensem-

ble modelling, nominated classification members are ensembled by combining their

outputs. Various mechanisms have been used to combine members’ predictions to

produce final prediction decisions, such as averaging members’ probabilities to form

the ensemble model’s final output.

However, a key trend in past work is that researchers usually rely solely on quanti-

tative analysis to extract learning characteristics from online learning activities data

(i.e. (Cen et al. 2016, Chai & Gibson 2015, Conijn et al. 2017, Mueen et al. 2016,
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Pardo et al. 2016, Villagra-Arnedo et al. 2017)). Researchers rarely consider qualita-

tive aspects of learning behaviours such as the change in learning behaviour patterns

over time and the analysis of online contributions data generated by students such as

post contents. Utilising such information may result in more accurate predictions, as

they reflect an important part of learning characteristics.

Furthermore, predictive models are typically trained with and evaluated using data

drawn from a single course (i.e. (Cassells 2018, Dominguez et al. 2016, Hayes et al.

2017, Howard et al. 2018, Hu et al. 2014, Jishan et al. 2015, Lopez et al. 2012, Romero

et al. 2013)), Training a predictive model using data gained from a single course would

make the model applicable for a single course where such training approach may lead

to a predictive model performs poorly when tested with data drawn from other courses

or subsequent semester (Ahadi et al. 2015). However, in other cases, researchers have

employed data drawn from dierent courses to develop predictive models. This fact

raises concerns about the scalability of these predictive models in dierent cultural or

educational settings.

Another key observation is that predictive models existing in the literature are built

in a static machine learning environment, where these models are fixed. In a static

development environment, predictive models are unable to cope with any changes

which may occur in the prediction space dynamically (Gama 2010) due to the ab-

sence of adaptive mechanisms. Adaptive methods allow underling predictive models

to update their properties automatically, based on recent changes occurring in the

prediction space (Gama 2010).

The particular focus of this thesis is to produce reliable, early predictions of stu-

dents who are at academic risk, based on VLE interactions and participation data in

blended learning setting. In such a learning environment, relying on online learning

activities to predict students’ performance alone is a challenging task, as students

may perform off-line learning activities and use communication channels which re-

duce the need for online learning components. Consequently, they reduce the amount
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of learning activities data available for particular students and reduce the ability of

the predictive instruments to distinguish actual classes.

Therefore, to achieve the highest possible reliable prediction results, we employ vari-

ous quantitative, qualitative and social approaches to analyse students’ VLE activi-

ties and contributions in online discussion forums. Moreover, the extracted learning

variables are used to develop an exemplar multi-course early warning framework of

students at academic risk in higher education settings. The proposed multi-courses

early warning framework is developed using a novel Grey Zone ensemble model, pro-

posed in this thesis to enhance the framework’s ability to distinguish if an instance

under prediction is actually at-risk. Furthermore, in order to enhance the scalability

and adaptivity of the proposed multi-courses early warning framework and ensuring

its ability to adapt and make continuous improvement dynamically, we developed and

evaluated an adaptive framework applicable to the novel Grey Zone design proposed

in this thesis.

In this study, online learning data was collected from thirteen blended computer

science courses taught at the University of Adelaide, Australia, over the rst and

second semesters between 2012 and 2016 (N = 1,476 enrolments). Gathered data was

used to extract predictive features of student’s academic risk by employing learning

analytics methods including mining student-generated textual-based contents with

the help of the CoreNLP toolkit. Sets of experiments were then conducted to predict

students’ academic risk on a weekly basis by utilising the predictive power of logistic

regression approach. Finally, a variety of evaluation metrics were used to evaluate

the performance of developed prediction instruments.

1.1 Research Questions

To support the primary objective of this thesis, which is concerned with detecting

students who are at academic risk early in the semester based solely on online learning

behaviours, this thesis addresses the following research questions:
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• What are the most influential student online discussion forum participation

predictors for students who are at-risk in a blended learning setting?

• What technology is needed to enhance the ability of the predictive model to

produce reliable predictions of students who are at-risk?

• How can a reliable early warning framework of at-risk students that supports

multiple courses be developed using VLE interactions and discussion forum data

in a blended learning setting?

Furthermore, to support the second objective of this thesis, which is to allow the

predictive instrument to cope with any changes which may arise in the prediction

environment dynamically, this study addresses the following research question:

• What are the adaptive strategies that can be used to allow the proposed frame-

work to cope with any changes that may occur in the prediction space dynam-

ically to maintain its ability to produce reliable predictions?

1.2 Original Contribution

This thesis tackles issues regarding predicting students who are at academic risk early

in the semester, using a variety of learning characteristics drawn from online learning

behaviours in blended learning setting. The main significant contributions are listed

as follows:

• Extracting a range of quantitative and qualitative characteristics from online

learning activities data in blended learning setting. Extraction methods, includ-

ing the development of an automated approach to score the strength of students’

sentiments expressed in discussion forum posts alongside computing variables,

reflect the changes in students’ learning patterns over time. The sentiment

weighting approach works by scoring the strength of students’ sentiments as

they are expressed in discussion forum posts, based on corresponding adverbs,

by using a Digital Adverb Strength dictionary that has been developed for this
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purpose. The dictionary was stored in an XML format file to make it easier for

other researchers to benefit from it. Moreover, to determine the influence of the

extracted discussion forum predictors in the predictive model, the predictors

were ranked based on their importance to the model using multiple well-known

feature selection methods.

• Proposing a novel Grey Zone design to improve the performance of binary pre-

dictive models. The design aims to identify the range of probabilities where

most of misclassifications occur (which can be considered the weakness point of

a predictive model) and address this problem by utilising an alternative Grey

Zone prediction model. The Grey Zone models are expert in distinguishing

prediction classes of instances falling in the Grey Zone. The effectiveness of the

proposed Grey Zone design was carefully evaluated by utilising the Grey Zone

design to build a predictive model of at-risk students on a weekly basis, trained

on discussion forum contributions only. The impact of the proposed Grey Zone

design on the model’s performance was evaluated against a traditional model

design in terms of the overall prediction accuracy and Area Under the Curve

(AUC) metric (Hanley & McNeil 1982). The results illustrated that Grey Zone

modelling improved the model’s performance significantly.

• Developing an exemplar multi-course early warning framework of at-risk stu-

dents that utilises online learning activities and online discussion forum par-

ticipation data to forecast students’ course performance where the framework

employs the novel Grey Zone design proposed in this thesis. The framework’s de-

velopment process involves constructing a fixed-size ensemble predictive model,

where each model member is an expert in a local area of the features space.

The performance of the multi-course early warning framework, uses an unseen

dataset to examine the model’s performance when it predicts future events.

The evaluation of a fresh dataset belongs to four courses, where each course is

different in terms of its online activities distribution. Moreover, by analysing
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the system’s predictive power using fresh data, we identify the best week to

provide interventions to students who have been identified as at-risk, where the

framework starts to provide reliable, high-quality predictions.

• Developing and evaluating an Adaptive Grey Zone Ensemble Model (AGZEM)

framework that is aligned with the Grey Zone design, which allows the multi-

course framework to cope with any changes that may occur in the prediction

environment. The development of an AGZEM framework involves building two

complementary algorithms: an Ensemble Model Adaptive (EMA) algorithm

and a Grey Zone Bounds Adjustment (GZBA) algorithm. The evaluation of

the proposed adaptive framework is deployed with and without historical data

forgetting criteria to examine adaptation outcomes over both scenarios.

1.3 A Guide to the Thesis

Chapter 2: Predicting Students’ Academic Performance: A Review

Chapter 2 presents past efforts towards identifying significant predictors of students’

academic outcomes related to academic, performance and demographic characteris-

tics. Moreover, this chapter reviews in detail previous efforts to develop automated

predictive models and early warning systems of students’ success. Finally, it sum-

marises various efforts in the literature to predict students’ performance in blended

and online learning settings.

Chapter 3: An Adaptive Multi-Course Early Warning Framework for At-

Risk Students

Chapter 3 presents a high-level explanation of the work included in the thesis to

bridge the gap identified in the literature. This chapter presents a general description

of the VLE characteristics used in this study. Furthermore, it presents an explanation
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of the proposed novel Grey Zone design used in this thesis. Finally, it describes the

developed early warning framework for at-risk students and the adaptive mechanisms

used to update the framework dynamically.

Chapter 4: Context and Data

Chapter 4 provides a brief description of the data, methods and tools used in this

thesis, alongside describing the utilised evaluation metric. This chapter presents data

gathering and preparation processes and provides statistical descriptions of the col-

lected dataset for thirteen blended learning courses, followed by a detailed description

of all the variables utilised in different chapters of the thesis. Moreover, it presents a

description of the developed Digital Adverb Strength dictionary and its development

process.

Chapter 5: Early Detection of At-Risk Students Using Course Discussion

Forum Data

The first half of chapter 5 presents a detailed description of the proposed automated

process of the weighted sentiment approach used to evaluate the strength of students’

posts posted in course online forums and employs the Digital Adverb Strength dic-

tionary described in Chapter 4. Moreover, it presents in detail the proposed novel

Grey Zone strategy for binary classification to enhance the binary classifiers’ ability

to produce accurate predictions. The rest of the chapter evaluates the degree of im-

portance of each extracted discussion forum feature to determine the most influential

predictors. Furthermore, it experiments with the predictive power of the extracted

features by using them to develop predictive models, alongside experimenting with

the impact of Grey Zone modelling on the weekly models’ performance.

Chapter 6: Exemplar Multi-Course Early Warning Framework to Identify

At-Risk Students in Blended Learning Computer Science Courses
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Chapter 6 extends the features coverage by utilising additional online learning ac-

tivities to develop an exemplar multi-course early warning framework of students

who are potentially at academic risk. This chapter begins by describing the fixed-

size ensemble modelling utilised to construct underlying predictive models, where the

framework follows the proposed novel Grey Zone strategy. It presents an experimental

study conducted to evaluate the quality and accuracy of the framework’s predictions

for future events using an unseen evaluative dataset.

Chapter 7: Towards an Adaptive Early Warning Framework for At-Risk

Students

Chapter 7 sheds some light on popular adaptive mechanisms in the literature used

to update predictive ensemble modellings. Moreover, it presents additional adaptive

strategies applicable to the Grey Zone design proposed earlier. Adaptive mechanisms

are powerful tools to cope with changes in the predictions space as a result of changes

in the educational or cultural settings, or changes in students’ learning behaviours

over time. The chapter describes details of the Adaptive Grey Zone Ensemble Model

(AGZEM) framework, the associated Ensemble Model Adaptive (EMA) algorithm

and the Grey Zone Bounds Adjustment (GZBA) algorithm which are the vehicle for

the experiments in this chapter. The experimental study performed in this chap-

ter examined the impact of the proposed framework and algorithms on the predictive

models’ quality over two scenarios. The scenarios involve appending adaption batches

to existing ones and utilising a forgetting mechanism for the historical data.

Chapter 8: Conclusion and Future Directions

Chapter 8 presents an overview of the contributions and limitations of the thesis

alongside describes possible future work and closing remarks.
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Chapter 2

Predicting Students’ Academic

Performance: A Review

This chapter presents past efforts towards identifying students’ academic outcomes

and the effects of modern technology on evaluating learning performance in the higher

education context. Furthermore, it sheds lights on different academic, learning and

demographic characteristics that have been identified in the literature as predictors of

students’ academic outcomes. Moreover, this chapter reviews previous efforts towards

developing predictive models and early warning systems of students’ success, along

with evaluating the impact of these instruments on students’ academic achievements

at an institutional level.

This chapter is organised as follows: Section 2.1 presents a profile regarding the

developments in identifying tertiary students’ performance. Then, Section 2.2 dis-

cusses the different types of student performance predictors utilised in the literature

in terms of data source and extraction approaches. Section 2.3 reviews various efforts

and case studies conducted to develop predictive models in higher education settings.

The latter section presents several efforts towards developing early warning systems

for students who are at academic risk and their effectiveness in improving academic

outcomes. Finally, Section 2.4 summarises various studies in the higher education

literature to identify the gaps and outlines how this thesis addresses these gaps.
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2.1 Overview

Interest in evaluating learning processes in higher education institutes has risen for

over six decades. Pantages & Creedon (1978) reviewed studies conducted to in-

vestigate factors associated with attrition and academic success in higher education

between 1950 and 1975. Since that time, considerable effort has been conducted to

identify college student academic retention and outcomes characteristics. This re-

search enables universities to improve their educational and outcomes quality, as well

as reducing drop-out rates.

In the 1970s, Spady (1970), Terenzini & Pascarella (1978) and Tinto (1975) inves-

tigated factors leading students to fail to complete their academic courses in the

higher education context. In 1984, Astin (1984) also studied the relationship between

university students’ physical and academic efforts, and their decision to drop-out of

courses, where he identified characteristics and used them to develop a student reten-

tion model based on students’ physical and pedagogical involvement.

Decades later, a new style of education emerged. In the 1990s, many higher educa-

tion institutes transformed from depending primarily on traditional modes of learning

and teaching to adapting advances in technology for teaching and learning processes,

by means such as employing modern media technologies in distance education pro-

grams. Additionally, in order to provide supplementary educational options, some

universities have shifted further to deliver online programs. For example, in 1993,

Jones International University offered the first accredited fully online courses, fol-

lowed by the California Virtual Campus in 1997 and the British Open University in

1999 (Casey 2008).

In the twenty-first century, with the digital and ICT revolution, numerous univer-

sities have gradually merged virtual learning environments with on-campus courses

or even come to offer fully online courses (Bates 2005). VLEs use the internet to
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deliver educational components, which then provide new communication and collab-

oration media and allow students to submit assignments online and undertake online

exams. The digital trace generated from students’ online interactions with virtual

learning platforms offers opportunities to explore and reach deeper understanding of

student learning patterns and needs (Wolfgang & Hendrik 2012). Moreover, digital

footprints can be captured to enable universities to identify the most inflectional fac-

tors of students’ learning performance, subsequently identifying poorly performing

students (i.e., (Cassells 2018, Falkner & Falkner 2012, Jayaprakash et al. 2014, Wolff

et al. 2013)), predicting students’ retention rates (i.e., (Aguiar et al. 2014, Bayer et al.

2012, Chai & Gibson 2015)) and final achievements (i.e., (Conijn et al. 2017, Dascalu

et al. 2016, Jishan et al. 2015, Natek & Zwilling 2014, Villagra-Arnedo et al. 2017)),

alongside visualising online learning patterns (i.e., (Haig et al. 2013)).

While earlier LA were perceived as limited, primarily to the issue of identification

of at-risk students (i.e., (Rogers et al. 2014)), the dramatic growth in the number

of students in tertiary education and the increasing complexity of learning courses

gave rise to a number of new modes of implementing learning analytics in educational

environments. LA can be beneficial for different stakeholder levels. For instance, at a

student level, LA may be used to encourage self-reflection, and to provide performance

assessment and feedback (Almosallam & Ouertani 2014). Moreover, it may help lec-

turers and institutions to reform course structures based on learning requirements,

monitor learning behaviours, as well as predict students’ academic performance and

provide interventions to those in need (Almosallam & Ouertani 2014).

In fact, data plays a key role in the investigation of learning processes. It is important

to select data that suits each analytical and prediction technique, keeping in mind

the amount and nature of the data. Proper data selection can significantly affect

the suitability and validity of the results (Hernández-Garćıa & Conde 2014). Various

types of personal and educational data have been used to analyse students’ learn-

ing patterns and assess students’ performance in higher education settings, including

data generated from actions performed on social learning platforms, demographic and
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pre-enrolment factors, and academic performance records.

In the last decade, many studies employed the power of LA on their students’ data

to improve academic outcomes. Higher education institutions applied data extracted

from multiple sources using LA approaches to achieve maximum benefit. Muthukr-

ishnan et al. (2017) highlight past efforts on developing data-driven predictive models

to predict students’ retention and academic performance using a variety of student

variables. Furthermore, Bin Mat et al. (2013) and Sclater et al. (2016) reviewed a

range of LA-powered tools that have been developed and used at various higher edu-

cation institutes in Australia, Germany, the UK and the US. The reviewed tools focus

mainly on improving students’ academic achievements where they offer various sets

of functionalities including early identification of at-risk students, providing person-

alised interventions to students and visualising students’ social learning behaviours.

On the other hand, Leitner et al. (2017) discuss concerns about the scalability of

existing LA predictive models, where they may be applicable only within the same

educational and cultural setting. Scalability concerns have arisen since existing mod-

els are developed using data drawn from a single educational institute and have never

been tested using instances obtained from different educational or cultural contexts

such as in (Aguiar et al. 2014, Ashenafi et al. 2015, 2016, Azcona & Casey 2015, Bayer

et al. 2012, Bydzovska 2016, Lopez et al. 2012, Natek & Zwilling 2014, Shelton et al.

2017).

LA predictive instruments are built upon a set of predictors to indicate numerous

aspects of learning progress, including academic risk status. Predictors are usually

extracted from diverse student-related data drawn from one or multiple sources. The

following section describes different sources of predictive variables used in the litera-

ture for predicting students’ academic performance.
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2.2 Academic Performance Predictive Variables

In higher education settings, many researchers exploit data drawn from various digi-

tal data warehouses to build predictive models, including records of students’ static,

dynamic and academic factors. However, others employ an alternative data collection

methodology by conducting surveys to gain knowledge of students’ personal charac-

teristics (Gray et al. 2014) or by questioning students about their learning experiences

(Pardo et al. 2016, Sorour et al. 2016). While several models are limited to only one

type of data (i.e., (Dascalu et al. 2016, Hu et al. 2014, Macfadyen & Dawson 2010,

Romero et al. 2013)), the majority mix data from various sources (i.e., (Aguiar et al.

2014, Bayer et al. 2012, Chai & Gibson 2015, Conijn et al. 2017, Howard et al. 2018,

Jayaprakash et al. 2014, Mueen et al. 2016, Shelton et al. 2016, Wolff et al. 2013)) to

build predictive models. Students’ data can be grouped into three main categories,

according to sources which collect static, dynamic and academic data.

Static data involves students’ demographic characteristics and personal elements. The

demographic factors include personal information such as gender, age, race, economic

background and pre-university performance. Static predictors were most commonly

used in early versions of student attrition models; although they have been used also

in a number of more recent efforts to predict university outcomes and support stu-

dents to achieve their academic goals (i.e., (Aguiar et al. 2014, Arnold & Pistilli 2012,

Rogers et al. 2014, Wolff et al. 2013)). Rogers et al. (2014) relied heavily on static

and academic factors in their framework, which detects students who are at-risk of

academic failure, while, Wolff et al. (2013) integrated demographic data with data

drawn from other sources to identify at-risk students. However, despite the value of

the dynamic data, Wolff et al. (2013) observed that static data had no significant

impact on the outcome of the prediction instrument. Furthermore, in another study,

researchers reported that dynamic factors are four times more powerful in predicting

students’ success than static characteristics (Sclater et al. 2016).
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In social learning settings, dynamic data is defined as the data recorded about learn-

ers’ interactions with VLE elements and online activities throughout the learning

processes (Rogers et al. 2014). These data are usually stored automatically in special

data warehouses. The widespread nature of VLE adaptation allows for the recording

of significant volumes of online educational data. There are two main types of dy-

namic data, according to the nature of the data. The first type is VLE interactions

data, where each data entry is a record of an action performed in online learning plat-

forms such as logins, views, and interactions with online learning components. VLE

interactions dynamic data are widely used in learning analytics tools (i.e. (Arnold &

Pistilli 2012, Falkner & Falkner 2012, Haig et al. 2013, Rogers et al. 2014, Wolff et al.

2013)). The second type is online contributions data, which contains user-generated

textual contents and instances of social presence, such as posts, text chats and social

engagement within a social learning environment. Various online contributions data

have been used in a number of learning analytics-based tools (i.e. (Caballe et al.

2011, Ferguson & Buckingham Shum 2011, Ferguson et al. 2013, Rabbany k. et al.

2012)).

The third group of university students’ data contains academic elements. Academic

data includes records of students’ learning behaviours, post-enrolment performance

and their previous academic history. The application of such data may lead to a

deeper understanding of students’ risk patterns as they reflect students’ preliminary

course performance as well as overall academic degree achievements. A few projects

utilise this type of data to support students. Mueen et al. (2016) predict which

students are in danger of failing their courses by utilising a mix of students’ cur-

rent performances and past academic records with other static data.Arnold & Pistilli

(2012) pair students’ academic history data with other types of data to identify at-

risk students. Jishan et al. (2015) predict students’ grades based on CGPA, interim

assessments and attendance records.

Previous studies paid significant attention to identifying the most powerful predictors

of student outcomes. For example, Natek & Zwilling (2014) explored the correlation
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between various student variables and their final grades in higher education settings

to determine key influential characteristics. Many of these studies point out the pow-

erful influence of VLE predictors in forecasting students’ academic performance (i.e.,

(Agudo-Peregrina et al. 2014, Cerezo et al. 2016, Sclater et al. 2016, Wang et al.

2001)). Furthermore, due to the valuable predictive influence of variables extracted

from online learning activities in predicting students’ success, a number of studies

count solely on dynamic features to develop predictive models such as in (Dascalu

et al. 2016, Hayes et al. 2017, Hu et al. 2014, Lopez et al. 2012, Romero et al. 2013,

Xing et al. 2015). The rest of this section discusses various forms of predictors drawn

from VLE activities and contributions used to predict students’ academic perfor-

mance.

2.2.1 VLE Interactions Predictors

Learners’ VLE interactions data enable the tracking of students’ online learning be-

haviours and the recognition of students’ learning patterns. Furthermore, they reflect

learners’ degrees of engagement with different online learning objects. VLE logs are a

rich source of students’ interactions with learning components within online learning

platforms. The logged data includes, but is not limited to, data about the frequency

of login-in to VLE, accessing learning objects, submitting and re-submitting assign-

ments and the number of online exam and quiz attempts. Furthermore, each logged

event is associated with other detailed information, such as the event’s date and time,

user details and IP address.

Several studies examined the correlation between a number of VLE logged activities

and students’ performance in online and blended learning setting to identify the most

significant predictors. Agudo-Peregrina et al. (2014) studied eight blended and fully

online courses and they observed a relationship between student online behaviours

alongside other factors and their final performance in online learning models, how-

ever, the correlation was not significant in the other learning model. Another study
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conducted by Kim et al. (2014) shows that student final performance can be pre-

dicted through their online activities in the blended learning setting. Furthermore,

Cerezo et al. (2016) examined the correlation between students’ online participation

in VLE-supported courses and their final achievements. The authors conclude that

some variables are correlated positively with learners’ final achievements.

Although VLE interactions are the most widely used source of dynamic predictors

(Aguiar et al. 2014, Azcona & Casey 2015, Cen et al. 2016, Chai & Gibson 2015,

Conijn et al. 2017, Pardo et al. 2016, Villagra-Arnedo et al. 2017), they present only

one side of the dynamic data. Online discussion forum data can reflect valuable as-

pects about students’ learning progress, which can lead to better understanding of

students’ learning factors.

2.2.2 Online Discussion Forum Predictors

Online discussion forums and other online communication tools have become essen-

tial elements of social learning settings, which provide a virtual space for students

to seek help, express their concerns, share information and learn from others. Web-

based discussion boards allow students to interact with educators and peers within

the social learning environment. Various studies identify the relationship between

online forum participation and learning outcomes. For example, Cheng et al. (2011)

detect a positive correlation between student involvement in online discussion boards

and learning performance. In another work conducted by Shaw (2012), he observed a

trend between the active use of online forums and learning performance in an online

programming language course. Furthermore, other study indicated that the partici-

pation of students in online communication tools helps them to succeed academically

(Gunnarsson & Alterman 2012).

In the higher education context, exciting prediction-based models that employ data
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driven from online discussion forums typically rely on quantitative analysis of stu-

dents’ contributions. A common practice is to analyse student involvement by count-

ing the frequency of actions performed and amount of time spent on the online forums

(Xu et al. 2016). Several studies have performed numerical measurements of discus-

sion media interactions and post contents data, such as the frequency of posting

messages and counting the number of words in the post to predict students’ perfor-

mance (Caballe et al. 2011, Dascalu et al. 2016, Lopez et al. 2012), while others have

combined the same types of variables with additional factors (Bainbridge et al. 2015).

On the other hand, other researchers have considered additional aspects of online fo-

rum data, such as mapping social structures via social network analysis, to visualise

students’ collaboration patterns and forecast learners’ final achievements (i.e., (Haig

et al. 2013, Lopez et al. 2012, Macfadyen & Dawson 2010)). Additionally, others have

explored posts’ textual contents manually such as (Caballe et al. 2011, Romero et al.

2013) or by utilising automated natural language processing approaches (Adamopou-

los 2013, Wen et al. 2014a, Yang et al. 2015) to evaluate the qualities and purposes of

each communication. For instance, in a blended learning context, Romero et al. (2013)

propose a predictive model to forecast student risk behaviours based on qualitative,

social network and VLE interactions information extracted from students’ involve-

ments in online discussion forums. The authors processed the qualitative information

by inviting the lecturers to score the content of the messages manually, alongside

investigating social network aspects obtained from social learning analysis. More-

over, Adamopoulos (2013) applied textual analysis to online contributions data to

develop explanatory and predictive models of students’ completion in MOOCs. Fur-

thermore, (Yang et al. 2015) conducted research to detect learners’ confusion based

on analysing the contents of forum posts in Algebra and Microeconomics MOOCs,

then they examined their influence on student retention. The study revealed that

there is a statistical correlation between drop-out rates and confusion factors.
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Social Network Analysis

While social network analysis has its roots in sociology, it has been used recently as a

branch of learning analytics (Buckingham Shum & Ferguson 2012, Filvà et al. 2014,

Rabbany k. et al. 2012). A social network analysis studies a set of social actors or net-

work members, as well as their interactions, relationships and contributions (Knutas

et al. 2013, Liu 2011, Rabbany k. et al. 2012). A social network analysis represents

network features numerically or visually in order to analyse them quantitatively or

qualitatively (Rahman & Dron 2012). To describe a social network visually, interac-

tions and relationships have to be mapped into a communication matrix that can be

visualised (Knutas et al. 2013). An alternative approach is to use graph theory to

understand a social network in a quantitative manner (Filvà et al. 2014). In graph

theory, each social actor is represented by a vertex (node) and each communication

link is presented as a relationship. The popularity of each node is measured by the

node degree, which is the number of edges from the community connected to that

node (Rabbany k. et al. 2012).

The growing awareness of the importance of social network analysis in educational

environments has led many researchers to apply it in their own research. Numerous

researchers have used a social network analysis to identify students’ collaboration

and communication patterns within social learning settings. Haig et al. (2013) and

Macfadyen & Dawson (2010), all employed social network analysis alongside other

approaches to monitor and identify student behaviour patterns within learning man-

agement systems. They also developed frameworks to predict which students were

at-risk at an early stage. Knutas et al. (2013) analysed communication patterns in

a collaborative course using a social network analysis method in order to understand

and optimise the collaborative learning process. Goggins et al. (2010) used social

learning analysis to understand the structure of a small group of students in order to

support them in an online course.

Several metrics derivative from SNA have been used to predict student success.

Romero et al. (2013) pointed out that the degree of centrality and the degree of
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prestige are the most significant SNA predictors of university student performance.

In a MOOC setting, Jiang et al. (2014) detected a positive link between the social

network degree captured from the first week data and students’ later performance.

Content-based Analysis

Analysing user-generated content in discussion forums opens doors to exploring some

hidden dimensions of the learning experience, reflecting learners’ motivations and

experiences. In an educational context, numerous studies have taken advantage of

automated techniques that organise and classify textual content and analyse them.

Among those approaches, NLP, especially sentiment analysis, are the most commonly

used techniques for the prediction of student performance. NLP aims to evaluate and

understand human-generated texts’ linguistic properties automatically. NLP have

been used to analyse student-generated textual content such as forum posts, however,

the majority of the work has been applied within fully online learning and MOOC

environments. NLP has been applied in a number of studies to monitor and enhance

learning by detecting students’ emotions in e-learning platforms (Binali et al. 2009,

El-Halees 2011).

Some studies have explored the correlation between natural-language based variables

extracted from participation in social learning environments and students’ achieve-

ments. For example, Tucker et al. (2014) examined the relationship between the con-

tent of students’ posts and their final outcomes in an art MOOC. Authors reported a

minor positive correlation between posts and comments related to assessment and a

strong negative connection with posts about specific assignments. Wen et al. (2014a)

utilised sentiment analysis on online posts in a MOOC to observe students’ feelings

about the course. Researchers found a link between sentiment variables used in the

study and learners’ drop-out rates. Wen et al. (2014b) extended their work to detect

students’ opinions toward course structure and materials as expressed in forum posts,

where they observed a significant correlation between extracted linguistic features

and course completion rates.
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Moreover, Crossley et al. (2016) and Robinson et al. (2016) mixed linguistic-based

features with other demographic or online interaction features to evaluate their im-

pact on predictive models over background-only or activity-only models. Crossley

et al. (2016) evaluated the prediction power of features extracted from the language

of posts and clickstream data to forecast the final achievements of 320 enrolments

in a MOOC where linguistic-based features were extracted with the help of multi-

ple automated NLP tools. However, the authors observed that although linguistic

variables were predictive, activity-based features were the most powerful. On the

other hand, aggregating both types of data improved overall prediction accuracy by

about 10 percent. Robinson et al. (2016) employed NLP methods on pre-course

open-response surveys that covered the students’ intentions and course materials in-

formation from 27 MOOCs to predict students’ intentions to complete the course.

Combining language-based and demographic-based features enhanced the model’s

ability to predict outcomes when compared with the performance of another model

which relied solely on static variables.

Finally, considerable efforts have gone towards identifying qualitative factors that can

indicate academic risk in higher education. Various learning and personal sources of

data were examined to recognise the most powerful characteristics. Dynamic data

presents a quality source of predictors, where it illustrated it’s predictive power against

other data sources on several occasions (Sclater et al. 2016, Wolff et al. 2013). On the

other hand, the main research attention has gone into performing numerical analysis

of interactions data, with much less effort going into considering the analysis of online

contributions dynamic data to extract features of students’ success.

Various types of students’ features have been used in many studies to construct pre-

dictive models of academic achievement with the help of a wide range of prediction

methods. In the higher education literature, predictive instruments are varied in

terms of the sources of utilised features, prediction outcomes formats and prediction

approaches, but they all move towards the same target, which is to identify poorly

performing students.
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2.3 Student Success Predictive Instruments

The field of learning analytics is considered to be a new domain for predicting learn-

ers’ performance and identifying at-risk behaviours. In recent years, there has been

a trend to use automatic analyses and predictive approaches to better understand

learning patterns and, ultimately, optimise learning outcomes. Along the research

line, studies have commonly focused on developing and evaluating predictive models

based on a dataset collected solely from a single course or multiple courses offered

at a single institution. Numerous well-known prediction approaches were evaluated

using various unities of information to determine the most accurate set of predictors

such as in (Aguiar et al. 2014, Azcona & Casey 2015, Lopez et al. 2012, Mueen et al.

2016, Muthukrishnan et al. 2017).

Various student achievement predictive models were developed targeting diverse forms

of prediction outputs including predicting at-risk/successful students, drop-out stu-

dents, assignment scores or final grades. Several student-related data types have been

fed into numerous approaches to build predictive models. However, classifications

and regression techniques are the most popular approaches to forecast student aca-

demic achievement in the context of higher education. Among the utilised predictive

approaches, Several studies stated that, by comparing multiple popular approaches,

regression techniques produce the most accurate predictive results (Aguiar et al. 2014,

Chai & Gibson 2015, Jayaprakash et al. 2014).

In statistics, a regression analysis is defined as a process involving several techniques

for forecasting the relationship between the response (dependent) variable and a single

or multiple explanatory (independent) variable(s). A regression analysis commonly

provides valuable estimations. Consequently, it is one of the most regularly used pre-

diction techniques in many scientific fields. Nevertheless, this prediction technique

produces more reliable estimations when it deals with small numbers of variables,

and big amounts of data, where changes are larger and more predictable and there

are strong causal relationships. However, in some special circumstances, regression
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analyses may result in incorrect estimations.

Regression approaches are powerful techniques in predicting binary outcomes. For

instance, Jayaprakash et al. (2014) selected a logistic regression technique to develop

an early alert system to predict academic risk since an approaches comparison re-

sulted in its identification as the best performing model in predicting students’ risk

status. In another study, Chai & Gibson (2015) compared different classification and

regression algorithms to determine the most accurate approach to predict student

retention. In their work, logistic regression obtained the most accurate results. On

the other hand, several regression algorithms have also been used to predict more

fine-grained targets. For example, Ashenafi et al. (2016) utilised a linear regression

model to forecast final exam grades.

Early identification of students who are in danger helps instructors to provide timely

interventions to students in need. While many researchers have used a semester ag-

gregated dataset to evaluate their proposed prediction model (i.e. (Aguiar et al. 2014,

Dascalu et al. 2016, Jishan et al. 2015, Mueen et al. 2016, Natek & Zwilling 2014)),

others have examined a prediction model’s performance in a timely manner to pro-

vide early results (i.e. (Ashenafi et al. 2016, Azcona & Casey 2015, Chai & Gibson

2015, Hu et al. 2014, Macfadyen & Dawson 2010, Pardo et al. 2016, Shelton et al.

2017)). Howard et al. (2018) proposed an early warning system to forecast students’

final achievements on a weekly basis. Moreover, other models created by Pardo et al.

(2016), Conijn et al. (2017) and Shelton et al. (2016) provide week-by-week results

to predict students’ final performance.

On an institutional level, Bin Mat et al. (2013) and Sclater et al. (2016) reviewed nu-

merous early warning systems of academic performance used in various international

higher education organizations, where most of the early warning systems are accompa-

nied by some kind of intervention strategy for stakeholders. Moreover, several studies

connect their predictive models with actionable strategies. For example,Jayaprakash

et al. (2014) present the Open Academic Analytics Initiative (OAAI) which serves as
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an early alert system to deliver proactive interventions for students at academic risk.

The OAAI program results in overall improvements in participating students’ grades.

The rest of this section presents a review of the prediction models in the area of pre-

dicting students’ performance in a higher education setting. Then it presents various

attempts to employ early warning systems in higher education institutions and reviews

the effectiveness of utilising them in terms of improving students’ academic outcomes.

2.3.1 Prediction Models

When it comes to computational models to forecast students’ final outcomes, the

current literature mainly pays attention to comparing the performance of popular

predictive approaches to identify the most accurate and reliable techniques. To com-

pare prediction algorithms’ predictive power, researchers generally employ identical

set predictors on all underlying algorithms instead of selecting the most appropriate

subset of predictors that suits each algorithm.

A generic method to forecast academic performance is by predicting courses’ final out-

comes, such as predicting students’ likelihood to complete courses successfully. Many

models have focused on predicting students’ academic risk status (i.e. (Azcona &

Casey 2015, Bainbridge et al. 2015, Howard et al. 2018, Hu et al. 2014, Jayaprakash

et al. 2014, Shelton et al. 2017, Wolff et al. 2013, Xing et al. 2015)), while other

models target more fine-grained predictive results by predicting students’ individual

assignments, exams or final course scores or grade (i.e. (Conijn et al. 2017, Dascalu

et al. 2016, Jishan et al. 2015, Lopez et al. 2012, Natek & Zwilling 2014)).

Machine learning is the most commonly used approach to build predictive models in

higher education settings. A wide variety of machine learning techniques, including

Bayesian techniques, decision trees, clustering, regression, neural networks, support
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vector machines, and rule-based approaches, are compared and used to develop pre-

dictive models. Generally, among machine learning approaches, regression algorithms

are the most popular approaches in the field of predicting students’ academic perfor-

mance (i.e. (Ashenafi et al. 2015, 2016, Bainbridge et al. 2015, Chai & Gibson 2015,

Conijn et al. 2017, Dascalu et al. 2016, Jayaprakash et al. 2014, Rogers et al. 2014)),

followed by decision tree algorithms (i.e. (Azcona & Casey 2015, Cen et al. 2016,

Natek & Zwilling 2014, Pardo et al. 2016, Shelton et al. 2016, 2017)).

Multiple studies have compared the performance of regression algorithms against

many other approaches. These comparisons aim to identify the most powerful predic-

tion approach to build predictive models of student academic outcomes. For example,

in studies conducted by Conijn et al. (2017) and Jayaprakash et al. (2014), students’

variables extracted from various data sources were fed into multiple classification and

regression techniques to predict students who were at academic risk. While Conijn

et al. (2017) ran different regression-based algorithms using data captured from VLE

logs and internal assessment scores,Jayaprakash et al. (2014), applied demographic

factors and past performance data alongside online behaviours extracted from a Col-

laboration and Learning Environment to logistic regression, support vector machine,

naive bayes and decision trees to compare their prediction accuracy. The results

showed that a logistic regression algorithm generates the highest quality predictions.

Additionally, Aguiar et al. (2014) and Chai & Gibson (2015) compared various pre-

dictive techniques including random forest, logistic regression and decision trees algo-

rithms using data collected from freshman courses to predict students who were at-

risk of attrition. Aguiar et al. (2014) applied students’ demographic, pre-enrolment,

post-enrolment and electronic portfolio engagement data to compare the approaches,

while Chai & Gibson (2015) used a wide range of static and academic variables to

cover students’ demographic, social, psychological, financial, enrolment and academic

factors alongside VLE interactions variables. Both studies concluded that logistic

regression models provide the most accurate results.

Although various studies elected regression approaches to develop binary prediction
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models, other regression techniques can produce more concentrated prediction targets

such as final grades and exams marks. In research conducted by Ashenafi et al. (2015),

a linear regression model was trained on data to reflect a range of students’ activi-

ties to forecast final exam grades in two courses. Students’ data was collected from a

web-based peer-assessment system implemented by researchers for an eight-week long

course. A predictive model was designed to estimate the students’ final exam scores

on a weekly basis throughout the course period where a Root Mean Squared Error

(RMSE) metric was used to evaluate the prediction quality. The model obtained an

RMSE, in the final week of study, of 2.93 and 3.44 respectively for the two courses

in predicting the students’ final exam scores. Then, in a subsequent study in 2016,

the authors intended to enhance the accuracy of the model using the same collected

population (Ashenafi et al. 2016). The authors employed an alternative predictions

strategy, a linear regression model that was trained for each study week using a subset

of data that covered the period from the beginning of the semester up to the predic-

tion week to train each model instead of using the full dataset. The main purpose

of the proposed model training mechanism was to improve the prediction accuracy

for successive weeks. In the second course, the prediction errors gradually reduced

for successive weeks. In the first course, however, the RMSE decreased in the early

weeks, followed by rises and then a slight decrease in the last week.

Dascalu et al. (2016) used a social media environment as a collaboration and com-

munication tool in the context of a project-based learning (PBL) scenario, where a

correlation was detected between the posts’ contents and the students’ final grades.

The analysis revealed that there is a relationship between academic performance and

the value of word entropy and number of verbs, prepositions, adverbs, and pronouns

used. The authors conducted a stepwise discriminant function analysis using three

features resulting from a linguistic-based analysis to predict whether students were

under-performing or were in good academic standing.

On the other hand, other efforts in the area of developing computational predictive
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models of academic performance show that decision tree algorithms are also capa-

ble of producing more accurate classifications, when compared with numerous other

prediction techniques. For instance, Azcona & Casey (2015) and Hu et al. (2014)

compared a variety of approaches in terms of their predictive power using students’

data collected from single or multiple sources. Both studies rely on variables extracted

from VLE logs to train the models. In these studies, varied decision tree algorithms

were compared against different sets of classifiers. Azcona & Casey’s (2015) evalu-

ation set contains a decision tree, linear regression, logistic regression, naive bayes,

support vector machine and k-neighbours classifiers. Hu et al. (2014) compared a

set of classification techniques composed of a decision tree, logistic regression and

adaptive boosting. Sets of experiments were carried out to evaluate the performance

of each individual approach and assemble the approaches into one predictive model.

Azcona & Casey’s (2015) results indicate that a decision tree is the best performing

model, while Hu et al.’s (2014) evaluation of their results showed that CART tree-

based approach accompanied by an adaptive boosting technique produced the most

accurate predictive results.

Furthermore, Pardo et al. (2016) and Natek & Zwilling (2014) employed decision tree

algorithms to build their predictive models. Pardo et al. (2016) used models to fore-

cast midterm and final exam scores. Each predictive model corresponded to a lesson

week throughout a thirteen-week course. The models trained on first year engineering

students’ online interactions data and internal assessment scores were derived from

online learning resources, followed by assessment tasks where the models produced

predictions on a week-by-week basis. In the other study, Natek & Zwilling (2014)

targeted predicting students’ final grades in higher education settings. They utilised

selected, student-specific demographic, enrolment, and assessment factors to train a

decision tree algorithm to predict the students’ final grades.

In another example, Shelton et al. (2016) conducted a study to predict students’

final achievements on a weekly basis throughout a sixteen-week semester. They col-

lected data regarding students enrolled in twelve asynchronous fully online courses.
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The dataset consisted of demographic and online activities variables. A time-series

clustering analysis was applied to the dynamic variables, which then resulted in infor-

mation which was combined with static variables. The resultant data was utilised to

assess the predictive performance of six approaches: a decision tree, gradient boost-

ing, rule induction, stepwise regression, forward regression, and backward regression.

The decision tree models produced the most accurate classification results. The model

identified up to 78.6 percent of at-risk students correctly, however, the model only

started to provide reliable results at the tenth week and then continued to improve

slightly until the end of the semester. In 2017, the authors continued working on

an expanded dataset, aiming to produce more accurate and earlier predictive results

by considering the variances in different learning patterns and course learning effort

requirements (Shelton et al. 2017). The six proposed models were re-compared after

employing the additional proposed features. The decision tree model remained the

best classification model; however, the extra values resulted in earlier and more ac-

curate predictions. By week six, the model was able to provide reliable predictions.

The classifiers obtained a decent quality by achieving an overall accuracy of 89.26

percent with 85.45 percent of at-risk students being classified successfully.

Furthermore, other studies have stated that other machine learning approaches, such

as naive bayes, support vector machines and clustering can provide accurate classifi-

cations of students’ academic performance. Jishan et al. (2015) developed a decision

tree, naive bayes and neural network models, which they designed to predict students’

grades based on their CGPA, in-between assessments and attendance records. The

authors applied Optimal Equal Width Binning and Synthetic Minority Over-Sampling

data pre-processing techniques to treat the error rate resulting from imbalanced dis-

tribution of target classes in the training dataset. The model’s evaluation results

show that neural networks and naive bayes models outperform decision tree models

where both models provide similar levels of accuracy.

Moreover, in work undertaken by Osmanbegovic & Suljic (2012) and Mueen et al.

(2016) to forecast students’ final achievements, the predictive power of naive bayes,
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neural networks and decision tree models were measured and compared. Both studies

trained their models with students’ demographic factors and past academic perfor-

mance, but Mueen et al. (2016) included interim assessment scores in the training

dataset. The naive bayes technique outperformed the other two techniques in both

studies.

Nevertheless, others employ substitute approaches rather than traditional machine

learning classification algorithms. In research carried out by Lopez et al. (2012), the

authors examined the performance of various clustering and classification approaches

to predict students’ final achievements. Firstly, they analysed the students’ participa-

tion in online discussion forum data to investigate the relationship between this and

their final achievements. Features were extracted using a purely quantitative analysis

of students’ participation data in the forum. The results analysis revealed that by

using a subset of selected attributes, including the number of posted messages and

counts of words, the models produced the highest accuracy. With regard to model

performance comparisons, the naive bayes classifier recorded the highest classifica-

tion accuracy among the examined classifiers. The Expectation-Maximisation (EM)

clustering algorithm achieved the best performance among the proposed clustering

techniques.

Furthermore, Bydzovska (2016) worked on predicting students’ final grades at the

beginning of the semester. This study presented two approaches. The first approach

searched for patterns in students’ demographic and social behaviour data using classi-

fication and regression algorithms. To examine the first approach, students’ historical

data were used to train several classifiers including support vector machine, random

forest, rule-based classifier, decision tree and naive bayes. The support vector machine

classifier shows the best performance. Classifier accuracy was improved by combining

students’ social behaviour data with historical variables. The second approach was

based on collaborative filtering techniques, where similar students’ previous grades

were used to predict the final grade.
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Unlike the majority of the research in the field, Xing et al. (2015) proposed using

genetic programming (GP) to predict students’ performance. They developed a GP

predictive model technique using Interpretable Classification Rule Mining from stu-

dents’ online activity data. Xing and his colleagues collected data about 122 students

enrolled in one course. Also, the researchers considered building a number of machine

learning models using same population. A performance comparison of GP against var-

ious machine learning and regression models was conducted to determine the most

powerful prediction approach. The GP model was the best performing model in pre-

dicting students’ performance by classifying 80.2 percent of students correctly.

2.3.2 Early Warning Systems of students’ success

The importance of early identification of academic risk in higher education has led

many researchers and institutions to invest in developing early predictive models of

students’ academic achievements. However, there is conflict in the descriptions of

how early and how frequently early predictive instruments should produce outcomes.

In the majority of cases, the models started reporting predictions on weekly basis

(Ashenafi et al. 2015, 2016, Hayes et al. 2017, Howard et al. 2018, Macfadyen &

Dawson 2010, Shelton et al. 2016, 2017). Others utilised an alternative procedure

whereby the designed system reported at-risk students twice a semester, with the

first results produced in the middle of the semester (Romero et al. 2013), or identify-

ing the students’ performance when every quarter of the semester had been completed

(Jayaprakash et al. 2014). Furthermore, other efforts employed a pre-defined mile-

stone to schedule prediction timings (Hu et al. 2014) or report students’ risk status,

based on assessment due dates (Hlosta et al. 2017).

Numerous studies have been conducted aiming to build timely and quality predic-

tion models (Arnold & Pistilli 2012, Ashenafi et al. 2015, 2016, Cassells 2018, Conijn

et al. 2017, Macfadyen & Dawson 2010, Villagra-Arnedo et al. 2017) which can serve

as early warning systems of students’ performance (Howard et al. 2018, Hu et al.
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2014, Jayaprakash et al. 2014). For example, Macfadyen & Dawson (2010) presented

a proof of concept study to provide weekly predictions of student performance. In

this study, a logistic regression model was trained, using a combination of students’

VLE interactions and online assessment variables, extracted from fully online courses.

Furthermore, considerable effort has been conducted in the area of developing early

warning instruments to predict students who are at academic risk early in the semester

on an institutional level. Various data types, LA approaches and prediction techniques

have been used to move towards achieving this target. The purpose of these instru-

ments is to allow for early identification and deliver meaningful support for students

in need, which helps to optimise their learning outcomes. Although the main focus

is on utilising parameters gained from online learning activities in developing such

systems, others were interested in additional information driven from other sources.

A range of popular prediction approaches were studied and compared by (Howard

et al. 2018, Hu et al. 2014, Jayaprakash et al. 2014) to develop early warning systems.

For instance, in the early warning system developed by Hu et al. (2014), the authors

experimented with and compared the predictive power of three prediction techniques,

using data about students’ interactions with VLE components alone. The compared

approaches included a decision tree (C4.5), classification and regression tree (CART),

and logistic regression. Evaluation of the results showed that the CART approach,

accompanied by an adaptive boosting algorithm, produced the most accurate predic-

tive results, where the nominated model was used to serve as a predictive instrument

in the developed system.

In other research, Jayaprakash et al. (2014), presented an early alert system to predict

academic risk. The prediction model fed in online behaviour data extracted from a

collaboration and learning environment, alongside students’ demographic factors and

past performance parameters. The captured data were fed into logistic regression,

support vector machine, naive bayes and decision trees models to compare the per-

formance of each approach. Logistic regression showed the highest power of prediction
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among the evaluated models.

Moreover, Howard et al. (2018) proposed an early warning system to forecast students’

final grades, which enabled identification of students at-risk of failing the course. They

examined the predictive power of bayesian additive regressive trees, random forest,

neural network, k-nearest neighbours and XGBoost alongside several regression ap-

proaches. The researchers applied students’ VLE interactions data combined with

demographic and internal assessment information for each approach. The results in-

dicated that a bayesian additive regressive trees approach had the best performance.

Villagra-Arnedo et al. (2017) utilised an alternative design for an early prediction sys-

tem to predict academic performance in terms of a prediction outcomes format and

development methodology. The authors classified the students’ performance into a

three-level classification schema: high, medium and low performance, based on their

grades. Ten independent support vector machine models were built to predict the

students’ performance, where each model corresponded to a prediction week in the

semester. The prediction models were fed with data captured from VLE activities

and online assessment factors.

Due to the valuable benefits of early warning systems in educational contexts, several

international higher education institutions have recruited such systems to provide

timely identification and support for risky behaviours over the last decade. Bin Mat

et al. (2013) and Sclater et al. (2016) reviewed a range of institutional attempts to

develop and use early predictive systems of students’ performance in Australia, Ger-

many, the UK and the US.

Moreover, multiple studies have proposed actionable plans to use with students who

are at-risk (Choi et al. 2018, Na & Tasir 2017, Wise 2014, Wong & Li 2018) and high-

lighted the best period in which to support the students (Conijn et al. 2017, Howard

et al. 2018). For instance, Jayaprakash et al. (2014) proposed two intervention strate-

gies to deal with students who were identified as being at-risk, where those students
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were subjected either to receiving a general awareness message or a message that

encouraged the learner to join an online academic support environment. Hu et al.

(2014) proposed an intervention strategy in their work as follows: when students are

detected as being at-risk, the lecturers and students are notified via email and through

VLE interface. Then, the lecturer interacts with the at-risk students by scheduling

a series of face-to-face tutoring and consultation appointments, as needed. Howard

et al. (2018) identified week 5/6 of a 12-week semester as being the critical period to

forecast students’ likelihoods of success or failure within a course, given that, at this

period of the semester, the proposed prediction model starts to produce reasonably

accurate estimates. Also, Conijn et al. (2017) indicated after week 3 as being the

best time for early intervention, as the model starts to provide accurate classification

results at that point.

Utilising LA-powered tools to deliver proactive interventions to in-need students has

impacted positively on improving university students’ academic achievements and

increasing retention rates. Several attempts to identify and support struggling col-

lege students reported improvements in academic outcomes (Arnold & Pistilli 2012,

Larrabee Snderlund et al. 2018, Sclater et al. 2016, Wong 2017). Larrabee Snderlund

et al. (2018) and Sclater et al. (2016) highlight a number of case studies that evaluate

the effectiveness of early academic interventions on students’ achievements in higher

education contexts. For example, the chosen early warning system at Purdue Univer-

sity leads to an improvement in students who obtain B and C grades by 12 percent

and the number of students who passed with lower grades declined by 14 percent.

Furthermore, Sclater et al. (2016) reported another example at New England Univer-

sity where a trial of LA tools reduced the attrition rate from 18 to 12 percent.

In another comprehensive review of the impact of academic interventions on stu-

dents’ success, Wong (2017) stated that providing academic interventions improved

students’ outcomes over non-intervention groups of students in all the higher educa-

tion institutions reviewed. However, the author reported that the effect size of the

interventions was varied across the institutions.
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Furthermore, Cassells (2018) reported an improvement in students’ grades of eight

percent on average as result of facilitating timely interventions for students who were

flagged as at-risk. Furthermore, Jayaprakash et al. (2014) studied the contribution of

timely interventions on groups of students who had been labelled as at academic risk.

The supplied academic interventions enhanced the students’ grades over noninterven-

tion sets of students by six percent. A recent study reported a seven percent increase

in success rates following the implementation of such an intervention strategy. How-

ever, other studies have recorded the limited influence of early academic support on

students’ academic performance (Dodge et al. 2015).

Moreover, multiple studies have reported the positive impact of early interventions

on students’ completion rates. Arnold & Pistilli (2012) observed a significant im-

provement in completion rates, by up to 25 percent, over groups of students who

had not received intervention support, while Milliron et al. (2014) reported that early

intervention increased retention rates by three percent. In a Brazilian University,

researchers found that employing an intervention approach resulted in a decline in

the drop-out rate of 11 percent (Cambruzzi et al. 2015). However, Jayaprakash et al.

(2014) observed an 11.5 percent increase in the probability of withdrawal for students

on the intervention list, when compared with their peers.

There are several well-known examples of utilising early warning systems to flag

struggling students in practice. One of the first early systems in practice was Course

Signals. Course Signals (CS) is an LA-powered early warning and intervention solu-

tion to enhance students’ success (Arnold & Pistilli 2012). In 2007, Purdue University

presented the Course Signal (CS) system. Then, in 2009, it launched an automated

version of the system. The CS developers applied various types of student variables

to a predictive student success algorithm to compute the students’ probability of suc-

cess. The student information consisted of a combination of demographic and past

academic performance information, alongside dynamic data extracted from VLE. The
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system was integrated with the Blackboard VLE to supply real-time indicators to stu-

dents about their performance and then provide feedback. The colour of a traffic light

signal (red, yellow or green) is presented on the student’s personal course interface to

indicate their risk level.

Moreover, there are numerous other successful examples of utilising early warning

instruments to improve students’ academic performance in practice (Sclater et al.

2016). For example, Rio Salado College, in the USA, developed the Rio-PACE model

to evaluate students’ engagement and progress in a fully online course and, conse-

quently, report students who were at-risk (Smith et al. 2012). In another case, the

NTU Student Dashboard developed at Nottingham Trent University, in the UK, is

one of the most prominent LA projects to improve college student retention and other

objectives (Sclater et al. 2016). All students enrolled at the university are affected by

the NTU Student Dashboard and students in-need receive direct assistance. Another

initiative established by Edith Cowan University, Australia, implemented the Connect

for Success (C4S) program (Jackson 2012). C4S aims to improve students’ success

by identifying and supporting students who are in need of help. Also, a NYIT STAR

model was utilised at the New York Institute of Technology, in the USA, to boost stu-

dents’ retention rates through early interventions for freshman students who had been

identified as at attrition risk (Agnihotri & Ott 2014). Furthermore, Bin Mat et al.

(2013) reviewed other projects used as early alert instruments to support students

such as E2 Coach used by the University of Michigan, and the Individual Learning

Plan (ILP) system used by Sinclair College.

Finally, various higher education institutions have invested in developing predictive

instruments for student success, due to their valuable benefits in improving academic

outcomes. Several studies have compared a wider range of popular prediction algo-

rithms for identifying the most accurate approach, then utilised the results to develop

early warning systems, whilst regression algorithms are the most frequently employed

approaches. In addition, many studies have observed the positive impact of utilising

early warning systems to deploy actionable interventions on students’ success, which
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help to improve academic outcomes. Several successful institutional examples have

been presented that early academic interventions lead to improvements in students’

grades (Cassells 2018, Dodge et al. 2015, Sclater et al. 2016) and increases in retention

rates (Arnold & Pistilli 2012, Cambruzzi et al. 2015, Milliron et al. 2014). Therefore,

the promising results may motivate higher education instantiations to employ such

instruments in order to gain the highest benefit from them.

2.4 Summary

During the last decade, much research has been conducted to identify students’ per-

sonal, academic and learning characteristics, which are then correlated with academic

outcomes, and employed to forecast course achievements. Table 2.1 highlights various

studies conducted between 2012 and 2018 to develop automated predictive models

of academic performance in blended and fully online settings. While most of the

reviewed predictive models target academic performance in the form of final achieve-

ments, other models are concerned with identifying potential students at-risk of failure

to complete their academic courses successfully.

In terms of data sources, a wide range of variables has been extracted from various

sources to identify characteristics associated with academic achievement, which have

been used to build predictive models. It is common practice to integrate different

types of features to feed predictive student success models. Dynamic data are the

most popular sources of features, so most predictive models rely partly or solely on

this type of data. However, dynamic-related features generally result from purely

quantitative analyses of interactions with online learning components. A limited

number of studies have considered applying social or qualitative analyses of stu-

dents, such as applying social network analyses and text-based analyses. Similarly,

student-related demographic factors are also a popular source of attributes used to

train predictive models, alongside academic-related aspects, such as pre-enrolment

and post-enrolment performance, interim assessments and attendance records.
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A wide range of prediction approaches have been utilised in the literature to forecast

students’ academic performance in higher education settings. On the other hand, a

few researchers have applied statistical, genetic programming or proposed novel ap-

proaches to predict academic performance, whilst machine learning algorithms are

the most frequently-used approaches to build predictive instruments. The clear ma-

jority of the reviewed research has performed a comparative analysis on different

collections of predictive techniques, where diverse algorithms were studied; however

function-based methods are the most popular approaches, followed by tree-based al-

gorithms. Function-based approaches include variations of techniques such as logistic

regression, linear regression and, stepwise, forward and backward regression and use

of support vector machine. Furthermore, several tree-based classification algorithms

have been examined to build forecasting models including C4.5, CART, ID3, J48 and

regression tree algorithms. Other machine learning approaches were analysed and

compared in multiple studies including bayesian, ensemble learning, rules-based and

clustering algorithms. However, training dataset can have a significant influence on

the performance of machine learning algorithms.

However, most of the past effort has focused on training and testing predictive models

on populations drawn from one dataset (Cassells 2018, Dominguez et al. 2016, Hayes

et al. 2017, Howard et al. 2018, Hu et al. 2014, Jishan et al. 2015, Lopez et al. 2012,

Romero et al. 2013), which usually belongs to a single course. Limited studies have

used independent datasets collected from different courses or academic periods to

evaluate the models. Furthermore, cross-validation is the most commonly-used vali-

dation and dataset partitioning method (i.e (Romero et al. 2013, Smith et al. 2012,

Wolff et al. 2013, Xing et al. 2015)).

Moreover, the vast majority of the reviewed works built and evaluated data collected

from courses taught at one institution, which raises concerns about the scalability

of researchers’ outcomes where datasets contain the learning, performance and de-

mographic information associated with a particular educational and cultural context.

Therefore, the models fed with those datasets might only be useful within similar
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settings.

This thesis employs various quantitative, qualitative and social approaches to analyse

students’ VLE activities and contributions to online discussion forums to produce a

set of variables. The resultant variables were utilised to develop an exemplar multi-

course early warning framework of academic risk in higher education settings that

provides early and accurate predictions. The proposed exemplar multi-course early

warning framework’s predictivity power was examined against unseen course data to

simulate real-life scenarios. Moreover, we extended our work to allow the framework

to learn from its additional datasets, provided by users. Building an updateable early

warning framework fills the gap regarding the scalability of the predictive framework

in new educational environments, as well as providing a fully-automated framework

to enable continuous improvements to the underlying predictive instrument by incre-

mentally increasing the amount of training dataset information fed into the system.

This chapter has provided a background of the efforts that have been undertaken to

develop predictive models of students’ performance in respect of the data and ap-

proaches used to build the models. It has discussed the different types of student

characteristics used to predict academic performance in higher education settings.

In addition, this chapter has reviewed various studies aiming to develop predictive

models. Furthermore, this chapter has presented concerns from past efforts about de-

veloping early warning systems for academic success and, in some cases, of adopting

such systems in practice. Finally, the chapter concluded by summarising the efforts

made in developing predictive models of students’ final achievements and then has

drawn attention to the gaps in the research field.

The next chapter describes how this thesis contributes to the field of predicting stu-

dents’ performance in the light of the identified gap. Chapter 3 defines the efforts

made throughout this study to bridge the gap in the literature, while Chapters 5, 6

and 7 present detailed descriptions of this work.
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Chapter 3

An Adaptive Multi-Course Early

Warning Framework for At-Risk

Students

This chapter presents a high-level explanation of the work included in the thesis. It

describes how this study is contributing to the research area of identifying at-risk stu-

dents in higher education contexts, where the strategies described aim to fill the gap

identified in the literature. This study tackles various aspects of predicting students’

performance, including introducing and evaluating alternative methods to extract

academic risk predictors other than those used frequently in the current literature.

Furthermore, in this thesis, we have proposed a novel design for a Grey Zone to en-

hance the quality of binary classifiers. Moreover, this thesis presents an exemplar

multi-course early warning framework for at-risk students, alongside proposing and

evaluating a dynamic strategy to enhance its adaptivity.

This chapter is organised as follows: Section 3.1 presents briefly VLE and a discussion

forum predictor extraction methodological gap, along with approaches proposed to

bridge it. A proposed extraction method for diverse variables has been utilised and

evaluated in this work to predict students who are at-risk academically. Then, Sec-

tion 3.2 provides an overview regarding the novel design of the Grey Zone proposed
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in this study to enhance the performance of binary classifiers. Section 3.3 outlines

the gap in the literature in terms of developing an early warning framework of at-risk

students that can be used to predict instances drawn from multiple course contexts.

Section 3.4 briefly describes the efforts made towards addressing the scalability and

updatability issues identified in the literature when developing student performance

prediction instruments. The solution involves proposing an adaptive strategy that

allows the prediction instruments to cope dynamically with any changes which may

arise in the prediction space.

3.1 VLE and Discussion Forum Variables

A major vehicle for accurate detection of at-risk students is utilising quality predic-

tors. Online activities data provide a valuable source of information that can be used

to identify early signs of students’ academic risk within the underlying course context.

However, in a blended learning model, relying solely on such data is a challenging

task as this learning mode is designed to hybrid off-line and online learning activities

in conjunction with each other.

In fact, students’ off-line learning activities are usually not recorded, which makes

it hard to monitor such learning patterns. Therefore, it is vital to explore different

aspects of online learning data to identify the most influential online risk characteris-

tics. While most of the previous work relies on quantitative analysis of such data (i.e.

(Cen et al. 2016, Chai & Gibson 2015, Conijn et al. 2017, Mueen et al. 2016, Pardo

et al. 2016, Villagra-Arnedo et al. 2017)), a few studies performed qualitative analysis

to forecast students’ achievements (i.e. (Crossley et al. 2016, Haig et al. 2013, Lopez

et al. 2012, Robinson et al. 2016)). Qualitative analysis offers an opportunity to open

new doors to explore hidden elements of students’ learning and social experiences.

This thesis addresses a literature gap regarding qualitative extraction methods of

students’ characteristics, by performing qualitative analysis approaches on different
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types of online engagement data. Qualitative approaches involve methods to measure

the change in students’ engagement patterns over time regarding various aspects of

learning and mining textual content created by students, alongside other quantitative

methods.

In this work, we introduce an automated language-based analysis mechanism to in-

vestigate the content of students’ messages posted on virtual discussion forums of

diverse courses. The approach works by scoring the strength of students’ sentiments

expressed in discussion forum posts, based on corresponding adverbs. To perform

the adverb weighting task robotically, a Digital Adverb Strength dictionary has been

developed, which contains 3,762 English adverbs currently in use. A detailed descrip-

tion of the Digital Adverb Strength Dictionary development process is outlined in

Section 4.3.

Moreover, the influence of the extracted predictors using the proposed qualitative

methods were ranked and compared against other predictors extracted from discus-

sion forum participation data in thirteen blended learning courses. A ranking method

was performed using multiple well-known feature selection methods.

3.2 Grey Zone Design

In a binary classification context, classifiers are traditionally designed to follow black-

and-white decision-making strategies to determine the prediction class. Identifying

at-risk students’ binary classification instruments is no exception (i.e. (Azcona &

Casey 2015, Bainbridge et al. 2015, Bayer et al. 2012, Chai & Gibson 2015, Das-

calu et al. 2016, Hu et al. 2014)). The chosen decision-making strategy forces binary

classifiers to make marginal decisions regarding prediction classes, which limits their

ability to distinguish actual instance classes when underlying features reflect similar

observations for instances belonging to different prediction classes.
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Therefore, to enhance the ability of binary prediction instruments to produce quality

outcomes, we proposed a novel concept, called Grey Zone design, where prediction

probabilities are divided into three different zones. The design works by generating

a new zone that overlaps both classes in the prediction space where instances fall

in the Grey Zone. They are then subject to further investigation using alternative

classifiers. The design suggested that Grey Zone boundaries are identified by defining

the weakness of a base predictive model, where it fails to provide quality predictions

by performing error analysis metrics. The base model is responsible for producing

initial prediction decisions by referring instances under prediction to one of three

zones: white, black or grey. Then, instances that fall in the Grey Zone are subject to

further prediction, using specially implemented Grey Zone models that are expert in

distinguishing prediction classes in such circumstances.

In this thesis, we examined the effect of the Grey Zone concept on the predictive

performance of a binary classification model in terms of forecasting students’ perfor-

mance. A set of experiments were conducted to investigate the impact of the proposed

Grey Zone design on model’s performance, comparing this with traditionally-used

decision-making strategies on a weekly basis. Each experiment is run to evaluate and

compare the quality of two decision-making strategies with each other. Furthermore,

the Grey Zone design has been utilised to develop the multi-course early warning

framework for at-risk students proposed in this study.

3.3 A Multi-Course Early Warning Framework for

At-Risk Students in Blended Learning Setting

Developing reliable early warning instruments to detect potential at-risk students is

a critical step in order to deliver proactive and timely interventions for those stu-

dents. In the field of predicting tertiary students’ performance, the main focus is on

developing prediction instruments using data collected from a single course (Cassells
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2018, Dominguez et al. 2016, Hayes et al. 2017, Howard et al. 2018, Hu et al. 2014,

Jishan et al. 2015, Lopez et al. 2012, Romero et al. 2013). However, in higher edu-

cational contexts, courses are varied in terms of course structure, required workload

and assessments. These facts raise concerns about the applicability of these predic-

tion instruments on instances drawn from other courses.

Moreover, it is widely assumed that courses have homogeneous data distribution.

Hence, researchers employ cross-validation approaches to build and validate predic-

tion instruments (Romero et al. 2013, Smith et al. 2012, Wolff et al. 2013, Xing et al.

2015). A limited amount of research has utilised independent validation dataset in

the development process or employed an unseen validation dataset such as in (Byd-

zovska 2016, Chai & Gibson 2015, Rogers et al. 2014).

The proposed exemplar multi-course early warning framework for at-risk students

takes into consideration the issues in the existing literature. The proposed frame-

work has been developed using data drawn precisely from students’ VLE interactions

and discussion forum participation data. It aims to provide early, quality predictions

of students who are at academic risk across multiple Computer Science courses that

follow blended learning pedagogies. The prediction instrument has been designed

using the proposed novel Grey Zone concept described in this study.

The development of a multi-course early warning framework bridges a methodolog-

ical gap by developing a prediction instrument that is able to provide early, quality

predictions across multiple courses, whilst also anticipating the framework’s perfor-

mance in future courses. Therefore, the proposed framework is evaluated using an

unseen dataset, drawn from multiple heterogeneous courses offered in different aca-

demic periods, where every course has its own unique structure and online activities

distribution. Moreover, by analysing the evaluation results, it is possible to identify

the optimal week in which course coordinators and lecturers should start intervening.

The identified intervention timing is the earliest week where the framework starts

to produce quality predictions across all evaluated courses. Pointing to the earliest
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intervention week helps to determine how early the predictive framework can provide

reliable, high-quality outcomes.

3.4 Adaptive Strategy

When predicting students’ academic achievements in the literature, the majority of

the extant prediction instruments are devoted to static machine learning environ-

ments, where models tend to be trained on historical information and remain fixed

due to the absence of an adaptive mechanism (Bainbridge et al. 2015, Cen et al. 2016,

Chai & Gibson 2015, Howard et al. 2018, Hu et al. 2014, Jishan et al. 2015, Natek

& Zwilling 2014). Moreover, these prediction models are built and evaluated using

data collected from historical courses taught at one institution, which raises concerns

about the scalability of the researchers’ outcomes, where in-suite datasets contain

learning, performance and demographic characteristics associated with a particular

educational and cultural context. Furthermore, these concerns extend to include the

predictive models’ capacity to cope with changes which may occur in students’ learn-

ing styles, over time. Utilising an adaptive mechanism allows predictive instruments

to adapt to new cultural or educational settings, alongside updating their properties

dynamically to maintain and enhance their prediction quality.

On the other hand, updating predictive models using additional courses data is typ-

ically possible at the end of academic semester when results become available. An

alternative approach can be utilised is incrementally updating a predictive model

during the semester whenever a student withdraws for the course (Lagus et al. 2018).

In this approach data belong to drop-out is fed the predictive model.

There is a gap in the literature regarding the absence of dynamic adaptive strate-

gies that enhance the scalability and updatability of student performance prediction

instruments. To fill this gap, we developed an adaptive framework that allows an

underlying prediction model to cope with changes in the prediction space, alongside
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adapting to new prediction environments. To the best of our knowledge, this is the

first work introducing adaptive learning concept in this research context.

This study introduces the Adaptive Grey Zone Model (AGZEM) framework, which

supports predictive instrument to adapting to changes in students’ learning behaviours.

The developed framework is aligned with the novel Grey Zone strategy proposed in

this work. The development of an AGZEM framework involves also building two com-

plementary adaptive algorithms to update the predictive components, as well as Grey

Zone configurations. The first algorithm is designed to update the base and Grey Zone

predictive models, while the second computes the optimal Grey Zone boundaries. The

focus was on developing adaptive mechanisms that suit a multi-course early warning

framework, to cope with any changes that may occur in the prediction environment.

Therefore, we take into the consideration the design of the prediction models used in

the multi-course framework, while designing the new, adaptive strategy.

The feasibility of the proposed adaptive framework and algorithms was tested exper-

imentally over two adaptive scenarios. The evaluation process was deployed with and

without historical data forgetting criteria to examine adaption outcomes over both

scenarios.

The next chapter presents the data gathering and preparation processes, as well as a

description of the extracted variables, tools and methods used in this work. Chapters

5, 6 and 7 present the implementation and evaluation of the work involved in this

thesis in order to develop an adaptive multi-course early framework to detect at-

risk students in Computer Science courses. The multi-course framework that was

developed is featured to provide early, quality predictions, alongside the ability to

learn robotically from any additional data batches that may obtained in the future.
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Chapter 4

Context and Data

This thesis investigates students’ online learning behaviours and contributions data

in blended learning setting to detect students who are potentially at academic risk

early in the semester. Quantitative, qualitative, and social analysis approaches were

performed on students’ data drawn from VLE to compute a range of student-level

characteristics. The extracted student characteristics were analysed to determine sig-

nificant predictors that reflected each student’s academic risk status. Then, influential

predictors were used to build a computational multi-course early warning framework

that forecasts students who are at-risk in a timely manner. Furthermore, this study

involves developing adaptive mechanisms, which allow the framework to update its

properties to cope with changes in online learning patterns.

This chapter describes the data, methods and tools used in this thesis. It is organ-

ised as follows: while Section 4.1 discusses the collected online learning data and the

participants involved in the study in detail, Section 4.2 presents the data preparation

methodology and describes the features extracted from the gathered data. Section

4.3 presents the development process for the Digital Adverb Strength dictionary im-

plemented for this study. Section 4.4 provides a background to the CoreNLP toolkit

that was used for the language-based analysis of the students’ generated texts. Then,

Section 4.5 presents machine learning approaches that was utilised to construct the

predictive instruments used to determine those students at academic risk. Section
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4.6 discusses the evaluation metrics used to ensure the quality and accuracy of the

developed predictive models. Finally, Section 4.7 presents a summary of the chapter.

4.1 Data Collection

This study relies solely on features calculated from students’ VLE interactions and on-

line discussion forum participation data. The obtained data can reflect the student’s

degree of engagement with the online learning components, sentiments expressed

in course-related posts and social presence in an online learning community. The

student data were drawn from undergraduate and postgraduate Computer Science

courses taught at the University of Adelaide in Australia. The participating courses

were offered in both the first and second semesters, over multiple academic periods.

The University of Adelaide’s academic year consists of two main semesters, where

each semester consists of 12 core teaching weeks. One optional teaching week follows

the core study period. In each semester, there is a 2-week mid-semester break, which

typically falls between weeks 5 and 8 of the core study weeks. All of the gathered

courses were designed to follow blended learning theory and were mediated by a Moo-

dle VLE. The rest of this section describes the dataset collected, alongside defining

the participants and explaining how their privacy was maintained. In addition, it

presents a statistical analysis of the collected datasets.

4.1.1 Dataset Structure

Data were collected from two different online sources. The first source contained the

students’ VLE interactions and participation data that had been retrieved from the

Moodle VLE database. Moodle is a well-known VLE that has been used in many

higher education institutes across many years (Moodle 2017). The two online learning

datasets associated with each course are the Moodle logs dataset and the discussion
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forum participation dataset. The logs dataset contains records of students’ VLE ac-

tions, which were retrieved to CSV format files. The other dataset was drawn in

an XML format, and includes discussion forum data. The second source consists

of the students’ final performance records, which were retrieved from the university

database in CSV format files. Students who choose not to complete their courses and

dropped out before the deadline were tagged as dropping out, with no awarded mark.

The VLE interaction logs dataset includes detailed data of students’ actions per-

formed on the Moodle VLE. Within the dataset, each row presents a record of a

single activity that covers six entries, which are:

• The Date and Time at which the activity event occurred

• The User ID that the user used to access the system

• The component which the user accessed

• The event name and the type activity performed

• A description of the object which was affected by the activity.

There are a range of activities that can be performed on the Moodle VLE, based on

the user’s role. Moodle allows users to access the system as administrators, course

creators, lecturers, students or guest users. Hereafter, we will cover major student-

level activities that are relevant to this study. There are two sets of keywords used to

identify the types of action performed on a Moodle VLE. The first version represents

the set of keywords that appear in courses taught before 2016, while courses taught

during and after 2016 use the second version of the keywords to denote the exact

same students’ actions on Moodle VLE.
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• Course Access

– Course View (Version 1 and Version 2) denotes:

User viewed course module on the VLE.

• Discussion Forum

– Forum Add Discussion (Version 1) and Version 2: Discussion Created

denote:

User created a new thread in the course discussion forum.

– Forum Add Post (Version 1) and Version 2 Post Created denote:

User added a new post that replies to a thread or post.

– Forum Update Post (Version 1) and Version 2 Post Updated denote:

User updated an existing post.

– Forum View Forums (Version 1) denote:

User viewed all discussion forums available.

– Forum View Forum (Version 1) and Course Module Viewed with ’forum’

in the description (Version 2) denote:

User viewed all the discussion titles available on the forum.

– Forum View Discussion (Version 1 and Version2) denote:

User viewed a discussion on the forum.

• Resources Components

– Resources View (Version 1) and Course Module Viewed with ’resource’ in

the description (Version 2) denote:

User viewed a resource that has been uploaded to the course module.

• Assignments Components

– Assignment View (Version 1) and Course Module Viewed (Version 2) de-

note:

User viewed an assignment description that has been uploaded to the

course module.
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The other dataset involves discussion forum contents. This dataset was retrieved in

an XML format, which carries data about forum structures and messages generated

by users. XML uses tags to carry discussion forum data, including the discussion

id, post id, user id, post parent id and the post’s subject and contents. In addition,

there are tags carrying the time at which the post was created and modified, using

the UNIX timestamp.

4.1.2 Data Anonymisation

Identifying individual student information is central to this study. Therefore, we must

be able identify the performer of each record. However, maintaining the privacy of the

participants is essential to this study. At the data collection stage, the online activi-

ties data was anonymised by identifying students using the Moodle VLE subscription

id number instead of their actual names or university id numbers. Identical identifi-

cation numbers are used across the collected datasets, however, there were traces of

users’ information in the body of some forum posts, particularly in the greetings and

signatures sections. Thus, we used the CoreNLP tool, described in Section 4.4, to

remove any personal identification information from the textual content as soon as

possible after the data was collected.

Furthermore, to minimise the risk of identifying students, all the participants’ data

are encoded using a combination of ”STD”letters and five-digit unique random num-

bers. The process of replacing the original participant identification numbers with the

new ones was done automatically by an application built specially for this purpose,

while initial student IDs were not recorded.
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4.1.3 Data Description

The data used in this study was collected from thirteen blended Computer Sci-

ence courses taught at the University of Adelaide, Australia, in the first and sec-

ond semesters between 2012-2016, and offered to undergraduate and postgraduate

students. Data about students’ online engagements were retrieved from the Moodle

VLE. The sample courses were generally offered for undergraduate students in the

form of eight undergraduate-only courses and the remaining five courses were offered

for both undergraduate and postgraduate students. Of the thirteen courses, seven

courses were taught in 2012 and five courses taught in 2013, while only one course

was taught in 2016. Table 4.1 presents an overview of the course names and levels,

and the study periods that were used in this study.

Course ID Name Level Study Period

Course 1 Computer Architecture UG Semester 1, 2012

Course 2 Artificial Intelligence UG+PG Semester 1, 2012

Course 3 Programming Techniques UG+PG Semester 1, 2012

Course 4 Computer Graphics UG Semester 1, 2012

Course 5 Distributed Systems UG+PG Semester 2, 2012

Course 6 Software Engineering and Project UG+PG Semester 2, 2012

Course 7 Operating Systems UG Semester 2, 2012

Course 8 Advanced Algorithms UG+PG Semester 1, 2013

Course 9 Artificial Intelligence UG Semester 1, 2013

Course 10 Advanced Programming Paradigms UG Semester 2, 2013

Course 11 Algorithms and Data Structures Analysis UG Semester 2, 2013

Course 12 Computer Systems UG Semester 2, 2013

Course 13 Parallel and Distributed Computing UG Semester 1, 2016

Table 4.1: An overview of the courses used in this study. For the Level, the fol-
lowing abbreviations are used: (UG) refers to undergraduate, (UG+PG) refers to
undergraduate and postgraduate.
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A total of 1,476 enrolments were obtained from the thirteen courses with enrolment

rates ranging from 76 to 153 students per course M = 113.5 (SD = 29.2). As several

courses were offered in the same or adjacent academic periods, there were 743 unique

students enrolled in the thirteen courses used for this study. Most students (402)

only appeared in a single course of the collected courses; 147 students enrolled in two

courses; 91 students enrolled in three courses; 44 students in four courses; 35 students

in five courses; 14 students enrolled in six courses and 8 and 2 students enrolled in

seven and eight courses, respectively.

The participating courses are structured to combine on-campus activities and online

media in the teaching process. Most courses offered learning resources and assign-

ments specifications, alongside other course-related digital materials uploaded on the

VLE, where students have access to them online. Moreover, all courses utilised online

discussion forums as communication and collaboration tools. The initial VLE activi-

ties datasets of the thirteen courses contain 373,197 logs in total, ranging from 7,199

to 84,881 logs per course M = 28,707.5 (SD = 19,823.5), while the initial discussion

forum datasets contain 3,797 posts, the data ranges from 69 to 944 posts per course

in total, where M = 292.1 (SD = 222.2). However, lecturers’ and other users’ VLE

activities and posts are included in the initial logs and discussion forum datasets.

Figure 4.1 presents a bar chart showing the frequencies of the major activities per

course, as they are recorded in the initial VLE log files.

However, course structures and the amount of uploaded resources on VLE are varied

per course, as a consequence of students’ usage patterns, which are then reflected in

the amount of VLE interactions entries. For instance, the software engineering and

project course (course 6) is a group project course with individual assessment compo-

nents, which means it is sufficient for one team member to check the VLE and update

the rest of the team. Therefore, the course’s nature resulted in a relatively low volume

of interactions within the system, when compared with the number of enrolments.

In another example, the advanced algorithms course (course 8) has a very limited

number of learning resources made available on the VLE, while the algorithms and
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Figure 4.1: The frequencies of activities in the initial VLE log datasets.

data structures analysis course (course 11) has no online learning resources available

on the VLE module at all, which explains the limited number or absence of resources

view entries in the courses’ VLE log datasets. In another case, the programming

techniques course (course 3) has very high volume of viewing post actions and inter-

actions recorded with VLE components due to the extensive volume of participation

in course discussion forums and the significant amount of resources available on the

VLE platform.
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Although final course marks are awarded for students who continue to be enrolled

in the course, students who withdrew from their courses are labelled as ”dropouts”,

without receiving any final grades. The nature of the assessments and their weight-

ings are diverse, and organised per course. Furthermore, the assessment component

may involve various off-line and online sets of tasks such as a final exam, assignments,

quizzes, group tasks and programming projects. The majority of the courses investi-

gated in this project used an independent web submission system, offered by School

of Computer Science to handle online student submissions, rather than utilising the

Moodle VLE which logs submission actions.

The final marks range from 0 to 100 marks, where the minimum mark to pass any

course successfully is 50 and any mark less than 50 implies a student has failed the

course. A statistical analysis of the participants final performance shows that 52.5

percent of the enrolled students passed their courses successfully, M = 59.6 (SD =

21.8), while about 19 percent received fail grades, M = 21.6 (SD = 8.4). 28.5 percent

of participants decided to withdraw from their courses, M = 32.3 (SD = 18.6). In one

course, the artificial intelligence course (course 2), there is no record of any drop-out

students, as all the students received final marks. On the other hand, some courses

have a noticeably higher drop-out rate than others, notably the computer architec-

ture course (course 1) and the algorithms and data structures analysis course (course

11). This can be explained by the fact that students can enrol in multiple courses

offered in the same semester, then choose between the course streams that satisfy

their preferences later on/in the weeks up to census week. Therefore, a significant a

number of students may decide to drop-out. For instance, an analysis of students’

enrolment behaviours in the gathered dataset shows that, for courses 1 and 11, about

39 percent of the students who drop-out of these courses have enroled in a number of

courses in same semester and choose to withdraw from these particular courses once

the semester has commenced. The students’ final marks are grouped into five grade

categories, as described in Table 4.2. An illustration of the students’ final outcome

distributions across all courses can be found in Figure 4.2.
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Grade Description

High Distinction Final mark of or over 85

Distinction Final mark of or between 75 and 84

Credit Final mark of or between 65 and 74

Pass Final mark of or between 50 and 64

Fail Final mark below 50

Table 4.2: Awarded final grades categories.

4.2 Data Preparation

After the data collection stage, it was critical to prepare and organise datasets prop-

erly prior to data analysis to avoid any future errors. This study uses ex-post facto

students’ VLE interactions and discussion forum data, collected from courses taught

during various academic semesters. The initial phase was to parse the discussion

forums’ XML files into CSV files, so as to apply data cleaning and preprocessing

procedures. The rest of this section outlines the data preparation process, including

dataset cleaning, time-series clustering, labelling dependent variables and data pre-

processing methods.

4.2.1 Dataset cleaning

Data cleaning is an essential part of preparing data. It involves the process of detect-

ing and removing corrupted and irrelevant data points. The courses’ datasets were

cleaned and validated individually, based on their specifications, such as semester and

year offering. The original VLE interactions and discussion forum datasets contain

records for any user who accessed the course module, regardless of whether or not

they are enrolled students. Records of irrelevant users were excluded from the VLE
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of students’ final grades distribution across all courses.
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log datasets. However, these cleaning criteria were not applied to the discussion fo-

rum datasets, to maintain the social ties with other users.

Furthermore, as most of courses modules are created before the actual semester be-

gins and they are still accessible after the semester ends, the initial datasets contain

actions occurring outside each semester’s official academic schedule, as used by the

university. Those VLE activities that occurred either before the first official core

teaching week of the semester or after the end of the core study period were omitted

from the dataset. Each field in the dataset was evaluated carefully to detect missing

values and corrupted records. Corrupted data fields were either treated by filling in

missing values or removing whole records from the course datasets. The data clean-

ing process resulted in omitting 99,214 superfluous records from the original datasets,

M = 7,631.8 (SD = 5,685.4). Therefore, the initial VLE activities datasets were

narrowed to 273,983 clean logs, M = 21,075.6 (SD = 15,140.6). Only data clean-

ing criteria related to post creation times were applied to discussion forum content

datasets. This triggered the deletion of 585 posts from the initial datasets, M = 45

(SD = 43.1), which reduced the total number of posts to 3,211 M = 247 (SD = 209.2).

Moreover, this study utilises textual-based analysis on the student-generated texts

posted on the courses’ discussion forums. Therefore, close attention was to paid

to cleaning posted text messages before conducting the analysis. The posts’ con-

tents were cleared of unwanted, non-ASCII characters and noisy texts. However, the

meanings expressed in posts were maintained and were not affected by the cleaning

process. For example, generally posts in course discussion forums contain HTML tags

and parts of programming codes, which is considered as noise and extra information.

The posts’ textual-based cleaning process did not result in omitting any posts from

the original datasets.
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4.2.2 Time Series Clustering

Time series generation is an important method to measure and use to predict student

performance in a timely manner. The students’ VLE and discussion board activities

were grouped into weekly patterns for 14 weeks, which consisted of the 12 core teach-

ing weeks and the 2 weeks of the mid-semester break. Since the mid-semester break

weeks differed each semester, these weeks’ data were labelled as ”Break-week”. The

time series clustering method relies on the actual academic calendar dates to deter-

mine the start and end weeks in each semester, in addition to the mid-semester break

weeks, whilst Sunday is considered to be the first day of the week. Subsequently, data

is stored in datasets (DS) that are defined as follows:

VLE activities DS = {Date and Time, User ID, Component, Event Name, De-

scription, Event context}
Forum post DS = {Date and Time, User ID, Receiver, Post ID, Discussion ID,

Message}

4.2.3 Independent Variables

Students’ activities within VLE and online discussion forums reflect their learning

and engagement level in the course. This thesis relies on data generated by students’

engagement with the VLE objects and virtual forum contributions as the sources of

independent variables. Students’ participations records were analysed to calculate

the desired variables on a weekly basis. A collection of 53 variables were extracted

to evaluate their relationship with each student’s academic risk status. This section

presents those independent variables computed, based on various types of analytical

approaches.

VLE interactions Variables

In blended learning courses, VLEs are used to support the learning process. Each

course module accommodates different VLE elements, in terms of the nature and
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number of learning tasks, activities, and available resources. A number of major VLE

elements are frequently utilised across the majority of each course’s VLE modules.

This study employs the commonly performed VLE actions as a source of independent

variables, which have been used across the collection of courses. An overview of the

original and derivative independent variables extracted from the VLE logs are to be

found in Table 4.3 where Quantitative, Qualitative and Social variable’s types refer

to analytical approach used to compute underlying variable while binary type refers

to nature of data held in the variable.

Variable Description Type

Appended course page

view frequency

Total number of times a student viewed the

course module from week 1 up to the current

week

Quantitative

Course page view fre-

quency

Total number of times a student viewed course

module in the current week
Quantitative

Course page views

trend

The trend of course module view pattern over

time; data sequences is calculated on a weekly

basis starting from week 1

Qualitative

Course page views

trend flag

A flag to denote if a computed course module

view trend value is positive
Binary

Change in course page

view frequency over 1-

week

The change in viewing course module frequen-

cies between current and prior week; if the spec-

ified week is 1, this variable will be equal to the

week 1 course module views’ frequency

Quantitative

Change in course page

views over 1-week flag

A flag to denote if the computed change in

course page views is positive
Binary
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Table 4.3 continued from previous page

Variable Description Type

Appended resources

view frequency

Total number of times a student viewed the re-

sources and assignments specifications within

the course module from week 1 up to the current

week

Quantitative

Resources view fre-

quency

Total number of times a student viewed the re-

sources and assignments specifications within

the course module in the current week

Quantitative

Resources views trend

The trend of resources and assignments specifi-

cations view pattern over time; data sequences

are computed on a weekly basis starting from

week 1

Qualitative

Resources views trend

flag

A flag to denote if the computed resources and

assignments specifications view trend value is

positive

Binary

Change in resources

views over 1-week

The change in viewing resources frequencies be-

tween current and prior week; if the specified

week is 1, this variable will be equal to the week

1 resources views frequency

Quantitative

Change in resources

views over 1-week flag

A flag to denote if the computed change in re-

sources views is positive
Binary

Total resources

opened

Total number of resources and assignments

specifications opened by the student within the

course discussion forum starting from week 1

Quantitative
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Table 4.3 continued from previous page

Variable Description Type

Appended posts view

frequency

Total number of times a student viewed the post

within the course discussion forum from week 1

up-to the current week

Quantitative

Posts view frequency

Total number of times the student viewed the

posts within the course discussion forum in the

current week

Quantitative

Posts views trend

Trend of post view patterns over time; data se-

quences are computed on a weekly basis starting

from week 1

Qualitative

Posts views trend flag
A flag to denote if the computed posts view

trend value is positive
Binary

Change in posts views

over 1-week

The change in viewing post frequencies between

the current and prior week; if the specified week

is 1, this variable will be equal to week 1 post

view frequencies

Quantitative

Change in posts views

over 1-week flag

A flag to denote if the computed value of the

change in post views is positive
Binary

Total number of read

posts

Total number of posts read by student in the

course discussion forum starting from week 1
Quantitative

Table 4.3: VLE activities independent variables.
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Discussion Forum Variables

Online discussion boards are popular communication and collaboration media. A

range of qualitative and quantitative independent variables are extracted from the

discussion forum dataset. Qualitative analysis may help to unveil hidden aspects of

the discussion forum, such as its social structure and the emotions students express

in their posts, alongside other social attributes, reflecting the students’ engagement

levels. An overview of the independent variables extracted from the discussion forum

datasets can be found in Table 4.4.

Variable Description Type

Appended out-degree

(Appended student contribution) Total number

of times a student created posts in the course

discussion forum between week 1 and the cur-

rent week

Social

Out-degree

(Current week student contribution) Total

number of times a student created posts in the

course discussion forum in the current week

Social

Change in out-degree

value over 1-week

The change in weekly out-degree value between

current and prior week; if the specified week is 1,

this variable will be equal to week 1 out-degree

value

Quantitative

Change in out-degree

value over 1-week flag

A flag to denote if the computed value of change

in out-degree is positive
Binary

Appended in-degree

(Appended student posts’ popularity) Total

number of posts replying to student posts in the

course discussion forum between week 1 and the

specified week

Social
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Table 4.4 continued from previous page

Variable Description Type

In-degree

(Current week student posts’ popularity) Total

number of posts replying to student posts in the

course discussion forum in the specified week

Social

Change in in-degree

value over 1-week

The change in weekly in-degree value between

the current and prior week; if the specified week

is 1, this variable will be equal to week 1 in-

degree value

Quantitative

Change in in-degree

value over 1-week flag

A flag to denote if the computed change in in-

degree value is positive
Binary

Appended degree

Appended sum of student engagement in-degree

and out-degree in the course discussion forum

from week 1 up-to the current week

Social

Degree

Sum of student in-degree and out-degree en-

gagement in the course discussion forum in the

current week

Social

Change in degree

value over 1-week

The change in weekly sum of in-degree and out-

degree values between the current and prior

week; if the specified week is 1, this variable

will be equal to the week 1 sum of in-degree

and put-degree values

Quantitative

Change in degree

value over 1-week flag

A flag to denote if the computed change in total-

degree value is positive
Binary

Degree trend

Trend analysis of total-degree variables over

time; data sequences are computed on a weekly

basis starting from week 1

Qualitative
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Table 4.4 continued from previous page

Variable Description Type

Degree trend flag
A flag to denote if the computed value of the

total-degree trend is positive
Binary

Closeness centrality

The shortest path length from a student to all

other participants in the course discussion fo-

rum based on posts created between week 1 and

the current week

Social

Betweenness central-

ity

The total number of times in which partic-

ipants’ shortest paths pass through students

based on posts created between week 1 and cur-

rent week

Social

Degree prestige
The ratio of students (popularity) in-degree be-

tween week 1 and the specified week
Social

Total discussion cre-

ated

Total number of discussions created by the stu-

dent in the course discussion forum from week

1 up-to current week

Quantitative

Posts’ sentiment

strengths

Sum of student sentiments expressed in the

posts and weighted using corresponding adverb

strengths in the current week

Qualitative

Posts’ sentiment

strengths flag

A flag to denote if the computed values of posts’

sentiment strengths are positive
Binary

Appended posts’ sen-

timent strengths

Appended sum of posts’ sentiment strengths

variables based on student posts created be-

tween week 1 and the current week

Qualitative
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Table 4.4 continued from previous page

Variable Description Type

Appended posts’ sen-

timent strengths flag

A flag to denote if the computed values of the

appended posts’ sentiment strengths are posi-

tive

Binary

Posts’ sentiment

strengths average

Average of posts’ sentiment strengths values in

the current week
Qualitative

Posts’ sentiment

strengths average flag

A flag to denote if computed value of posts’ sen-

timent strengths average variable is positive
Binary

Appended posts’ sen-

timent strengths aver-

age

Average of posts’ sentiment strengths values

based on student posts created between week

1 and current week

Qualitative

Appended posts’ sen-

timent strengths aver-

age flag

A flag to denote if the computed value of the

aggregated posts’ sentiment strengths average

variable is positive

Binary

Posts’ sentiment

strengths trend

Trend analysis of posts’ sentiment strengths val-

ues; data sequences are computed on a weekly

basis based on the student posts created be-

tween week 1 and current week

Qualitative

Posts’ sentiment

strengths trend flag

A flag to denote if the computed value of the

posts’ sentiment strengths trend variable is pos-

itive

Binary

Table 4.4: Discussion forum independent variables.
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VLE Access Patterns Variables

Students’ usage patterns for VLE in terms of time, expose some aspects of student

online learning engagement. Several independent variables have been constructed to

explore daily and weekly VLE access patterns. A student is considered connected in

an individual day or week when they log-in to VLE at least once in the underlying

day or week, based on the VLE log datasets. A description of the VLE access pattern

variables can be found in Table 4.5.

Variable Description Type

Count of disconnected

days in a week

Count of the number of days in the current week

on which the student has not accessed the VLE

platform

Quantitative

Count of connected

days over 2 weeks

Count of the number of days in a specified fort-

night on which student has accessed the VLE

platform at least once a day

Quantitative

First connected day in

the week

Flags the first day of the current week on which

the student has used the VLE platform
Quantitative

Connected flag
A flag to denote if student has logged-in to the

VLE platform at least once in the current week
Binary

Total disconnected

weeks

Total number of weeks in a row on which the

student has not assessed the VLE platform
Quantitative

Table 4.5: VLE access patterns, independent variables.
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4.2.4 Dependent Variable

This thesis aims to identify students who are at academic risk by utilising a combina-

tion of student online participation data within blended learning courses. Therefore,

it is important to specify the circumstances in which a student is considered to be

at-risk academically. In this study, we use the final course achievement as a crite-

rion to determine academic risk. A binary dependent variable was computed, where

students achieved a final mark over 55 their score is labelled as success academically,

whilst a final mark of or below 55 is labelled as at-risk status. In addition, students

who choose to drop-out of their courses were coded as having at-risk status, as they

did not complete courses successfully. Although the student’s final awarded mark of

or between 50 and 55 would still pass the course, they would inevitably achieve a

final mark that would be relatively close to the failure grade. A total of 1,476 stu-

dent grades were labelled, where 790 students (53.5 percent) were tagged as being at

academic risk and 686 students (46.5 percent) were labelled as having a successful

academic status.

4.2.5 Outliers Handling

The VLE participation data were drawn from heterogeneous groups of students.

Therefore, it is common to observe outliers, which occur due to variations amongst

the students. An outlier is a rare data point compared with other observations that

may reduce containing variable productivity power. The outlying cases detection

procedure relies on a method proposed by Tukey (1977). Tukey’s method identifies

outliers through boxplots. The method divides the data into four quartiles, then

identifies outliers as observations more than 1.5 times the interquartile range from

the quartiles (IQR), which means above (Quarter 3) + (1.5 IQR) or below (Quarter

1) - (1.5 IQR). Outliers were detected based on weekly timeframes and handled prior

data analysis. Outliers were detected based on weekly timeframes and handled prior

data analysis by removing outlying datapoints from dataset.
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4.2.6 Variables Transformation

Data transformation approaches are used to optimise the initial population prior to

analysis. In this thesis, min-max normalisation and logarithmic variance-stabilising

transformation methods are applied to the students’ independent variables. Data

normalisation minimises the effects of high observations by outweighing other smaller

observations in the variable. The min-max normalisation method performs linear

transformations on the initial independent variable data. It rescales processed at-

tribute values in the range from 0 to 1. Min-max normalisation is performed using

the following formula:

x′ = x−min(x)
max(x)−min(x)

(4.1)

Where:

x refers to the initial value

x′ refers to the normalised value

min(x) refers to the minimum value in the x range

max(x) refers to the maximum value in the x range

The other data transformation method is logarithmic variance-stabilising, which is

performed using the natural logarithm of the sum of the observation value +1. Ex-

tra value is added to each observation, since many observations contain values of 0,

especially variables hold actions counts such as the frequency of resources view. For

examples, a post view variable will have a value of 0 if a student has never viewed

any post in the discussion forum. There is no negative value across the computed

variables because of the application of the min-max transformation method.

4.3 Digital Adverb Strength Dictionary

In this thesis, students’ sentiments, as they are expressed in the online discussion fo-

rums, are used as predictors of their academic risk. Detected sentiments are weighted
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Figure 4.3: Digital Adverb Strength dictionary, building process.
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using the strength of the accompanying adverb. The weighting process requires an

instrument to identify the strength of each adverb in English. However, to the best of

our knowledge, there is no such weighting instrument of adverbial strengths available

for use. Therefore, we constructed a Digital Adverb Strength dictionary, where every

adverb is associated with its strength. In the dictionary that has been developed,

adverbial strength levels are assigned to values ranging from 1 to 3. The process of

building the dictionary involved both manual and automated tasks. Figure 4.3 shows

the process of building a Digital Adverb Strength dictionary.

The initial dictionary’s textual content was drawn from the Online Plain Text En-

glish Dictionary (OPTED) version 0.03 (The Online Plain Text English Dictionary

(OPTED) 2000), which is a public, digital-based, words set. OPTED provides a set

of 26 HTML files that contain lists of English words, accompanied by the words’

definitions and part of speech. The dictionary’s datasets were parsed and cleaned

by removing HTML tags, word definitions and parts-of-speech labels. Furthermore,

all non-adverb arguments were filtered out and omitted from the dictionary dataset.

Then, the adverbs’ strengths were labelled manually, where the strongest adverbs

have a strength level of 3 and weaker ones have a strength level of 1. The constructed

adverb strength dictionary was stored in an XML file to be used in this study. It

contains 3,762 weighted adverbs.

4.4 Stanford Natural Language Processing Toolkit

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a collection of methods that aim to analyse

and understand human-generated texts. Natural Language refers to human language

in use. NLP applies mathematical and artificial intelligence approaches to textual-

based elements, to determine the author’s mood or the emotion expressed in a piece

of writing. There are a variety of NLP applications in many sectors, such as mining

customers’ opinions about a product or tracking people’s attitudes on social media.
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Sentiment analysis is one commonly used application of NLP, where it enables de-

termination of individual sentiments, expressed in a piece of text. Numerous NLP

systems provide a variety of automated annotators, such as sentiment analysis and

part of speech tagging. The Stanford CoreNLP Natural Language Processing Toolkit

is a well-known example of such computer-based NLP tools.

CoreNLP is an automated annotation-based NLP tool developed by the Stanford Nat-

ural Language Processing Group at Stanford University. It is one of most popular

NLP tools (Manning et al. 2014). The CoreNLP toolkit has had three releases, which

were implemented in the Java language. Although the first version of CoreNLP was

developed for internal use, to replace an older system, in 2010, version 3 was released

as a free open source package, since it was licensed under the GNU General Public

License on version 3 or later (Stanford CoreNLP Natural language software 2015). It

supports multiple languages including Arabic, Chinese, English, French and German.

CoreNLP offers various essential NLP annotations such as sentiment analysis, part of

speech tagging and syntactic analysis.

This study utilises NLP to detect sentiments expressed in discussion forum posts

and identify weighted sentiments using associated adverbs. For this purpose, we em-

ployed the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit for NLP tasks. The Stanford CoreNLP version

3.2.1, English set, was used in this thesis. CoreNLP is responsible for identifying

sentiments in students’ posts containing textual content and tagging the associated

adverbs, which are then weighted using the adverb dictionary mentioned earlier. The

CoreNLP sentiment annotator reports expressed sentiments as having integer values

on five levels between 0 and 4, where 0 indicates a strong negative sentiment and 4 in-

dicates a strong positive sentiment. However, we rescaled the initial produced values

to be between -2 and 2, as the following negative values refer to negative sentiments;

0 refers to natural, positive values where the mean positive sentiment was detected,

and the opposite is true.
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4.5 Machine Learning

Machine learning involves a range of algorithms and approaches that allow computer

systems to make successful predictions by observing the relationships between input

variables and prediction target. A more formal definition of machine learning is pro-

vides by Mitchell (1997) as ”A computer program is said to learn from experience E

with respect to some class of tasks T and performance measure P, if its performance

at tasks in T, as measured by P, improves with experience E”.

Machine learning filed provides approaches that can robotically learn from input

observations to build a computational predictive model. The process of building pre-

dictive models is known as ”training” while input data used to build predictive model

is called ”training data”.

In supervised machine learning methods, learning techniques requires the target value

for each training instance to be provided. Learning approach trains underlying predic-

tive models to map the relationship between the target values and input observations.

The rest of this section provides an overview of machine learning approaches that

was utilised to construct the predictive models used to determine those students at

academic risk. Furthermore, it discusses Ensemble-based modelling approach which

has been used throughout the thesis.

4.5.1 Logistic Regression

Regression analysis is defined as a process involving several techniques for forecast-

ing the relationship between the response variable and single or multiple explanatory

variables. While regression analysis has its roots in the field of statistics, it has com-

monly been used in the field of machine learning. Regression models are powerful

prediction approaches. Consequently, it is one of the most regularly used prediction

techniques in many scientific fields (Armstrong 2012). Nevertheless, this prediction
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technique produces more reliable estimations when it deals with small numbers of

variables, and big amounts of data, where changes are larger and more predictable

and there are strong causal relationships (Armstrong 2012). In machine learning, a

variety of regression techniques are used to predict continuous or categorical targets,

while others forecast binary outcomes such as logistic regressions. A logistic regres-

sion is a generalised linear model that is usually applied to fulfil binary classifications

in its simple form. On the other hand, multinomial logistic regression models can

solve multiclass classification tasks.

In educational research settings, a wide range of previous efforts utilise regression

models to predict course outcomes. For example, Ashenafi et al. (2015, 2016) em-

ploy linear regression models to predict students’ final examination scores. Logistic

regression is a popular model for binary predictions targets. Many studies rely on lo-

gistic regression-based models to predict students who are at-risk of academic failure

(Jayaprakash et al. 2014, Macfadyen & Dawson 2010, Marbouti et al. 2016, Mueen

et al. 2016, Pardo et al. 2016), while others utilise the same approach to predicts

students who are at-risk of attrition (Burgos et al. 2018, Chai & Gibson 2015, He

et al. 2015).

Since we are targeting predicting students’ academic status as either successful or at-

risk, we employ a logistic regression technique, as its predictive power is illustrated in

the literature. Several previous works in the area of predicting student academic risk,

show that logistic regression models can produce reliable predictions and they out-

perform many other approaches, when compared within a prediction setting. Logistic

regression algorithms report on probability values, based on the given independent

variables, whenever the probability of an above-threshold student is considered as

have a successful academic status, otherwise they are considered as having an at-risk

status. The logistic regression function is expressed mathematically using the follow-

ing equation:
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p = 1
1+e−(α+β0X0+β1X1+...+βpXp)

(4.2)

4.5.2 Ensemble Modelling

The concept of combining multiple predictive models’ outputs is known as ensemble

modelling in machine learning context. Machine learning ensemble-based models are

constructed by combining multiple classication approaches to enhance the predictive

accuracy over a single learning model (Dietterich 2000). An ensemble model con-

sists of a number of learning members which generalise the capability of predictive

instrument to combine various hypotheses from the hypothesis space over single weak

learners.

Bagging and boosting are well-known ensemble methodologies in machine learning

(Kantardzic 2011). Fundamentally, bagging and boosting approaches are based on

resampling training examples. For instance, bagging method build learning mem-

bers by training each learner on a random sampling of training instances where each

learning member is generated with different random sampling of training instances.

In terms of boosting ensemble method, it tends to used entire training dataset with

updating training instance weights after every development iteration.

Finally, applying a suitable outputs combination strategy is a vital element of build-

ing ensemble models, as it assigns the contribution degree of each learning member

on the final model output. Weighting models’ outcomes is an example of the blending

strategy used to combine models’ outputs in ensemble modelling (Polikar 2012). As-

signing weights to members allows us to manage members’ degrees of importance and

contributes to the final decisions. For instance, higher weightings are given to strong

member classifiers, which results in higher contributions to the model’s outcome.
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Non-trainable and trainable weighting methods are used to allocate weight parameters

associated with each single model prediction (Polikar 2006). Non-trainable combina-

tion rules allow the user to specify the weight parameters to be applied to the member

models. On the other hand, a trainable weighting approach recognises the models’

weights through a training algorithm, where it optimises a best-fit set of weights that

produces the best performance.

4.6 Evaluation Methods

Assessing the quality of predictive instruments is a critical task in the process of

developing new models. A variety of evaluation metrics have been used to evaluate

the performance of different machine learning approaches, which allow the researcher

to examine the predictive model’s effectiveness and compare it with other models in

terms of predictivity power. This study targets binary classification, where the final

output is that either the student is at-risk or has a successful academic status. The

rest of this section presents an overview of popular evaluation mechanisms used to

evaluate the performance of binary classifiers.

A typical approach used to evaluate the performance of machine learning models is

based on a confusion matrix. Figure 4.4 presents a confusion matrix for a binary clas-

sifier. Several commonly-used evaluation metrics are calculated based on a confusion

matrix for binary classifiers. Traditionally, student success models rely on the overall

accuracy, precision, recall and F-measure metrics to examine the model’s overall qual-

ity and accuracy. However, the overall accuracy may lead to misleading evaluation

results in the case of an evaluation dataset containing highly imbalanced samples.

Recently, many studies have utilised the area under the ROC curve metric to assess

the performance of binary classification tasks, especially in the case of imbalanced

datasets. This section presents frequently-used evaluation methods.

Where:

True Positive (TP) refers to the number of students classified as at-risk correctly
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Figure 4.4: Confusion matrix for a binary classifier.

True Negative (TN) refers to the number of students classified as successful correctly

False Negative (FN) refers to the number of actual at-risk students misclassified mis-

takenly

False Positive (FP) refers to the number of actual successful students misclassified

mistakenly

Accuracy measures the overall correctness of the classifier, as follows:

Accuracy = True Negatives+ True Positives
Negatives+ Positives

(4.3)

Precision (that is, the Positive Predictive Value) focuses on the proportion of samples

labelled positive, classified positive correctly, as follows:

Precision = True Positives
True Positives+ False Positives

(4.4)
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Recall (that is, Sensitivity) focuses on the proportion of actual positive samples, clas-

sified positive correctly, as follows: Recall= (True Positives)/(True Positives+False

Negatives)

Recall = True Positives
True Positives+ False Negatives

(4.5)

Specificity focuses on the proportion of actual negative samples, classified negative

correctly, as follows:

Specificity = True Negatives
True Negatives+ False Positives

(4.6)

F1 score measures the harmonic mean between precision and recall:

F1 score = 2 precision · recall
precision+ recall

(4.7)

Area Under the Curve

The ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve results from the plotting sensi-

tivity against the 1-specificity at numerous threshold points. The AUC (Area Under

the Curve) computes the area under the ROC curve. The AUC is a beneficial method

for evaluating and comparing binary classifiers.

4.7 Summary

This chapter provides a detailed description of the collected data used in this the-

sis, which consists of records of students’ online engagements with course VLE and

discussion forums. Furthermore, it presents the methods used for data preparation
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prior to analysis, including data cleaning, time-series clustering, outlier handling and

data transformation methods. Moreover, the set of 53 student level predictors used

in this study are listed and described alongside descriptions of all dependant variables.

The chapter also provides an overview of the tools and approaches used to extract and

weigh the sentiments students express in their posts. Furthermore, the development

process for the Digital Adverb Strength dictionary and its uses are presented in this

chapter. In addition, contextual notes are given for the logistic regression technique

and ensemble modelling approach that is used to develop predictive models for stu-

dent success. Finally, the chapter presents the evaluation metrics that are used to

ensure the quality and accuracy of the prediction instrument developed to identify

at-risk students.

The next chapters present the use of the prepared student data, with the help of the

approaches and tools described above, which are then used to develop and evaluate a

multi-course, adaptive early warning framework of students at academic risk. While

Chapter 5 describes and evaluates the proposed discussion forum predictors along-

side the proposed novel Grey Zone design for improving binary classifiers, Chapter

6 presents the development and evaluation of an exemplar multi-course early warn-

ing framework, which integrates discussion forum predictors alongside other VLE

interaction variables for early identification of at-risk students in Computer Science

courses. In Chapter 7, we extend our work by developing an adaptive mechanism,

which allows the multi-course early warning framework to enhance its performance

and ability to detect at-risk students across different educational settings, alongside

coping with any changes that may occur in the prediction space over time. Adaptive

mechanisms allow the underlying predictive instrument to learn robotically from any

extra dataset which may become available in the future.
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Chapter 5

Early Detection of At-Risk

Students Using Course Discussion

Forum Data

5.1 Overview

VLEs supports a variety of online educational tools including online communication

spaces such as online discussion forums. Online forums are asynchronous web-based

platforms, which allow students and lecturers to communicate virtually, without time

or physical limitations (Loncar et al. 2014). Online discussion forums have gradually

become an important part of computer-supported courses. Virtual discussion forums

optimise the learning process by providing a space for students to seek and receive

help, as well as become involved in course-related discussions with lecturers and other

peers outside lecture times and campus borders.

On the other hand, online discussion forums enhance the lecturers’ ability to monitor

students’ learning progress by analysing discussion forum activities, digital traces and

contributions to textual content. Several studies found positive relationships between

students’ participation in virtual communication environments and academic perfor-

mance in a higher education setting. For example, in (Cheng et al. 2011), (Gunnarsson
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& Alterman 2012) and (Shaw 2012), researchers observed positive links between sev-

eral students’ engagement characteristics in learning communication platforms and

academic achievements. A variety of discussion forum factors were utilised to predict

students’ academic performance. However, the majority of the previous work mainly

relies on quantitative measures of participation frequency and social network aspects

to predict students’ academic achievements.

While multiple studies observed an association between content-based aspects and

student performance in a higher education context (i.e. (Tucker et al. 2014, Wen

et al. 2014a)), this type of feature is rarely used to predict academic performance.

Language-based qualitative analysis involves utilising a range of NLP approaches,

such as identifying students’ sentiments expressed in their discussion forum messages.

In this chapter, we focus on evaluating the ability of discussion forum predictors to

predict students who are at academic risk. Hence, we extract various aspects of stu-

dents’ engagements with online forums by performing quantitative, qualitative and

social measures to explore hidden aspects of students’ participations. Furthermore, in

this study, we propose an automated approach, weighting student sentiments based

on the strength of associated adverbs by multiplying the sentiment value computed

from the CoreNLP toolkit with the strength of the accompanying adverb gained from

the Digital Adverb Strength Dictionary. The feasibility of the proposed language-

based features, alongside other predictors, is evaluated in terms their importance to

the predictive instrument for an at-risk student.

Then, we employed extracted predictors to develop an early predictive instrument

that was fed with discussion forum data only to predict students’ academic status

(at-risk or successful). Given the binary nature of the classification targets, various

binary classifiers have been used to fulfil prediction tasks in higher education lit-

erature. However, traditionally, researchers follow black-and-white decision-making

strategies, where, if the computed probability falls below a certain threshold, the

student is predicted to be at-risk, otherwise the student is allocated to the class of

successful students.
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In this chapter, we propose a novel, to the best of our knowledge, design of Grey Zone

decision-making and prediction strategy for binary classifiers, where the computed

probabilities are divided into three zones (black, grey and white). In the proposed

design, instances which fall within the Grey Zone bounds are subject to further in-

vestigation, using additional predictive models, to distinguish their actual class.

To examine the effect of the Grey Zone design on the performance of a binary predic-

tive instrument, we built twelve different models, trained with temporal information,

where each model corresponds to an individual lecture week. We ran a series of

experiments to evaluate the performance of predictive models over traditional and

proposed designs. Then, we evaluated the impact of the proposed design on the over-

all predictive model performance across each prediction week, individually.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 5.2 describes the data used

in this chapter. Section 5.3 presents discussion forum features and their extraction

methods alongside the proposed automated sentiment weighting approach used to

evaluate the strength of students’ posts. It also describes the feature ranking ap-

proaches used to prioritise features based on their importance level. Furthermore,

Section 5.4 describes the proposed novel Grey Zone strategy for binary classification.

It also describes the experimental setup used to evaluate the impact of the proposed

design over commonly used designs, alongside presenting the predictive models’ de-

velopment process and specifications. Sections 5.5 and 5.6 show and discuss the

experimental results, respectively. Finally, Section 7 summarises the chapter.

5.2 The Dataset

Underlying data were collected from thirteen Computer Science courses taught at the

University of Adelaide, Australia, between 2012 and 2016, drawn from the Moodle

VLE as described in Section 4.1. The original dataset covers 1,476 students, enrolled
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in thirteen courses. The dataset contains a total of 3,797 posts created by students,

lecturers and tutors, since students’ contributions in course-based online discussion

forums are the central element used to predict students’ overall course performance

in this chapter. Therefore, only students who posted at least once during a relevant

semester’s official academic calendar were considered in this chapter. However, non-

student participants contributions are kept in the dataset to maintain information

about students’ social ties with other users. Overall, the cleaned dataset contains

data belong to 451 enrolments across the thirteen collected courses that represents

approximately 30 percent of the gathered population.

5.3 Discussion forum Features Experimental Setup

5.3.1 Weighting Sentiment Approach

Textual content posted on online discussion forums is a rich source of information.

Such data may contain valuable information reflecting hidden characteristics of stu-

dents’ learning experiences, including sentiments regarding course-related aspects that

can indicate their academic progress. Therefore, it is central to utilise such a source

of information to improve the ability to predict students’ academic performance.

Sentiment analysis refers to the process of classifying emotions and attitudes expressed

in texts as positive, natural or negative (Liu 2011). Sentiment analysis applies NLP

approaches to investigate lexical elements of a piece of text that is examined using

machine learning or lexical-based approaches. In predicting tertiary student academic

performance setting, sentiment analysis is a rarely used method to explore student-

generated texts, related to course contexts. The extracted information can be used

as a predictor of student academic risk behaviour. A few researchers have utilised

sentiment analysis as a predictor of student retention or final achievements in a higher

education setting such as in (Wen et al. 2014a,b).
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In this chapter, we propose an automated weighing mechanism to rank students’

sentiments, as they are expressed in the online discussion forums. In the developed

mechanism, detected sentiment polarities are weighted using the strength of the ac-

companying adverbs, where the strength of each adverb is identified using a Digital

Adverb Strength Dictionary built for this purpose. To examine the practicability of

the proposed feature extraction approach in predicting students’ performances, the

predictive power of the weighted sentiment features were compared against other dis-

cussion forum characteristics.

Digital Adverb Strength Dictionary

To perform a sentiment weighting approach automatically, a digital dictionary of ad-

verbial strengths is required to define the strengths of English adverbs. However, to

the best of the author’s knowledge, there is no such weighting of adverbs strength

dictionary currently available for use. Therefore, a Digital Adverb Strength dictio-

nary has been constructed, where every adverb is associated with its strength. The

digital dictionary categorises English adverbs into three strength levels ranging from

1 to 3. The process of building the dictionary involved manual and automated tasks,

as described in Section 4.3.

5.3.2 Automated Sentiment Extraction and the Weighting

Process

In this thesis, NLP tasks are processed with the help of the Stanford CoreNLP

toolkit version 3.2.1, English set (Stanford CoreNLP Natural language software 2015).

CoreNLP is responsible for identifying sentiments expressed in post textual contents

and tagging associated adverbs, which are weighted using the Digital Adverb Strength

dictionary. The CoreNLP sentiment annotator reports the expressed sentiment po-

larity indicator as an integer value on five levels between 0 and 4 where 0 indicates a

strong negative sentiment and 4 indicates a strong positive sentiment. However, we
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rescaled the initially produced indicators to be between -2 and 2 for clarity, as the

negative values refer to negative sentiments; 0 refers to natural; positive values mean

a positive sentiment was detected and the opposite is also true. Figure 5.1 shows a

workflow diagram of identifying and weighting sentiments in online discussion forum.

Figure 5.1: A workflow diagram showing posts’ sentiment extraction and weighting.

5.3.3 Features Description

In order to provide early predictions of academic risk, student features were calcu-

lated based on their contributions to course discussion forums on a weekly basis.

Several qualitative, quantitative and social analytic methods were used to compute

the emotional, participation and social aspects, alongside measuring the change in

weekly observations over the semester’s duration for each student. Therefore, two

data clustering criteria were used to compute the variables which are: single week

clustering criteria and weeks appended criteria. Single week features are computed

based on activities performed in the prediction week only, while appended features

combine actions performed from study week 1 up to the underling week. Table 5.1

presents the extracted independent discussion forum features used in this work.
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Feature Analytic Method

Appended posts’ sentiment strengths average

Qualitative

Appended posts’ sentiment strengths average flag

Appended posts’ sentiment strengths

Appended posts’ sentiment strengths flag

Degree trend

Degree trend flag

Posts’ sentiment strengths

Posts’ sentiment strengths flag

Posts’ sentiment strengths average

Posts’ sentiment strengths average flag

Posts’ sentiment strengths trend

Posts’ sentiment strengths trend flag

Appended degree

Social Network Analysis
Appended in-degree

Appended out-degree

Betweenness centrality

Centrality degree

Social Network Analysis

Closeness centrality

Degree prestige

Degree

In-degree

Out-degree

Change in degree value over 1-week

Quantitative

Change in degree value over 1-week flag

Change in in-degree value over 1-week

Change in in-degree value over 1-week flag

Change in out-degree value over 1-week
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Table 5.1 continued from previous page

Feature Analytic Method

Change in out-degree value over 1-week flag

Total discussion created

Table 5.1: A list of the extracted discussion forum features.

Qualitative analysis approaches focus on evaluating sentiments expressed in posted

messages’ contents weighted by their strength by performing the weighting sentiment

method described earlier. Posts’ textual contents are evaluated using the post sen-

timent weighted by the associated adverbs’ strengths automatically with the help of

Stanford CoreNLP Natural language software (2015) and the Digital Adverb Strength

dictionary developed in this study. In addition, other qualitative methods were used

to evaluate the fluctuation degree of underlying student sentiments over time based

on weekly observation blocks.

Furthermore, quantitative measures apply statistical methods to calculate student

participation characteristics. Extracted indicators involve a frequency analysis of

students’ participation in discussion forums, including the frequency of creating dis-

cussion threads by each student. Moreover, quantitative features measure the change

in the number of posts created and replies received, compared with the previous study

week.

Additionally, social network analysis examines social ties within discussion forums

and relationships between members. A number of social network analysis indicators

were extracted including centrality, closeness and betweenness degrees, and students’

prestige degrees. Social network analysis examines the popularity, importance and

centrality of a student within the social network.
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5.3.4 Feature Ranking Methods

In a machine learning setting, utilising feature selection methods is a popular practice

to select the most relevant and influential subset of features (Hira & Gillies 2015).

Features selection algorithms evaluate the influence of each individual feature in the

features space and rank them, based on their importance to the prediction model.

Multiple feature selection approaches were used to prioritise the importance of the

extracted discussion forum factors in predicting students’ risk behaviours. The pro-

cess of ranking features’ importance involves feeding all underlying data to multiple

feature ranking approaches including: the information gain approach, which mea-

sures the amount of information that that a particular feature has about each class,

the gain ratio, which applies similar measurements, such as information gain, but

whilst reducing its bias by considering the number and size of the data, Pearson’s

correlation, which examines the linear correlation between each feature and its class

and the ReliefF technique, which scores features by distinguishing qualities between

classes. Features ranking is performed with the help of a Weka machine learning

library (Frank et al. 2016).

All the available student data was cleaned and pre-processed, then aggregated to

be fed to each feature selection approach. The pre-processing task covers handling

outlying data points and transforming the computed observations, which aims to

optimise the initial population prior to analysis. Two data transformation methods

were performed on independent features, which are the min-max normalisation and

logarithmic transformation. Each data pre-processing task was performed each week,

for each course dataset, separately.
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5.4 Grey Zone Design Experimental Setup

5.4.1 Grey Zone Design

A wide range of machine learning approaches have been used to predict future events.

However, algorithms are varied with respect to their prediction outcomes. Several

prediction models target predicting continuous and categorical classes, while others

target binary outputs.

In a binary classification context, researchers customarily follow black-and-white

decision-making strategies. To illustrate this, in a case where the probability com-

puted by the prediction instrument falls below a threshold, the instance under pre-

diction is assigned to a certain target class, otherwise the instance is allocated to

other classes in the prediction space, which forces the prediction instrument to make

marginal decisions regarding the prediction class. Hence, traditional decision-making

methods may limit the model’s ability to provide quality predictions when underlying

features reflect similar observations for instances belonging to different target classes.

Therefore, we proposed the novel design of a Grey Zone strategy to improve the

accuracy of binary classifiers, by re-predicting instances in the Grey Zone using an

alternative model. The Grey Zone strategy focuses on identifying the weakness of the

predictive model where instance characteristics overlapped, and the model produced

random predictions by analysing misclassification composition to identify the Grey

Zone. In other words, the Grey Zone is intended to cover a range of probabilities

where the predictive model fails to provide accurate predictions.

In the proposed design, a base model is used to calculate the preliminary probabilities.

Then, the base model output distribution is analysed and divided into three zones:

the black, white and Grey Zones. The Grey Zone refers to a range of probabilities

that need further investigation, while the black and white zones are assigned directly

to one of the target groups. The Grey Zone’s upper and lower boundaries are stated

with the help of an error analysis of the base model classifications, using a receiver
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operating characteristic (ROC) curve graph and visualisation of the computed proba-

bilities distribution. Error analysis is performed to identify the potential Grey Zone,

where a high percentage of misclassifications occurs.

Appling error analysis of the base model allows to identify best-fit global threshold.

Then, we identify optimal cut-off values for the upper and lower boundaries of the

Grey Zone with respect to the base model global threshold. At this stage, we es-

timate the upper and lower cut-off values (the optimal Grey Zone upper and lower

thresholds) based on a Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) graph (Fawcett

2006). ROC works by drawing many points on the graph space starting from the

lower left point (0,0) to the top right point (1,1). For starting and finishing points,

the predictive model predicts instances to a single class unconditionally, while the

upper left point (0, 1) characterises the finest classifications. Therefore, measuring

the distances between each point in the ROC space and the top left point indicates

the best cut-off point where the shortest distance is the best cut-off point. Two cut-

off values are identified with respect to global threshold (upper and lower Grey Zone

boundaries) by detecting optimal cut-off values with respect to the area above and

below the global threshold.

To overcome the predictive model weakness, the Grey Zone model may consider dif-

ferent aspects of the instance characteristics, expand the feature coverage, utilise

different training strategies and/or follow alternative modelling approaches to opti-

mise the final classification quality. Then, any instances which fall within the Grey

Zone boundaries are subject to additional investigation using the Grey Zone predic-

tive model, which replaces the initial prediction output produced by the base model.

Figure 5.2 presents an overview of the Grey Zone design architecture.

The concept of combining multiple predictive models’ outputs is known as ensem-

ble modelling in machine learning context. The fundamental concept of ensemble

modelling id used to develop the proposed Grey Zone design. However, the design

utilises a novel development approach and design comparing to well-known ensemble
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Figure 5.2: Grey Zone design architecture.

modelling approaches such as boosting approach. Although the proposed Grey Zone

design and boosting approach tends to optimise the overall performance of predictive

ensemble model when the base learning member provides unstable predictions, but

each approach built based on a different methodological concept.

Initially, the Grey Zone design is strictly limited to only two members, baseline and

grey zone models, while boosting approach can involve N number of members. More-

over, boosting approach incrementally building new members based on the latest

developed member performance, however, the grey zone design involves the process

of identifying the Grey zone based on the performance of a static baseline model.

Furthermore, in terms of utilising training dataset, boosting approach tends to used

entire training dataset with updating training instance weights after every develop-

ment iteration, on the other hand, in the grey zone design only instances fall in the
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identified grey zone used to develop grey zone member model. Finally, in boosting

approach, the outcomes of all members combined to frame final outputs while in the

proposed design the grey zone models’ outcomes replace baseline models’ outcomes

whenever under prediction instances allocated within the identified grey zone, other-

wise baseline outcome used.

In this chapter, we evaluate the impact of the concept of the Grey Zone on the per-

formance of the predictive instrument in the context of predicting students who are

at-risk. The purpose of utilising the proposed concept is to distinguish students’ ac-

tual classes when students behave similarly by employing additional features in the

Grey Zone model, thereby optimising the quality of the final predictive model by en-

hancing its ability to provide more accurate predictions of both at-risk and successful

student classes.

5.4.2 Prediction Strategy

This work aims to provide weekly predictions of the students’ academic risk status

throughout the 12-week long semester, alongside evaluating the impact of the Grey

Zone design on the overall prediction quality and accuracy over traditional black-and-

white strategy. For each study week, a set of online discussion forum participation

predictors are extracted using students’ involvement data, performed on current pre-

diction week only and aggregating the data up to the current prediction week, where

the prediction target is expressed as a binary prediction task (at-risk or successful).

The extracted predictors are prepared and pre-processed to be fed into the predictive

models. Binary logistic regression is used to estimate the probability of a student be-

ing at-risk academically. Experiments were conducted to predict students’ academic

performances at two stages. The first stage involves developing weekly predictive

models using traditionally-used decision-making strategies that are also used as base

models in the Grey Zone design. The second experimental stage applies the Grey

Zone concept, including identifying the best-fit Grey Zone boundaries and developing

Grey Zone models. The model-building process was carried out using version 3.8.2 of
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the Weka machine learning library (Frank et al. 2016).

• First stage: Baseline models are built and evaluated following a commonly-

used, black-and-white decision-making strategy. Twelve models were developed,

where each model corresponds to each study week, and implemented to predict

those students who are potentially at academic risk. Each predictive model was

fed with a dataset containing temporal-based training information extracted

from the online discussion forum contributions preformed on or before each

week’s end. The base models’ performances were validated using an independent

testing dataset.

• Second stage: The Grey Zone design was utilised to examine its impact on

the weekly models’ quality. The models built in the first stage presented base

models in the proposed design, where the prediction outcomes are analysed

weekly to determine the upper and lower boundaries of the Grey Zone. Then,

the Grey Zone models were built to differentiate between at-risk and success-

ful students when they behave similarly. The exact same training and testing

datasets utilised in the first stage were used to feed and evaluate the Grey Zone

models.

Before building each model, we performed a features selection task to select the most

influential subset of predictors from the features space. The wrappers feature selec-

tion approach (Kohavi & John 1997) is utilised to fulfil the feature selection task.

The wrappers approach is carried out by training the predictive models with different

combinations and subsets of features, followed by a comparison of the models’ perfor-

mances. The model evaluation process involves utilising AUC and overall accuracy

metrics to measure and compare the models’ qualities and performances.

Another important aspect that must be considered is the proportion of students who

are labelled as either at-risk academically or successful in the training dataset. In the

utilised dataset, the percentage of instances that are labelled as at-risk is about 25.5
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percent, which considers such students as a minority. Any class imbalance in the train-

ing dataset leads to negative effects on the classifier’s performance. There have been

many attempts to address this problem, usually by over-sampling the minority class

or under-sampling the majority class, such as (Gray et al. 2016, Jishan et al. 2015,

Thammasiri et al. 2014), in the context of predicting student academic performance.

Over-sampling and under-sampling schemas increases and decreases respectively the

occurrence of instances belong to one target class in the training dataset to enhance

the performance of the predictive subject model. Sampling schemas are popular in

the machine learning context, as these methods only modify the imbalanced training

dataset and do not require changes to be made at the prediction algorithm level.

However, in the underlying set of experiments, we handle the data imbalance problem

by adjusting the threshold for each model to the best performing value, rather than

by using the most-used threshold value of 0.5 as needed. In the case of the utilised

unbalanced training dataset, thresholding is used to avoid a severely high misclassifi-

cation rate in one class, where lowering the threshold leads to an increasing specificity

rate, while raising threshold value results in a higher sensitivity rate regarding the

subject’s predictive model. In other words, the threshold adjustment method allows

for training models with imbalanced datasets, while remaining capable of producing

accurate predictions over minority classes with overall good accuracy. To compute

the adjustment threshold value for each weekly model, we utilised an ROC graph,

which can provide insightful assessment regarding the model’s performance at each

possible threshold point in the probability range.

Building Base Models

In a binary classification setting, commonly such models are utilised to predict target

classes where instances are assigned directly to one of outcome classes. However, in

the proposed design, the base models generate baseline probabilities where instances

fall in the Grey Zone probabilistic range and are then subject to further investiga-

tion. Otherwise, instances that have computed a likelihood outside the Grey Zone
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are allocated directly to the relevant prediction class. Therefore, it is important to

build accurate models, as the Grey Zone concept relies primarily on their outcomes

to distinguish students’ classes. Throughout the development process, the perfor-

mances of weekly base models are evaluated following the black-and-white concept

where best-performing models were nominated.

Each week’s base model is fed with a corresponding temporal dataset that contains

data logged from the beginning of the semester up to the underlying model’s week.

Although temporal modelling approaches reduce the size of the training dataset, it

involves greater advantages, such as avoiding the effects of high observation points

that arise towards the end of the courses. A range of features extracted from online

discussion forum participants’ data were computed using quantitative, qualitative and

social approaches to build these models.

The wrapper feature selection approach was performed to reduce the feature space by

selecting the most powerful subset of predictors to build the models, taking into the

account different sizes of training datasets available for training each week’s model.

The wrapper approach selects the most relevant set of features for the prediction

concept and avoids noise features from the full features space. The features selection

step for the base models involves selecting a fixed set of features to be used across

the weekly base predictive models. Instances belonging to the 12 prediction weeks

were aggregated into a single dataset to perform the features selection task. The

selected subset of features made up of a combination of 10 features was used to build

base models across all the prediction weeks where each weekly model is fed with the

corresponding temporal training dataset. Table 5.2 lists a subset of features selected

to develop the base model.

Feature Category

Appended degree

Participation

Appended in-degree

Degree
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Table 5.2 continued from previous page

Feature Category

In-degree

Out-Degree

Total discussion created

Centrality degree Social

Appended posts’ sentiment strengths

Posts’ weighted sentimentsPosts’ sentiment strengths

Posts’ sentiment strengths trend

Table 5.2: A list of the selected subset of features used to build the main predictive
model.

A related point to consider is that the training dataset contains an imbalanced class

distribution where the minority instances belong to the at-risk prediction class. In

order to overcome this problem, we adjusted the threshold for each model with the

help of an ROC graph to control the threshold adjustment value for each weekly

model.

Identifying Grey Zone Boundaries

An initial step to utilise the proposed Grey Zone strategy is identifying the optimal

cut-off values that separate the subject zones within the prediction model outcomes

range. Identifying the Grey Zone’s upper and lower boundaries was performed by

analysing the prediction errors arising in the weekly base model estimations. The

first step was to visualise the distribution of the calculated probabilities produced by

the base model for each week. This step aims to provide a preliminary idea about the

area where a high portion of probabilities overlapped across all the weeks. The over-

lapped area shows where misclassification occurs for both the target classes. Figure

5.3 presents a visualisation of the outcome probabilities distribution for testing week 8.
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Figure 5.3: A visualisation of the probabilities distribution produced by the week 8
base model.

The second step was performed with the help of an ROC graph. The ROC graph was

utilised to reveal the models’ performances at each possible threshold point in the

prediction space. An ROC graph helps to identify the best-fit cut-off points, which

reepresent the optimal Grey Zone boundaries. A pair of upper and lower Grey Zone

boundaries was generated to accompany each weekly base model.

After performing an error analysis, we nominated the value of the threshold at + 0.15,

that being the value upper boundary and the value of the threshold at - 0.15 as being

the lower boundary of the Grey Zone for all weekly base models. The identified Grey
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Zone has a high misclassification rate, where over 92 percent of overall misclassifica-

tions occur within its boundaries across all weeks. The developed base models are

able to provide quality predictions above and below the Grey Zone boundaries. The

Grey Zone design assigns instances which are allocated in white or black zones to be

the successful or at-risk prediction classes respectively. However, instances that have

base model estimations that fall within these boundaries are subject to re-prediction

using Grey Zone models.

Grey Zone Models

The purpose of Grey Zone models is to complement the base models. Grey Zone

models are designed to overcome the weakness in the base models, where they fail

to distinguish actual instance classes. Since instances which have similar participa-

tion characteristics regarding the utilised range of features in the base models have

consequently similar estimation values, it is important to design the Grey Zone mod-

els carefully to handle this situation and to enhance the final outcomes’ quality and

accuracy. Only instances which have a base model probability falling between Grey

Zone boundaries are subject to further investigation by the Grey Zone models.

To develop the best performing Grey Zone models, two different Grey Zone ensemble

models were developed, where each ensemble model corresponds to a set of study

weeks. A Grey Zone ensemble model is designed specifically for study weeks 5 to 8,

as they surround the mid-semester break, where students’ engagement characteristics

change significantly. The other model covers the rest of the semester.

Ensemble modelling involves combining a set of models’ predictions, which allows

us to combine various hypotheses from the hypothesis space. Each ensemble model

consists of two logistic regression members alongside the underlying week base model

developed previously, while the majority voting approach is used to combine the three

models’ predictions, where instances allocated to the class have more votes. Although

Grey Zone member models mainly rely on features driven from the current week’s
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participation and features reflecting the change and fluctuation in participation pat-

terns, each one of the member models is considered an alternative design to achieve

the best prediction performance.

The first member model is built using the same training approach used to build the

base models but extends the range of utilised features to form the features space.

The second member model is fed with the semester-aggregated dataset to increase

data coverage by training models with the total available dataset. Wrapper feature

selection approaches were utilised to select the most powerful features associated with

Grey Zone instances for both newly developed member models. Different sets of fea-

tures were selected for each of the ensemble model. Table 5.3 lists the subsets of

features used to build the two ensemble models.

Feature Category

Appended degree

Participation

Appended in-degree

Change in degree value over 1-week

Change in in-degree value over 1-week*

Change in in-degree value over 1-week flag*

Change in out-degree value over 1-week*

Change in out-degree value over 1-week flag*

Degree

Degree trend

Degree trend flag

In-degree

Out-Degree

Total discussion created

Betweenness centrality
Social

Closeness centrality

Appended posts’ sentiment strengths

Weighted Sentiment112



Table 5.3 continued from previous page

Feature Category

Appended posts’ sentiment strengths flag**

Posts’ sentiment strengths

Posts’ sentiment strengths average*

Posts’ sentiment strengths trend

Table 5.3: Subsets of features selected to build Grey Zone ensemble models. * Feature
is used only in Grey Zone models corresponding to weeks 1-4 and 9-12. ** Feature is
used only in Grey Zone models corresponding to weeks 5-8.

Moreover, due to the imbalanced class distribution of the utilised dataset, we adjusted

the threshold for each weekly Grey Zone member model to reduce the error rate in the

models’ members. The threshold adjustment process is utilised by plotting an ROC

graph for each Grey Zone member model with its corresponding testing instances to

determine the best performing threshold value.

5.5 Results

5.5.1 Features Importance Ranking

Given our ultimate goal is to develop a reliable and timely predictive framework of

academically at-risk students, in this chapter we explored numerous predictors drawn

from online forums data, including social and participation characteristics alongside

predictors that were computed based on the sentiment weighting approach and trend-

ing analysis of students’ weekly participation and contribution patterns. It is crucial

to evaluate the importance of each predictor to identify which online forums factors

have a heavy influence on the prediction outcomes.

A preliminary analysis is conducted to compare two sets of language-based predictors
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to determine the influence of proposed sentiment weighting mechanism on predic-

tors over non-weighted sentiment predictors. The first predictor set computed using

only sentiment values identified by the CoreNLP toolkit while the second predictor

set built by weighing extracted sentiment with the help of the proposed sentiment

weighting mechanism. To compere the sets of predictors, we ranked language-based

predictors using ve well-known feature selection approaches that are Pearson’s corre-

lation, information gain, the gain ratio and ReliefF feature selection approaches using

all available datasets. Ranking analysis shows that most of language-based predic-

tors build using sentiment weighting mechanism ranked higher corresponding predic-

tors built using sentiment identified by CoreNLP toolkit including appended posts’

sentiment strengths, appended posts’ sentiment strengths average, posts’ sentiment

strengths and posts’ sentiment strengths average. Overall, the proposed sentiment

weighting approach resulted in improving the quality of language-based predictors.

Therefore, the proposed mechanism is used to construct language-based predictors in

this study.

To identify the most influential predictors, we ranked the predictors as described in

Table 5.1, based on their importance level to the predictive model, reflecting their

significance to the final predictions. Discussion forum predictors’ importances were

ranked using five well-known feature selection approaches. The ranking methods

include Pearson’s correlation, information gain, the gain ratio and ReliefF feature se-

lection approaches. The extracted weekly features were aggregated in a single dataset

and fed to each one of the utilised ranking approaches to evaluate each predictor’s

importance throughout the semester.

Overall, features driven from the linguistic analysis of discussion forum messages

present the majority of the top ranked predictors across all the proposed approaches.

Table 5.4 illustrates the highest five features resulting from each ranking approach.

The semester-aggregated sum of the weighted posts sentiments is the best predic-

tor among the underlying discussion forum predictors. It was selected as having the
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Feature
Pearson’s

correlation

Information

Gain

Gain

Ratio
ReliefF

Appended posts’ sentiment strengths 3 1 1 1

Posts’ sentiment strengths trend - - - 3

Posts’ sentiment strengths trend flag 1 2 3 -

Posts’ sentiment strengths - - - 4

Posts’ sentiment strengths average - - - 5

Betweenness centrality 5 5 2 -

Degree trend 4 3 4 2

Degree trend flag 2 4 5 -

Table 5.4: Top 5 features ranking list where the highest ranking features have a rank
of 1.

top-ranking position by three ranking methods and was the third ranking by Pear-

son’s correlation approach. The posts’ sentiment strengths trend flag is the second

overall best ranking, where it indicates the direction of students’ sentiments over the

semester. The third best predictor is computed based on trend analysis of student

collaboration patterns, followed by its flag indicator. Only one social characteristic

appears in the top 5 ranking list, which is the betweenness centrality. Finally, three

additional language-based features ranked among the best 5 features at least once,

all stemming from the ReliefF approach. In sum, the feature ranking results present

the valuable influence of students’ sentiment factors on predicting at-risk students in

a higher education context.

5.5.2 Prediction Performance, Applying the Grey Zone De-

sign

In this chapter, we developed series of models to predict student performance based

on discussion forum data in a weekly manner. A set of experiments have been carried
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out to examine the robustness of such a data source to provide early predictions of

student academic risk behaviours. In the initial experimental stage, we predicted

each student’s academic status using base models only, while in the subsequent ex-

periments we applied the Grey Zone approach on the same set of weekly models to

measure the impact of the Grey Zone’s design on the overall models’ predictivity. To

evaluate the performance of the developed models, we performed a course-based split-

ting approach, where populations belonging to the same course must be fully assigned

to either training or testing datasets. While dividing the dataset, we paid attention

to maintain a similar distribution of the sample classes (at-risk and successful) across

the training and testing datasets. The training dataset contains the largest portion of

the population size since it is the foundation of the proposed models. A total of 395

students were assigned to the training dataset which contained those students who

had enrolled in 11 courses. The testing dataset contained 56 students belonging to

two courses. Although the weekly models utilise the exact same set of features, the

amount of data made available for the training models was gradually increased every

week as a result of the following temporal training approach.

Before evaluating the models’ performances, it is important to select a suitable eval-

uation metric. Given the binary nature of the problem and the problem of the un-

balanced distribution of classes in the gathered dataset, we utilised AUC metrics to

examine the quality of each model, alongside employing an overall accuracy based on

the confusion table for each model, as it provides an overview of the overall classifi-

cation accuracy.

In the first experimental stage, we utilised a traditionally-used decision-making ap-

proach where the model outcome distribution was split into two regions belonging to

either at-risk or successful classes. We built a predictive model to predict students’

who are at-risk. The weekly predictive performance ranges between 0.51 and 0.73

in terms of the AUC metric, while the models achieve accuracy ranging from 35.7

percent to 71.4 percent. However, the model performance fluctuates throughout the

semester as models’ performances vary each week. The model achieved its peak AUC
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value in week 8 and the highest accuracy at week 10.

Figure 5.4: The structure of predictive models using the Grey Zone design.

Then, we extended our work by applying the Grey Zone design to combine the Grey

Zone models to each corresponding weekly model. Figure 5.4 shows the structure

of the utilised weekly predictive model following the Grey Zone design where the

predictive models developed in the first experimental stage are used as base models

at this stage. In the proposed design, the base model computed probabilities that

fall above or below the identified Grey Zone boundaries are predicted as successful

or at-risk, respectively. Two Grey Zone ensemble models were developed, where one

ensemble model is associated with study weeks near the mid-semester break and the

other model is concerned with the remaining study weeks. Utilising Grey Zone design

results in achieving weekly AUC values ranging between 0.54 and 0.77, while achiev-

ing an overall accuracy ranging from 53.6 percent to 75 percent.
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Table 5.5 and Figure 5.5 demonstrate the weekly models’ performances in terms

of AUC and the overall accuracy across the two modelling approaches. Generally,

integrating Grey Zone models improved the performance of the base model through-

out prediction weeks. Utilising Grey Zone design helped to improve the quality of

the weekly models predictivity throughout the semester, while the predictive models

achieved their best performance at the end of the semester. When comparing the

impact of Grey Zone models over base-models only on each individual weekly model,

the proposed Grey Zone design enhances the models’ quality across most prediction

weeks. However, the performance of the prediction models following traditional mod-

elling in study weeks 5 and 8 outperformed the performance of the proposed Grey

Zone modelling slightly in respect of AUC due to their relative closeness to the mid-

semester break, where week 5 is one week prior to the break and week 8 is one week

after the break. Although the Grey Zone design reduces overall accuracy in weeks

1 and 10, it resulted in enhanced prediction quality in week 10 and improved the

accuracy of the rest of the weeks by about 13 percent on average.
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(a) AUC

(b) Overall accuracy

Figure 5.5: Weekly models’ performances over the traditional and Grey Zone mod-
elling designs.
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Traditional design Proposed design

AUC Accuracy AUC Accuracy

Week 1 0.61 71.4% 0.61 60.7%

Week 2 0.51 35.7% 0.54 55.5%

Week 3 0.52 37.5% 0.57 60.7%

Week 4 0.52 46.4% 0.54 58.9%

Week 5 0.56 46.4% 0.55 53.6%

Week 6 0.55 44.6% 0.59 62.5%

Week 7 0.54 44.6% 0.67 69.6%

Week 8 0.73 62.5% 0.72 69.6%

Week 9 0.70 64.3% 0.72 71.4%

Week 10 0.67 71.4% 0.73 69.6%

Week 11 0.68 69.6% 0.76 73.2%

Week 12 0.71 69.6% 0.77 75.0%

Table 5.5: A demonstration of the weekly models’ results over the commonly used and
proposed Grey Zone modelling designs where, in the proposed design, base models
are exactly the same models used in traditional modelling experiments.

In sum, with the help of Grey Zone modelling, the models’ performance reached

up to 0.77 in terms of the AUC metric and a peak overall accuracy of 75 percent

with a higher recall and precision average. Utilising the Grey Zone concept allows

predictive models to produce noticeably overall better quality predictions in the early

study weeks. The Grey Zone design improves the weekly models’ performances by

up to 5 percent in terms of the AUC metric and increases prediction accuracy by

up to 23 percent in the first quarter of the semester. Furthermore, the design has a

significant positive impact on the majority of the models’ performances throughout

the remaining study weeks, where it was able to enhance the weekly models’ predictive

power by up to 13 percent and up to 25 percent in terms of AUC and overall accuracy

measures, respectively.
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5.6 Discussion

Online discussion forums provide virtual space for students to facilitate their learn-

ing experience, as they promote collaborative learning and communication between

students and both their peers and their lecturers. Students’ contributions in online

discussion forums can be used as an indicator of their final course performance. How-

ever, in the context of predicting students’ performance in higher education, most of

the previous work has focused on utilising quantitative analysis of students’ actions

performed on social online platforms. In this chapter, we evaluated the predictivity

of discussion-forum-related predictors to forecast university students who are at-risk

academically on a weekly basis, in blended learning setting.

Discussion forums are online platforms that are used for course-related discussions

for which participation are typically voluntary. Optional involvement in course fo-

rums may lead to low engagement rates in many cases. However, other factors may

also impact on engagement levels, such as the course structure (Yukselturk 2010) and

number of enrolments in the course (Vrasidas & McIsaac 1999). Hence, it would be

useful to explore additional aspects of the available data rather than relying solely on

counting the number of created and received posts. A relatively few studies utilised

social aspects (i.e. (Haig et al. 2013, Jiang et al. 2014, Romero et al. 2013)) and

linguistic aspects (i.e. (Tucker et al. 2014, Wen et al. 2014a)) of course discussion

boards to predict potential at-risk students.

In this chapter, we explored various characteristics of discussion forum participation

data by performing content-based, social and frequency analyses alongside analysing

the changes in contributions produced by each student in a weekly manner throughout

the semester. In order to determine the most influential factors’ effects on students

who might be at-risk, we began by evaluating and ranking the predictivity power of

individual discussion forum factors. Predictors of evaluation results show that the

best ranked predictor is related to students’ sentiments expressed in their posts that

are weighted using the proposed adverbs strength method, followed by the social
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betweenness centrality degree and features reflecting the fluctuation in participation

patterns over the study weeks.

On the other hand, in the process of developing a predictive instrument, depending

on a single or a small bag of predictors may cause type I and type II errors to arise, as

these predictors cover only one or limited aspects of students’ academic risk factors.

Moreover, the predictors have different contribution levels on the models’ outcome,

therefore, in this chapter, we built weekly computational predictive models using

combinations of the most influential features to achieve the best possible quality and

accuracy.

Early identification of at-risk students allows lecturers to support students in a mean-

ingful and timely manner. It is important to provide accurate results for both pre-

diction classes (at-risk and successful) without assigning higher importance to one

class. This derives from the fact that misclassifying at-risk students mistakenly as

successful may lead to a delay in supporting those students who are in need, while in

the opposite case, lecturers are subject to extra workload as the number of students

labelled as at-risk increases.

We performed a binary classification task, as existing studies apply a black-and-white

strategy to assign a computed likelihood to one class or the other based on a pre-

specified threshold. However, we then introduced a Grey Zone prediction strategy

to improve the overall prediction quality. The proposed design allows for further

investigation for students located within the Grey Zone boundaries, where most of

misclassifications occur in base model predictions, based on each model’s threshold.

The Grey Zone models employ different sets of models to distinguish students’ classes.

The design involves creating a base model and a Grey Zone model corresponding to

each week.

The base models were developed using temporal modelling approaches instead of us-

ing common semester-aggregated datasets to avoid the effects of high participation
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records that arise towards the end of the courses. Moreover, to overcome issues re-

lated to the imbalanced distribution of classes, we adjusted each model’s thresholds to

improve the models’ predictivity. Error analysis of base models’ predictions were used

to identify Grey Zone boundaries where the substantial majority of misclassifications

arise. Grey Zone models employ ensemble modelling to tackle problems associated

with similar participation characteristics by combining a bag of models for each study

week. Each Grey Zone model was built using different subsets of features from those

used in the base model. Grey Zone models corresponding to most weeks employ the

same modelling features. However, special subsets of features were assigned to Grey

Zone models corresponding with study weeks five to eight, as the mid-semester break

falls in between them and consequently student participation patterns change sig-

nificantly. Figure 5.6 present the students’ weekly engagement in discussion forums

in terms of the number of weekly contributions and participants, making visible the

changes in student engagement patterns.

Despite the novelty of the proposed Grey Zone design, the experimental results show

that applying the Grey Zone strategy resulted in overall noticeable improvements

regarding AUC and overall accuracy metrics. The proposed design allows us to cor-

rectly identify instances that were misclassified by the base model. Furthermore, it

improves the overall stability of the model predictions over the duration of the course.

However, the Grey Zone models corresponding to weeks 5 and 8 reduce the quality

of the base model slightly in terms of the AUC metric, giving lower accuracy due the

high increase in the participation rates of some students, which caused high variability

in the participation patterns in the specified weeks. The proposed models started to

provide reliable results after the mid-semester break (study week 7), while the models’

performance improved towards the end of the semester due the significant increase

in the available data at the end of the semester regarding the testing population.

The final week model achieved the best performance by classifying 75 percent of the

students correctly with a recall value of 81.3 percent.
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(a) Number of participants

(b) Contributions rate

Figure 5.6: Students’ discussion forum data.
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This chapter relies on investigating online discussion forums data alone to predict

at-risk students, which highlights the limitation of utilising this data source. Firstly,

the use of course discussion forums is usually optional, which makes it impossible to

predict the performance of students who choose not to participate in online discus-

sions, instead those students are considered as at-risk even if they have good academic

standing. In addition, although the discussion forum data is a rich source of data

concerning students’ social and emotional standing, it does not reflect the full picture

of each student’s performance. For instance, in a blended learning environment, the

course online forum represents one component among a range of other online and

off-line learning activities and communication channels such as communication with

lecturers and other students via email or in person. These communication activities

are not recorded in the utilised data, which leaves us unable to track them.

Finally, despite the limitations of relying solely on discussion forum participation data

to predict student performance, the test results provide evidence about how it can be

valuable to explore students’ post contents to assess students’ risk status. Moreover,

the results show that utilising linguistic and social elements alongside other participa-

tion factors can provide reliable predictions of students who are at-risk with the help

of the Grey Zone design. This design is a promising method to improve the classifiers’

quality, as it helped the weekly models to improve their final classification accuracy

as well as enhancing the models’ ability to distinguish correct instance classes.

5.7 Summary

This chapter focused on mining discussion forum contributions data with the ob-

jective of providing early predictions of students who are at-risk of not completing

their academic courses successfully. Investigating student-generated textual content,

social characteristics and participation patterns within online discussion forums open

doors towards unveiling hidden aspects of students’ learning experiences. Data was

collected from thirteen blended computer science courses offered at postgraduate and
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undergraduate levels. In the first stage, we evaluated and ranked the importance of

students’ contributions characteristics on their performance predictive model. The

overall ranking results reveal that the appended sentiment strength feature is the

most significant discussion forum predictor, followed by their degree of social pres-

tige. The extracted features were used to implement predictive models and provide

predictions on a weekly basis.

Furthermore, we evaluated the effectiveness of the proposed novel Grey Zone decision-

making design to improve the quality of the binary classifiers. The proposed design

suggests further investigation for students for whom their calculated probability falls

within pre-defined boundaries. Initial comparison of the experimental results shows

that applying the Grey Zone design over the traditional decision-making strategy im-

proves the overall weekly model accuracy by up to 25 percent. Experimenting with

the proposed Grey Zone design resulted in providing enhanced overall model quality

by providing higher recall and precision on average throughout the 12 lecture weeks.

Finally, in this chapter, we were restricted only to students who have posted at least

once in the course online discussion forum to build and evaluate the early predictive

instrument. In the next chapter (Chapter 6), we extend our work by utilising addi-

tional data courses to generalise the predictive models and improve their quality. The

next chapter presents the effects of integrating VLE interactions data with discussion

forum data to build an exemplar multi-course framework for early identification of at-

risk students. Combining VLE interactions data allows us to explore further aspects

of students’ interactions with VLE and consequently enhance our ability to distin-

guish academic risk characteristics early in the semester. Since the proposed Grey

Zone approach shows its ability to enhance the model’s predictive power, the same

prediction concept is taken into consideration when building the predictive model in

the next chapter to enhance the framework’s performance.
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Chapter 6

An Exemplar Multi-Course Early

Warning Framework to Identify

At-Risk Students in Blended

Learning Computer Science

Courses

6.1 Overview

Integrating VLEs into the learning process has become a vital practice in modern

higher education. Utilising VLEs as an educational tool alongside traditional faced-

to-face teaching methods forms the blended learning mode (Garrison & Kanuka 2004).

Despite VLE being the main focus of improving the learning experience, it brings

challenges related to monitoring and predicting students’ learning performance using

students’ digital footprints. Various studies highlight the relationship between VLE

digital traces and final course outcomes in a formal higher education setting. For

example, past studies conducted by Agudo-Peregrina et al. (2014) and Cerezo et al.

(2016) observed a positive correlation between multiple VLE aspects and course aca-

demic performance.
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On the other hand, with the dramatic increase in the number of tertiary students

and the huge volume of online interactions data, lecturers have become interested in

automated tools to analyse online learning behaviours and accordingly predict po-

tentially academically at-risk students. Early identification of struggling students

allows lecturers to provide interventions for those students in need in timely manner,

which leads to improvements in students’ learning experiences and university out-

comes (Arnold & Pistilli 2012, Burgos et al. 2018, Cassells 2018, Dodge et al. 2015,

Jayaprakash et al. 2014, Smith et al. 2012). Sclater et al. (2016) report several inter-

national case studies conducted in Australia, the UK and the US that demonstrate

the positive impact of early interventions on students’ academic achievements.

Therefore, developing a quality early warning framework to predict potentially at-risk

students is a critical step in delivering proactive support to students in need. A variety

of students’ characteristics gained from different sources were fed into a wide range

of approaches to build early warning frameworks. Dynamic data presents popular

sources of information that can reflect students’ online learning progress. However,

relying on data retrieved from VLEs alone to develop an early warning framework is

a challenging task.

In higher educational contexts, courses are varied with respect to course structures,

required workloads and assessments. Therefore, it is important to consider the diver-

sity in courses, whilst developing predictive instruments for at-risk students. However,

most of the existing early warning systems assume that courses have homogeneous

data distributions. Hence, in most cases, researchers build and validate early warning

systems by splitting a single dataset that is drawn from a single or limited number

of courses, without taking into the consideration testing the systems using unseen

datasets to anticipate their performance in future courses.

The goal of this work is to build an exemplar multi-course early warning framework
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that provides quality predictions of at-risk students early in the semester across com-

puter science courses that use blended learning theory as their central pedagogy. The

proposed multi-course early warning framework predicts students’ academic perfor-

mance based solely on online learning data extracted from VLE.

Given the binary nature of prediction outcomes, logistic regression is one of the most

popular approaches for binary targets in the educational literature (i.e. (Bainbridge

et al. 2015, Dominguez et al. 2016, Li et al. 2017)). Traditionally, researchers follow

black-and-white decision-making strategies, where, should the base model output fall

below a threshold, the student is predicted to be at-risk, and the opposite is true. In

this chapter, we utilised the Grey Sone decision-making strategy for binary classifiers

proposed in Section 5.4.1, as the strategy illustrates its ability to optimise the overall

models’ performance in predicting at-risk students. Furthermore, the multi-course

predictive framework is built using an ensemble modelling strategy, where eight dif-

ferent members were combined to construct the predictive model. Members were

combined in a way that enables a rise in the influence of the quality model members

on the final model outcomes, where each member is an expert in a local domain of

the features space.

Moreover, the performance of the multi-course early warning framework is assessed

using a fresh evaluation dataset drawn from a variety of computer science courses.

The evaluation dataset contains unseen course data, where each course has its unique

structure and activities distribution. The evaluation process helps to address the

methodological gap by examining the framework’s ability to predict future events.

An additional aim of this chapter is identifying the optimal week in which course

coordinators and lecturers should start intervening to support students in need. The

proposed predictive framework aims to provide reliable predictions of at-risk students

as early as possible. However, at the beginning of the semester only a limited amount

of student interactions and contributions data is available, which reduces the frame-

work’s ability to distinguish the students’ correct academic status. On the other
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hand, towards the end of the semester, the framework maintains significant amount

of students’ information, but late intervention may result in limited intervention im-

pact. Hence, we take both facts in consideration while we evaluate the framework’s

weekly performance to determine the best time to start offering additional support

to students.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 6.2 provides a brief descrip-

tion of the multi-course early warning framework for at-risk students. Section 6.3

describes the ensemble modelling design used to develop the predictive instrument

used to predict students’ academic status. Furthermore, Section 6.4 describes the

collected dataset and online learning features used in this chapter. Section 6.5 shows

the experimental setup which demonstrates the experiential workflow and framework

development process. Finally, Sections 6.6 and 6.7 present the experimental results

and provide a brief summary of this chapter.

6.2 A Multi-Course Early Warning Framework for

At-Risk Students

The availability of students’ demographic and learning characteristics data opens

new doors in exploring multiple aspects of academic risk factors in a higher educa-

tion setting. Early initiatives for utilising digital learning footprints aimed to identify

students who are at academic risk in order of support them to enhance universi-

ties’ outcomes (Campbell et al. 2007). Recent research integrates learning analytics

methods in an effort to develop sophisticated predictive instruments that detect at-

risk students in terms of retention and/or the risk of underperforming. However,

rarely have initiatives have been turned from a raw concept to a developed, opera-

tional, predictive instruments. In fact, the majority of the existing work is limited to

identifying the most influential predictors of academic risk and comparing the perfor-

mances of various prediction techniques to distinguish the best performing approach.
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In this work, we focused on leveraging virtual learning data to build a multi-course

early warning framework for blended learning context. The predictive framework

is intended to provide a binary classification where it identifies potential students

who might be at academic risk and those in good academic standing. The proposed

multi-course framework aims to provide quality, early predictions of each student’s

academic status in weekly manner, which can help lecturers to identify students who

need additional academic support and subsequently provide timely and meaningful

interventions.

The framework is learning-analytics-powered, which is designed to rely solely on a

series of features extracted from VLE activities and course discussion forum participa-

tions’ data to provide early predictions of at-risk students. The predictive instrument

is designed following ensemble modelling so as to achieve quality predictions. Fur-

thermore, as the Grey Zone strategy described in Section 5.4.1 illustrates its ability to

enhance the overall predictive models’ quality and performance, we applied the same

design in this chapter to optimise the model’s performance. The proposed Grey Zone

strategy introduces a new concept for decision-making in binary classification con-

texts. The design involves the implementation of base and Grey Zone models, where

instances in base models’ outcomes fall between pre-identified Grey Zone boundaries

and are then subject to further investigation by specially designed Grey Zone mod-

els. Predictive Grey Zone models are used to re-predict underlying instances to class

students as either at-risk or successful. In cases where the base model’s outcome is

located outside the Grey Zone boundaries, it assigns the students to one of the pre-

diction classes directly.

Our ultimate goal is to develop a multi-course framework that is capable of providing

quality predictions for future predictions across different courses settings. Hence, to

examine the generalisation of the proposed framework, we evaluated the final version

of model with a set of unseen testing courses. The results indicate how well the

multi-course framework will act with future, brand-new samples.
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6.3 Ensemble Predictive ModellingX

Ensemble modelling is widely used in a machine learning setting to develop predictive

instruments (Galar et al. 2012). However, the ensemble method is used infrequently

in the research field to predict each learner’s performance in higher education contexts

(i.e. (Boyer & Veeramachaneni 2016, Er et al. 2017)). Ensemble-based models are

constructed by combining multiple classification approaches to enhance the predictive

accuracy over a single learning model (Dietterich 2000). Merging several classifiers

in a single model allows us to utilise a collection of hypotheses from the hypothesis

space, which can help to improve prediction quality by reducing the misclassification

rate.

In ensemble modelling, nominated classification members are ensembled by combining

their outputs. Various mechanisms have been used to combine members’ predictions

to produce final prediction decisions, such as averaging members’ probabilities to form

the ensemble model’s final output. In this chapter, we propose utilising an ensemble-

based model to develop a multi-course early warning framework for at-risk students

that provides quality, early predictions of students’ final course achievements.

6.3.1 The Models’ Development

In most cases, student performance predictive models are built by combining fea-

tures extracted from single or multiple data sources, including personal and learning

characteristics. This approach is suitable in cases where the object is to construct a

single model where the predictive model involves the most powerful predictors from

the features space.

However, we utilised an alternative methodology to develop a multi-course predictive

framework by drawing together eight models, where each member model is an expert

in a local area of the feature space. Local sets of features correspond to a unique type

of action or analysis approach. In other words, each member model is designed to
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focus on predicting students who are at-risk based on a particular aspect of the stu-

dents’ social characteristics, textual-based analysis or a certain online learning action.

Individual member models utilise features related to a single local category, where

the proposed features categories are SNA, in-degree, out-degree, post weighted sen-

timents, post views, course module views, resources views and VLE access patterns.

Figure 6.1 shows an overview of the planned ensemble model architecture.

Figure 6.1: The proposed ensemble modelling architecture.

The utilised ensemble modelling design follows the divide and conquer theory, which

allows us to attack the predicting students’ academic risk problem by dividing it

into simpler sub-problems to obtain the highest possible prediction quality. Building

independent member models for each local set of students’ virtual actions and social

characteristics allows us to search for meaningful academic risk indicators in each

subset of features, collected individually. Each member expert is constructed using

the strongest subset of features within its local space of features.
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In blended learning setting, online learning components are complementary to each

other but with varied involvement rates. While some social learning activities are

strong indicators of students’ risk status, nevertheless they are rarely used by stu-

dents. For instance, although features extracted from course discussion forums are

decent predictors of students’ risk behaviours, they are limited to those students who

participate in them. On the other hand, other VLE learning components are more

popular, which leads to higher interaction rates. A wide range of students engage

in these learning elements, which reflect a better understanding of common aspects

of students’ learning performances. Thus, we take these facts into account when we

select a mechanism to combine the ensemble member outputs.

6.3.2 Combining Members’ Predictions

Applying a suitable outputs combination strategy is a vital element of building en-

semble models, as it assigns the contribution degree of each member model on the

final model output. Weighting models’ outcomes is an example of the blending strat-

egy used to combine models’ outputs in ensemble modelling (Polikar 2012). Assigning

weights to members allows us to manage members’ degrees of importance and con-

tributes to the final decisions. For instance, higher weightings are given to strong

member classifiers, which results in higher contributions to the model’s outcome.

Non-trainable and trainable weighting methods are used to allocate weight parameters

associated with each single model prediction (Polikar 2006). Non-trainable combina-

tion rules allow the user to specify the weight parameters to be applied to the member

models. On the other hand, a trainable weighting approach recognises the models’

weights through a training algorithm, where it optimises a best-fit set of weights that

produces the best performance.

The proposed ensemble model consists of eight members, where each member model

is an expert in a particular category of features from the social learning global features
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space. Trainable weighting rules are used to optimise the ideal weighting parameters

of members’ models where the set of training data is used for this purpose. Then,

the weighted average metric is used to compute the weighted mean of member mod-

els’ predictions. While each member classifier has an associated weighting value,

poorly performing members can be discarded by receiving a weight value of zero. In

the weighted average mechanism, model members’ outputs are combined for a given

instance x using the following notation:

P (x) =
∑t=1
T wt Mt(x)∑t=1

T wt
(6.1)

Where T is the total number of model members, Mt the output vector of tth member

model and wt is the assigned weighting parameter of the tth member model. The key

advantage of weighing model members is that it allows us to manage each members’

degree of influence on the final model’s output by increasing the contribution of the

high-quality members and minimising the effects, or even disregarding the influence

of, poor members on the model’s final decisions.

6.4 Data

6.4.1 Context and Participants

Data was collected from thirteen blended computer science courses taught at the Uni-

versity of Adelaide, Australia, over the first and second semesters between 2012 and

2016 as described in Section 4.1. Underlying data belonging to 1,476 enrolments were

collected across the courses. The utilised VLE activities datasets involves 273,983

activities logs and 3,211 posts.
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6.4.2 Data Preparation

Data preparation involves a range of methods to process data, which improves its

quality. Records fields in the collected datasets were validated individually. Cor-

rupted and irrelevant logs records were either treated by filling in missing values or

cleaned by removing whole records. Moreover, special attention was paid to posts’

textual-content in the discussion forums dataset. While posts’ textual-content were

filtered from unwanted, non-ASCII characters and noise texts, the filtering process

did not affect the concepts expressed in the posts. Furthermore, the collected data

was clustered on a weekly basis for the length of semester. Time-series generation of

VLE logs and discussion forum records were performed based on action occurrence

times. Since semesters are varied in terms of academic dates, we applied a time-series

clustering procedure per course based on the actual university calendar. In the clus-

tering process, Sunday is defined as the first day of the week.

Considering the binary nature of the classification targets, students’ classes (at-risk

and successful) were labelled based on final course achievements. Students who earned

final mark over 55 were labelled as having a successful academic status. Furthermore,

students who achieved a final mark of or below 55 or who dropped out the course were

labelled as at-risk. Although the course pass mark is 50, students who passed the

course but achieved a final grade of or below 55 are relatively close to the failure grade.

6.4.3 Features Description

Given the restricted application of the features used in Chapter 5 to those students

who choose to participate in the course discussion forum, in this chapter, we include

additional online learning features extracted from VLE activities’ log data to build a

multi-course early warning framework of at-risk students in a blended learning set-

ting. In Chapter 5, a range of language-based and SNA characteristics and other

discussion forum aspects illustrated their ability to identify students’ academic risk

factors. Therefore, in this chapter, we utilised discussion forum features in addition

to other features involved in VLE engagement and access patterns to cover the largest
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possible range of students’ risk factors that can be extracted from an online learning

environment.

Unlike participating in course forums, students’ interactions with VLE learning com-

ponents are more frequent exercises. However, each course accommodates varied

types of VLE elements in terms of the nature and number of tasks, activities, and

amount of available resources. Therefore, to develop a multi-course early predictive

framework, we focused on key online learning elements utilised across blended courses,

which are course module views, discussion forum post views and resources view activ-

ities. Moreover, online materials uploaded on the VLE may belong to either learning

or assessment components. Hence, in this chapter, we merge online assignment spec-

ification views and online resources viewing actions to compute features that reflect

the resources viewing activities.

A set of measures is applied to each VLE activity type to calculate features on a

weekly basis throughout the semester. Extracted features cover the frequency analysis

of performing a particular action, the changes in performing the action compared with

the previous week and fluctuation measurements of engagement patterns throughout

the semester using weekly time-series blocks of data. Furthermore, additional binary

flags are associated with several features to indicate whether the resultant analysis is

increasing or not. Frequency analyses are utilised to compute the appended action

data from the beginning of the semester up to the current week and data is collected

from actions performed in the current week only.

Moreover, the usage pattern of the VLE in terms of time exposed some aspects of

students’ online engagement. Several independent variables are constructed to ex-

plore daily and weekly VLE access behaviours. A student is considered connected in

an individual day or week when they log into the system at least once in the specified

day or week, based on the VLE logs datasets.

Finally, a preliminary analysis of each proposed feature was conducted by visualising
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them, which resulted in discarding several unusable predictors of at-risk students.

The features are assigned to one of eight local categories of features, according to

either an analysis approach or to action types. The proposed categories are SNA,

in-degree, out-degree, post weighted sentiments, post views, course module views,

resources views and VLE access patterns features sets. A list of features belonging

to each local category is presented in Table 6.1.

Feature Category

Appended degree

Social Network Analysis

Degree

Change in degree value over 1-week

Change in degree value over 1-week flag

Degree trend

Degree trend flag

Centrality degree

Closeness centrality

Betweenness centrality

Degree prestige

Appended out-degree
Out-degree

Out-degree

Change in out-degree value over 1-week
Out-degree

Change in out-degree value over 1-week flag

Appended in-degree

In-degree
In-degree

Change in in-degree value over 1-week

Change in in-degree value over 1-week flag

Posts’ sentiment strengths

Posts’ weighted sentiments

Posts’ sentiment strengths flag
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Table 6.1 continued from previous page

Feature Category

Appended Posts’ sentiment strengths

Appended Posts’ sentiment strengths flag

Posts’ sentiment strengths average

Posts’ sentiment strengths average flag

Posts’ sentiment strengths trend

Appended course page view frequency

Course module views

Course page view frequency

Course page views trend

Course page views trend flag

Change in course page view frequency over 1-week

Change in course page views over 1-week flag

Appended posts view frequency

Post views

Post view frequency

Post views trend

Post views trend flag

Change in post views over 1-week

Change in post views over 1-week flag

Appended resources view frequency

Resources views

Resources view frequency

Resources views trend

Resources views trend flag

Change in resources views over 1-week

Change in resources views over 1-week flag

Count of disconnected days in a week

VLE access patternsFirst connected day in the week
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Table 6.1 continued from previous page

Feature Category

Connected flag

Table 6.1: A list of features belonging to each local category of the features space.

6.5 Experimental Study

The experimental study conducted in this chapter consists of four core components,

including features preparation, data splitting, predictive models development and

framework performance evaluation components. Figure 6.2 presents the experimental

workflow for developing the multi-course early warning framework, where the process

of performing each core task includes a set of sub-tasks which are described in detail in

this section. The features preparation component handles the features related tasks.

The experimental dataset was cleaned and the students’ virtual learning features

were prepared, pre-processed and assigned to the relevant categories of the eight pre-

defined local categories that are presented in Table 6.1. The features preparation

component involves labelling students’ final achievements into binary outcomes (at-

risk and successful). The data splitting component divides the full gathered dataset

into training, validation and evaluation datasets. The data splitting architecture

and the rationale behind utilising such an approach are described in Section 6.5.1.

Training and validation datasets are used to build and tune the predictive instrument

following the Grey Zone design in the predictive instrument. A detailed description

of the prediction strategy is presented in Section 6.5.2. Finally, the multi-course early

warning framework performance is examined in the evaluation component using an

unseen evaluation dataset. Multiple evaluation metrics are utilised, including the area

under the ROC curve (AUC) and confusion matrix-based measurements, including

overall accuracy, recall, precision and F1 score metrics.
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Figure 6.2: Experimental workflow.
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6.5.1 Data Splitting Architecture

This thesis employs machine learning techniques to build predictive models. There-

fore, prepared courses datasets were split into training, validation and testing sets

to train, tune and test their predictions. The data splitting approach is presented

in the data splitting component in Figure 6.2. Traditionally, the training dataset

contains the largest portion of the population size since it is used as the foundation

of the proposed model. A validation dataset was used during the models’ develop-

ment stage, where it helps to select the most influential set of features and optimise

the best-fit weightings of the ensemble model members. Finally, the testing dataset

contains fresh data used to evaluate the proposed model’s performance and measure

its accuracy. By testing the model using an unseen data set, we ensure the quality

and generalisability of the predictive model and its ability to predict future cases.

A common method to split data is to perform cross-validation on a single dataset con-

taining aggregated data from single or multiple courses. Nevertheless, in this chapter,

we performed a course-based splitting approach, where all of the population belong-

ing to the same course must be assigned to the same data category. The course-based

data splitting approach was applied due to the diversity of learning structures and

required effort across the courses. Consequently, by applying a course-based split-

ting method, we simulated real-life scenarios where students’ VLE contribution levels

may be different from the training and validation samples. It is important to pre-

serve a balanced distribution of sample classes (at-risk and successful) across the split

datasets to avoid undesired consequences that may arise in a model’s performance or

misleading evaluation results.

The original class distribution contains 53.5 percent of the population at academic

risk and 46.5 percent with a successful status. An almost similar class distribution

was maintained in each dataset group with some variance due to the differences in

the classes’ distribution across the gathered courses. The dataset splitting procedure

resulted in assigning 7 entire courses (about 60 percent of the total samples) to a

training set, 2 complete courses (about 18 percent of the population) to a verification
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set and 4 complete courses (about 22 percent of the population) to a testing set, as

described in Table 6.2.

Data Class Course ID N

Training

Course 1 153

Course 2 84

Course 5 129

Course 6 124

Course 7 104

Course 11 146

Course 12 144

Validation
Course 3 132

Course 9 136

Evaluation

Course 4 81

Course 8 77

Course 10 76

Course 13 85

Table 6.2: Courses and samples sizes assigned to each split dataset.

6.5.2 Prediction Strategy

A wide variety of machine learning techniques are used to address the issue of de-

tecting underperforming students. Logistic regression is a popular binary predictive

approach in higher education research contexts. Therefore, the proposed multi-course

early warning framework utilises the predictivity power of logistic regression to fulfil

prediction tasks. The underlying predictive models are built using features extracted

from students’ discussion forum contributions and VLE interactions data clustered in
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weekly blocks, where the total training dataset is used to feed each member’s model.

Furthermore, the predictive framework utilises the Grey Zone design to improve the

overall quality and accuracy of the final predictions where the design involves devel-

oping base predictive models, identifying Grey Zone boundaries and building Grey

Zone models. The predictive models’ construction was carried out using version 3.8.2

of the Weka machine learning library (Frank et al. 2016).

The Grey Zone concept performs by replacing the base predictive model decision by

Grey Zone model predictions, which performs further investigation on instances where

the base model probability falls within the Grey Zone boundaries. The Grey Zone

probabilistic range is identified by performing an error analysis of the base model’s

initial predictions. In this chapter, the base and Grey Zone models are developed

using the ensemble modelling approach described in Section 6.3.

To develop each member model, the wrapper features selection method (Kohavi &

John 1997) is utilised to select the best performing subset of features from the cor-

responding local area of the global features space. The wrappers approach is carried

out by training a set of predictive models with different combinations and subsets of

features, followed by a comparison of the models’ performances. In the utilised en-

semble modelling design, each member is examined using pre-defined sets of features

that are expert in a particular set of online learning engagement characteristics. The

weighted average metric is used to combine members’ predictions and define the for-

mat of the final model’s outcomes. In this chapter, AUC and overall accuracy metrics

are used as criteria to select the best performing member models, as well as using

the best-fit weighting parameters with the help of the validation dataset. Finally, the

base and Grey Zone models are combined into a single predictive instrument that

presents the predictive component of the multi-course early warning framework. The

developed framework evaluation is performed using an unseen dataset that combines

data drawn from varied courses. The rest of this section describes the development

component of the predictive model.
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Building the Base Model

In the Grey Zone strategy, the base models generate initial predictions where the

strategy aims to address the weakness of such models by identifying a probabilistic

range where most of the prediction errors occur and replaces these predictions using

alternative models. Therefore, the quality of the base models is an essential element

of the overall predictive instrument’s performance.

The proposed framework aims to predict academic risk patterns on a weekly manner

across the core study weeks using online learning activities. Hence, the framework

utilised features that were grouped into eight categories, where each category corre-

sponded with learning or social characteristics. Each base ensemble model member is

implemented strictly using the best performing sub-set of features falling under a sin-

gle local category, where the predictive models are fed with the semester’s aggregated

dataset. Subsequently, we built the eight model’s members, we ran the members’

weighting script to optimise the best-fit weighting parameters for each member.

The members’ weighting task is carried out by applying different collections of weight-

ing values followed by comparison of the resultant predictions’ quality and accuracy.

Features selection and optimising weighting tasks were completed with the help of a

verification dataset, where it was used to examine the performance of different com-

binations of features’ and outputs’ weighting parameters across all the lecture weeks.

Finally, different combinations of members’ models and weighting parameters were

evaluated to select the best-performing ensemble base model, which would provide

the most reliable predictions across all the prediction weeks.

Identifying Grey Zone Boundaries

A key part of the Grey Zone design is identifying the weaknesses in the base model

which are then identified as a Grey Zone in terms of a probabilistic range. In other

words, the Grey Zone covers the range of probabilities, computed by the base model,
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which have a high misclassification rate. Therefore, we performed an error analysis of

the base model estimations to indicate where the Grey Zone upper and lower bound-

aries fall. Since a single base model is used for all of the prediction weeks, verification

instances were aggregated into a single dataset to identify a single set of boundaries

for all the study weeks.

Firstly, we visualised the distribution of the semester-aggregated base model prob-

abilities, highlighting where the range of probabilities in the base model outcomes

overlapped in terms of each prediction class, across all the weeks. Then, with the

help of an ROC graph, we evaluated the base model’s performance at each possible

threshold point in the prediction space to identify the best Grey Zone cut-off values.

Finally, the resultant collection of Grey Zone boundaries was analysed to select the

optimal pair boundaries parameters.

The Grey Zone boundaries were selected based on the model’s initial threshold value

of 0.5. The nominated cut-off value of 0.55 delineated the upper boundary and the

value of 0.45 was made the lower boundary of the Grey Zone across all prediction

weeks. The proposed Grey Zone has a noticeably high misclassification rate, where

about 73 percent of the base model’s misclassifications occur within its boundaries

over the 12-study weeks.

The base model performs relatively well outside the identified Grey Zone boundaries.

To address the high error rate in the Grey Zone, instances that have base model

estimations that fall within these boundaries are subject to being re-predicted using

the weekly Grey Zone models.

Grey Zone Models

Grey Zone models are designed to complement the base model’s efficiency, where they

replace the base model when it performs poorly. Therefore, students who fall in the

Grey Zone are subject to being re-predicted via the Grey Zone models. Grey Zone
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models are built specifically to distinguish risk factors of instances that fall in the

Grey Zone. Hence, only corresponding Grey Zone instances are used to validate Grey

Zone model components for each underlying prediction week.

Since the extracted online learning characteristics for Grey Zone instances change

significantly each week, a Grey Zone model is developed specially for each study week

utilising the same ensemble modelling design as was used to develop the base model.

However, as the mid-semester break starting week is varied every semester, a special

Grey Zone model is implemented for the week prior, regardless of where the week falls

in the actual study sequence. The development of a Grey Zone pre-break model is

motivated by the dramatic change in students’ behaviour in this study week. There-

fore, the set of Grey Zone models involves 13 different Grey Zone models, 12 models

corresponding to core study weeks and a model designed especially for the week prior

to the study week.

The Grey Zone models’ development process followed the same procedure of building

a base model to implement the Grey Zone models. However, only that specific week’s

Grey Zone instances were used for feature selections and weighting optimisation tasks,

which enabled us to focus on the risk aspects of the utilised subset of instances.

Every Grey Zone ensemble model contains eight member models, where each member

model is an expert in the local area’s features space. Members’ models are built using

the best performing bag of features within the related features list. After developing

the member models, the members’ output weighting task was performed to optimise

the best-fit weighting parameters for each member. Then, the performance of each

Grey Zone ensemble model was examined using AUC and an overall accuracy metric

to ensure its performance against the base model’s predictions. The resultant Grey

Zone models utilised different sets of features and weighting values across each model,

which can be explained by the change in the features’ importance across each study

period.
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6.6 Results

This chapter aims to develop an exemplar multi-course early warning framework for

at-risk students based of online learning data following the Grey Zone design. To

assess the developed multi-course early warning framework’s capacity to be gener-

alised and predict future data, we performed evaluation task using four whole, un-

seen courses. Although all four testing courses were taught at the School of Computer

Science at a single institute, each course is structurally different and contains varied

distributions of student involvement. Therefore, the virtual learning pattern is di-

verse in terms of the types of activities and frequency of performing online actions.

Heterogenous evaluation data allows us to evaluate the multi-course framework under

various real-time scenarios in order to provide a reliable assessment of its predictive

quality.

Figure 6.3 presents a spider chart of the overall virtual learning activities distribution

across the evaluated courses, which highlights the differences in the courses’ online

learning properties across evaluation courses. It is generally recognisable that the

popularity of the VLE login action as it presents gateway to navigate through the

VLE components. Furthermore, post views present as the second most popular on-

line learning activity. However, the viewing posts action is extremely affected by

the number and quality of messages posted on the course discussion forum. In the

same way, resources view actions are also linked to the type and quantities of online

materials available in the VLE environment. For instance, evaluation course 3 has

the highest number of learning resources available online. Moreover, in evaluation

course 1, the online resources are limited to assignment specifications, which explains

the low number of interactions with the resources components. Moreover, posting

messages on the course forum is the lowest performing activity across all evaluation

courses.

Before evaluating the results, it is important to rank the importance of the evalua-

tion metrics. Given the binary nature of the problem and the fact that the evaluation
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Figure 6.3: A spider chart of students’ virtual learning activities’ distribution across
the evaluation courses.

courses might have diverse distributions of classes, we utilised AUC metrics to exam-

ine the quality of the predictions, as well as the overall accuracy of the framework

predictions. Furthermore, we also employed other typically used confusion-matrix-

based measures, including overall accuracy, recall, precision and F1 score metrics.

Two types of error might rise throughout the evaluation process: at-risk students

who are misclassified as successful mistakenly (false negatives) and successful stu-

dents who misclassified as at-risk mistakenly (false positives).

The developed automated multi-course early warning framework of at-risk students
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aims to help to improve academic outcomes by identifying at-risk students, so that

interventions can be made for students who need additional academic support. There-

fore, the predictive instrument must be designed to provide the highest possible num-

ber of reliable predictions for both classes (at-risk and successful) in the early stage

of the semester. This is motivated by the issues that are associated with giving one

class a higher weighting than the other in the prediction space, which may lead to

delays in providing proactive support for at-risk students or even not to provide it at

all. On the other hand, identifying students in good standing as at-risk can lead to

unnecessary workload for lecturers.

A series of experiments have been carried out to examine the robustness of the pro-

posed multi-course early warning framework when it predicts unseen datasets. Each

evaluation course was tested individually throughout the 12 study weeks to evaluate

the framework’s predictive performance on each testing course separately. Table 6.3

presents the experimental results of each single evaluation course dataset in terms

of its AUC and accuracy metrics. Furthermore, Figure 6.4 visualises the model’s

weekly evaluation performance, using multiple evaluation metrics for same evalua-

tion dataset.

Generally, the experimental results show that the multi-course predictive framework

was able to produce high-quality predictions across three evaluation courses, while

performing decently in one evaluation course. Although the framework’s predictivity

was relatively low in the first prediction week, there is a noticeable improvement in

the framework’s predictive power as the semester moves towards the end for all eval-

uation courses. The predictive framework performance rises due to the increase in

virtual learning tracing data that become available each week. However, the frame-

work’s accuracy dropped in the final prediction week due to the dramatic decrease in

students’ online learning activities across all evaluation courses.

With regards to overall performance evaluation, the multi-course predictive frame-

work generates accurate predictions across most of the evaluation courses with similar
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Course 1 Course 2 Course 3 Course 4

AUC Acc AUC Acc AUC Acc AUC Acc

Week 1 0.67 58.0 % 0.62 58.4% 0.68 63.2% 0.76 65.9%

Week 2 0.62 56.8% 0.73 68.8% 0.83 72.4% 0.9 78.8%

Week 3 0.66 64.2% 0.89 80.5% 0.85 71.1% 0.86 82.4%

Week 4 0.64 63.0% 0.88 84.4% 0.84 75.0% 0.88 82.4%

Week 5 0.59 63.0% 0.9 88.3% 0.86 80.3% 0.85 83.5%

Week 6 0.65 60.5% 0.81 83.1% 0.83 77.6% 0.86 81.2%

Week 7 0.56 63.0% 0.9 85.7% 0.9 84.2% 0.91 84.7%

Week 8 0.72 76.5% 0.88 80.5% 0.86 81.5% 0.9 85.9%

Week 9 0.81 77.8% 0.94 89.6% 0.88 82.9% 0.92 87.1%

Week 10 0.76 76.5% 0.93 83.1% 0.88 81.6% 0.92 85.9%

Week 11 0.72 76.5% 0.86 88.3% 0.93 89.5% 0.84 84.7%

Week 12 0.77 77.8% 0.89 83.1% 0.86 79.0% 0.9 87.1%

Table 6.3: A demonstration of the weekly prediction performance on four fresh eval-
uation courses.
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Figure 6.4: Plots of the evaluation dataset evaluations in terms of AUC, accuracy, F1

score, precision and recall metrics.
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improvement patterns in prediction quality throughout the prediction weeks in terms

of both AUC and accuracy metrics. While the predictive framework’s quality mostly

continued to improve in terms of the AUC metric, its performance, as measured by

the overall accuracy metric, dropped in prediction week 12 by 3 percent on average.

When it comes to evaluation course 1, the predictive framework produced a lower

prediction quality when compared with the other evaluation courses in the early pre-

diction weeks, but it increased in performance significantly after study week 7.

The framework’s predictive performance is varied across the evaluation courses. The

multi-course predictive framework achieved over 0.92 AUC points across most of the

evaluation courses, while obtaining top AUC value of 0.81 in one course (Course 1).

With respect to its overall accuracy, most of the evaluation courses reached decent

prediction accuracies by obtaining an accuracy over 87 percent.

Furthermore, the evaluation results indicate that the predictive framework’s ability

to detect at-risk students was over 93 percent across most of the evaluation courses,

with an ability to avoid misidentifying any successful student with a precision value

of 100 percent in numerous cases. However, the recall measures fluctuate throughout

the prediction period, while the precision movement tends to be stable. The harmonic

measure between precision and recall shows the framework’s capability to achieve ac-

curate classifications in both classes (a-risk and successful). The framework achieved

an F1 score value of 80 percent on average across all evaluation courses throughout

the semester, reaching a maximum harmonic value of 92 percent.

Overall, the evaluation results confirm the ability of the developed multi-course early

warning framework to produce quality predictions of students’ academic risk status

using online learning data across multiple heterogeneous courses.

Despite the fact that the multi-course framework improves its predictive quality in

most of the prediction weeks as more data become available, the framework produces

consistent predictions in instances drawn from evaluation course 1 with a very slight
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improvement for more than the half the semester due to the low VLE participation

rate in the course. For instance, evaluation course 1 has significantly lower resource

view actions compared with other evaluation courses due to the very limited number

of resources uploaded onto the course online module. Nevertheless, in terms of the

underlying evaluation courses, its predictive performance started to rise after study

week 7.

Then we combined the weekly testing courses results to determine the optimal time

when lecturers should deliver academic support to students in-need. We conducted an

error analysis of the combined results to identify the ideal week where course lecturers

should deliver interventions to students who have been identified as at-risk academ-

ically. Considering the necessity for providing early feedback and corrective actions

to achieve the best possible outcome and the framework’s ability to start producing

reliable predictions, we consider week 3 as the optimal week to establish providing ad-

ditional support to at-risk students. At week 3, the early warning framework was able

to achieve quality predictions over 0.8 AUC point in the aggregated testing dataset.

Figure 6.5 shows the predictive framework’s weekly performance across all evaluation

courses in terms of the AUC metrics and identifies the optimal time to provide inter-

ventions to students in need of additional academic support.

Finally, although the predictive framework developed in this chapter illustrates its

ability to produce quality predictions as early as study week 3 across multiple unseen

evaluation courses, it still contains some limitations caused by a range of pedagogical

aspects. The multi-course early warning framework is powered by students’ VLE

interactions data, which is affected by course characteristics such as the specific VLE

module design, amount of learning resources made available online for each week and

the lecturers’ level of collaboration with the students in the course. Another limi-

tation is related to identifying student’s personal weakness aspects in the learning

process, which, if solved, would help instructors to plan personalised intervention ac-

tions to suit each at-risk student.
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Figure 6.5: Weekly predictive framework performance based on aggregated evaluation
dataset results in terms of the AUC metric.

6.7 Summary

In this chapter, we developed an exemplar multi-course early warning framework that

detects students who might be at failure or attrition risk, in a weekly manner, with

decent overall performance. The framework was built using an ensemble modelling

strategy, where the ensemble predictive model consists of eight weighted members;

each individual member is developed using a unique set of features belonging to a

single category. Each features category combines a unique subset of features from

the global space. Furthermore, the multi-course early warning framework was im-

plemented with the help of a Grey Zone decision-making strategy to improve the

prediction accuracy by applying additional investigations to instances falling within

the boundaries of the Grey Zone, where a high proportion of the misclassifications

occur.

The framework is evaluated with using four entire unseen courses datasets (N = 319

enrolments) to examine its ability to predict future instances where evaluation courses
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have a variety of VLE activities distributions. The predictive framework’s top per-

formance ranged from 0.81 to 0.94 AUC points across the evaluation courses. With

regards to accuracy metrics, the framework obtained its best performance, between

77 and 90 percent, across individual courses in the evaluation dataset. The framework

was able to provide reliable predictions as early as week 3 of the semester, when early

interventions can be provided to support students in need.

Moreover, while the multi-course early warning framework developed in this chap-

ter illustrates its ability to predict future events with high classification rates across

the majority of the evaluation courses, its predictivity power is limited to students’

learning characteristics included in the training concepts. This limitation reduces

the framework’s ability to distinguish the changes in students’ learning characteris-

tics in different educational settings. Therefore, in the next chapter (Chapter 7), we

extend our work by developing an adaptive learning mechanism to accommodate ad-

ditional online learning patterns, which may be observed in a newly obtained dataset

to improve the framework’s performance and ability to provide accurate and early

identification of at-risk students.

Chapter 7 applies an adaptive in-system analytics approach to update the frame-

work’s predictive instrument and its properties as soon as a new dataset becomes

available. The proposed adaptive approach observes and adapts to new learning pat-

terns to enhance the framework’s predictivity. In the next chapter, we aim to make

the framework able to learn from its previous predictions, automatically. The frame-

work will be fed with extra student VLE interactions and discussion forum datasets

associated with final achievements to train and validate the framework’s predicative

instrument to consider outcoming patterns.
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Chapter 7

Towards an Adaptive Early

Warning Framework for At-Risk

Students

7.1 Overview

Every day, a huge volume of data is generated from students’ engagements with

various VLE components. While VLEs are mainly used as learning tools, students’

digital footprints reflect their learning progress, which can be used to predict their

final course outcomes. Many attempts have been made to analyse students’ online

learning traces alongside other data sources. The majority of the existing efforts rely

on machine learning algorithms to learn students’ personal, academic and learning

characteristics to forecast course outcomes. However, existing predictive models in

the literature are devoted to static machine learning environments, where models

tend to be trained on historical information and remain fixed with no updates (i.e.

(Bainbridge et al. 2015, Cen et al. 2016, Chai & Gibson 2015, Howard et al. 2018,

Hu et al. 2014, Jishan et al. 2015, Natek & Zwilling 2014)). The assumption behind

this approach is that there are no significant variations in learning patterns across

different learning environments or that VLE usage patterns would not change over

the duration of the predictive model’s use.
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On the other hand, some concerns have arisen regarding the scalability of such pre-

dictive instruments, as students’ learning behaviours might vary due to cultural or

environmental reasons (Leitner et al. 2017). These concerns are extended to include

a predictive models’ ability to cope with changes that may occur in students’ learn-

ing styles over time. These situations increase the need to develop and integrate

an adaptive mechanism, allowing student performance predictive models to adapt

to new cultural or educational settings dynamically to enhance the quality of the

models’ predictions. To update the predictive instruments, adaptive approaches are

powered by brand new data gained from fresh cultural or educational settings, or by

using in-suite up-to-date datasets which reflect the current status of data distribution.

Concept drift refers to the problem when users change their interaction patterns,

which results in changes in input data or the predictive instrument’s outputs distri-

butions (Gama et al. 2014). While the problem has been studied widely in many

branches of machine learning and data mining contexts, this problem has not been

studied, to the best of this author’s knowledge, in terms of predicting students’ aca-

demic performance. Drift may occur in students’ learning behaviours due to several

reasons, such as changes in students’ learning patterns, students’ learning preferences

or course structures. In these situations, adaptive strategies subject the predictive in-

strument to constant change in its properties to accommodate new learning patterns

or adapt to new prediction settings via a single or a combination of sets of adaptive

learning mechanisms.

Adaptive learning methods include a set of approaches to update predictive models

to optimise their performance by utilising adaptive mechanisms such as re-training or

updating existing classification models using recently obtained data batches, which

enhance the training data coverage or use newly obtained datasets to restructure un-

derlying predictive models. Other adaptive mechanisms are designed particularly for

ensemble learning, including dynamic inclusion of member models, replacing exist-

ing member models by new, better performing predictive models and re-optimising
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the outputs’ combinations of parameters. Adaptive approaches aim to enhance the

predictive models’ ability to update their parameters according to the latest learning

patterns, which can improve their predictive power. However, performing the adap-

tive process manually can be a time-consuming process, particularly with the heavy

workload that lecturers faces in the contemporary educational system.

Therefore, this chapter introduces an adaptive learning framework capable of adapting

to changes in students’ learning behaviours or learning environments. The proposed

multi-course, early warning framework is relevant to the Grey Zone design proposed

in this study. Furthermore, as the Grey Zone modelling combines base and Grey

Zone models in one model, it is convenient for updating all the predictive compo-

nents, alongside the Grey Zone configurations. In terms of adaptive mechanisms, we

propose deploying a combination of multiple adaptive approaches to adapt to the

potential changes in data distribution that may arise in adaption data batches. The

adaptive solution is designed to handle updates in predictive ensemble learning in

conjunction with the Grey Zone strategy. The solution involves two algorithms: the

first algorithm is designed to update the base and Grey Zone predictive models, while

the second identifies optimal Grey Zone boundaries. To the best of our knowledge,

this is the first work introducing adaptive learning concepts into the prediction of

students’ performance context.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows: the chapter starts by shedding light

on popular adaptive mechanisms used in the literature to update predictive ensem-

ble models in Section 7.2. Moreover, this section discusses possible adaptive meth-

ods applicable to the Grey Zone design. In Section 7.3, we describe the proposed

Adaptive Grey Zone Ensemble Model (AGZEM) framework. Subsequently, we de-

scribe details of the Ensemble Model Adaption (EMA) algorithm and the Grey Zone

Bounds Adjustment (GZBA) algorithm developed for this work. The proposed adap-

tive framework and algorithms are the vehicle for the experimental study conducted

in this chapter, which is presented in Section 7.4. This section presents an experien-

tial dataset, setup and results, which evaluate the effects of the proposed adaption
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solution in the context of predicting students’ academic performance. The experi-

mental results suggest that the adaptive solution improves the overall quality model

performance in terms of the AUC metric. The adaptive approach is powered by cop-

ing with changes in recent data batches, which might vary from the current concept.

Therefore, the results also suggest that utilising a forgetting mechanism for irrelevant

data instances may help to achieve faster and better adaptation outcomes. Finally,

we finish this chapter with a brief summary.

7.2 Adaptive Approaches

Generally, predictive instruments are required to cope adaptively with unexpected

changes in users’ behaviours and environmental settings as they occur over time.

The instruments’ ability to update their structures and properties by incorporating

recent data may maintain their capacity to provide quality predictions and improve

their predictive power. A fresh dataset involves the most advanced status of data

distribution. Therefore, it is widely assumed that more recent data have higher rele-

vance to the concept than historical instances. Hence, a higher importance is usually

given to newer examples throughout the process of updating predictive models.

In machine learning contexts, various adaptive learning algorithms have been de-

veloped to enhance predictive models’ ability to deliver more accurate estimations.

These algorithms employ different adoption methods. Numerous adaptive mecha-

nisms are concerned with updating individual predictive models, while others focus

on updating or adjusting ensemble models. In this section, we present popular adap-

tive approaches discussed in the literature that are relevant to adapting ensemble

learning models alongside suggesting adaptive strategies applicable to the Grey Zone

design. Ensemble learner adaptive strategies are discussed in terms of the methods

can be used at individual member level, adapting ensemble model structures and

adapting members’ outcome aggregating methods. Though several adaptive learning

algorithms contain a single adaptive mechanism to update predictive models, others
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utilise hybrid approaches.

Moreover, a related issue regarding adaptive methods concerns the controlling fac-

tors used to execute adaptive processes. Various triggering conditions have been

described in the literature. Numerous adaptive strategies rely on instruments to

detect changes in the data, and then, whenever changes are detected, the adaptive

process is activated (i.e. (Chu & Zaniolo 2004, Gama et al. 2004, Wang et al. 2006)).

Moreover, a diverse collection of mechanisms has been used to detect changes in the

underlying data distribution, such as tracing the changes in the outcome probabil-

ities density (Gama et al. 2004, Wang et al. 2006). In another case, Alippi et al.

(2012) attempt to assess changes in input data using two different mechanisms based

on sample distributions and prediction errors to trigger the classifier reconfiguring

process. Furthermore, other adaptive frameworks utilise more regular approaches to

control the adaptive process, where it is subject to a stream of data batches (Raza

et al. 2015). However, several adaptive methods do not employ event-related triggers,

as they activate the adoption process at routine timeframes (i.e. (Shalizi et al. 2011)).

The rest of this section discusses widely used adaptive mechanisms to update machine

learning ensemble learners. Mechanisms are performed on different levels, including

updating ensemble model members, changing predictive models’ structures and ad-

justing output combinational parameters. The section also presents a number of

adaptive methods that can be used to update Grey Zone modelling configurations

dynamically.

7.2.1 Training Adaptivity

Machine learning involves a wide range of learning algorithms that can be used to

build members’ predictive models in ensemble modelling. In predicting student aca-

demic performance settings, various learning approaches were gathered together to

build predictive models, such as mixing a decision tree with AdaBoost approaches in
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one model and blending CART with an AdaBoost approach to create another pre-

dictive model (Hu et al. 2014), and blending a decision tree, gradient boosting, rule

induction and regression in (Shelton et al. 2016, 2017).

Many mechanisms have been used to update ensemble model members, including

training members using an increment training dataset. Feeding the ensemble model’s

members with an updated training dataset is an effective approach for adopting ad-

ditional observations to predictive models. Newly arrived data instances increase

the coverage of the training dataset, which may reflect positively on the predictive

model’s performance. However, predictive techniques have a different nature with

respect to their adaptation ability. While some classification methods can handle

newly obtained training datasets implicitly (e.g. k-nearest neighbours (Hastie et al.

2009)), others are designed for static datasets, such as logistic regression. In the latter

approach, models must be updated explicitly whereby the models are retrained on

appended training datasets. Moreover, an additional adaptive approach is related to

utilising dynamic data pre-processing methods to enhance data quality and conse-

quently member models’ performances (Zliobaite & Gabrys 2014).

On the other hand, an historical training dataset may contain an irrelevant concept.

Therefore, some adaptive mechanisms consider discarding such irrelevant data in-

stances using forgetting strategies to minimise the impact of old concepts on updated

model decisions. Sliding windows and decay factors are popular forgetting approaches

for old training datasets.

7.2.2 Structural Adaptivity

Restructuring ensemble models is a well-known adaptive methodology to enhance

global model performances, instead of focusing on each member’s performance. On

a member model’s level, the updating process can be performed by applying various
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methods, particularly training-related and structural-related approaches. A struc-

tural adaptive strategy can be applied by updating the set of utilised features to suit

new changes, employ new features, or even to employ a different learning algorithm.

On the ensemble learner level, structural adaptive strategies involve adding additional

members or replacing, removing, activating, or deactivating existing ones, to enhance

the underlying ensemble learner’s flexibility to adapt to changes in the concept envi-

ronment. Adding fresh well-performed models fed with an updated training dataset

or exchanging underperforming models with a better performing model helps to refine

global performance. Furthermore, activating existing member models after deactiva-

tion may enhance the overall ensemble model’s performance.

Adding, replacing, and activating predictor members is usually made as a response

to changes in the model’s predictive performance. Various strategies have been ap-

plied to monitor ensemble learner quality and trigger the adaptive mechanism to

add, replace or activate members. For instance, Kolter & Maloof (2003) proposed

an approach to handle changes in data distributions, whereas the approach adds a

new model member after each classification mistake occurs with allocated weight of

1. Members’ weighting parameters are adjusted dynamically: thus, where the pa-

rameter reaches a value below a pre-defined threshold, the corresponding member is

removed. However, such an adaptive approach may lead to a significant increase in

the amount of ensemble model members. Another technique handles updating en-

semble learners by training new classifier on new data instances, then the newly-built

model replaces the worst-performing existing member (Street & Kim 2001). Other

studies have proposed other mechanisms to control updating ensemble models, such

as strategies that rely on obtaining new examples (Raza et al. 2015) and others again

retain a set of deactivated model members trained on old datasets to be re-activated

in case an ancient concept repeats (Soares & Araujo 2015).

Removing or deactivating redundant members is a common adaptive approach used to
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update ensemble learners, which results in excluding insufficiently performing mem-

bers (Bouchachia 2011). Discarding member models with insufficient performance

results in favour of the more significant influence of quality members on the final pre-

diction outcome will lead to better overall predictive performance (Soares & Araujo

2015). An alternative adaptive mechanism associated with ensemble modelling is ap-

plying weights to each member model’s outcomes, where under-performing members

receive low or null weightings. While a low contribution weight results in limiting the

effect of members’ final outputs, weighting the value of zero means that correspond-

ing member models have been deactivated. Further explanations of such weighting

adaptive approaches are discussed in the following section.

7.2.3 Combinational Adaptivity

A viable alternative adaptive method for ensemble learners is modifying the combi-

nation parameters. The ensemble learner obtains its final estimations by combining

multiple members’ predictions. The outputs combination method can be designed to

react dynamically to changes in incoming data. Commonly, ensemble learners employ

combination schema, weighting parameters associated with each individual member

(Polikar 2012) which rule individual member’s contributions to the final decision.

Weighted ensemble learners typically utilise an updatable combination design where

the model’s members can be adaptively reweighted to respond to changes in recent

data distributions.

Several weighting criteria have been used in order to fine-tune members’ weights in an

adaptive ensemble learning setting. For instance, in numerous adaptive frameworks,

members are weighted based on their performance after being trained on sequential

batches of data, such as in (Wang et al. 2003). Furthermore, others consider various

factors during the adaptive weighting process, such as members’ ages and examining

changes in error rates (Elwell & Polikar 2011).
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The process of reweighting members overlaps with structural adaptive methods by

having the ability to disable the contribution of single or multiple members, for in-

stance, in the case where a weighting value of zero has been assigned to a weighting

parameter, which means the corresponding member is deactivated by having null

influence on the final model’s outcome. In the same way, when a very low weight

is given to an individual member, that reduces its ability to influence the model’s

decision.

7.2.4 Configurational Adaptivity

In this section, we suggest adaptive mechanisms that can be associated with the

Grey Zone design. The Grey Zone concept works by identifying a probabilistic range

where the majority of misclassifications occurs in the base model and replaces the

base model prediction by a better-performing Grey Zone model for instances that

fall in the Grey Zone. Besides the adaptive methods mentioned earlier, several ap-

proaches can be developed to re-configure the structure of the Grey Zone model.

A core element of the proposed design is identifying Grey Zone boundaries that

are consistent with the base model. The design can cope with changes in the base

model output distribution by re-configuring the upper and lower boundaries adap-

tively, based on either recently obtained batches of instances, or according to the

updated base model properties. Furthermore, fitting an additional Grey Zone model

dynamically to handle special events might be observed in a newly obtained dataset.

For instance, in the context of predicting students’ performance, a need for a new

Grey Zone model may arise to handle if a study week falls immediately after the

mid-semester break, which can be constructed and fitted adaptively. Moreover, the

design can cope with changes in prediction concept by observing the performances of

Grey Zone models whenever a change in data or the base model occurs and handle

new concept adaptively either by updating or replacing the existing Grey Zone models.
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7.3 Adaptive Grey Zone Ensemble Model Frame-

work

In this section, we introduce the proposed Adaptive Grey Zone Model (AGZEM)

framework for data-driven continuous improvement. The AGZEM framework is

specifically designed to comply with the proposed Grey Zone strategy characteris-

tics and ensemble modelling design used to develop the multi-course early warning

framework. Then, we present the adaptive algorithm proposed to cope with recently

obtained batches of data.

Figure 7.1: The high-level architecture of the AGZEM framework.
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7.3.1 AGZEM Framework Architecture

Figure 7.1 depicts the high-level architecture of the AGZEM framework. The pro-

posed architecture consists of two key components, namely the data processing com-

ponent and the predictive models’ update component. In this study, we suggest

triggering the adaptive framework based on data streaming factors as data is the ma-

jor driver of the adoption process. In other words, the adaptive process is activated

whenever a batch of new data is fed into the framework.

Data processing component: The data processing component handles several data

tasks, which involve data preparation mechanisms, updating the stored dataset and

providing an adaptive algorithm with appropriate training and testing datasets. More-

over, this component is responsible for interacting with the data repository, where

archived data are maintained. The data preparation module includes multiple tasks

to prepare the recently obtained dataset for analysis, particularly features extractions,

encoding target labels, pre-processing and clustering observations on a weekly basis,

to match the exact same format as for the historical dataset. Furthermore, updating

the dataset module responsible for integrating the retrieved historical observations

with the new ones in a single dataset. The last element controls the data splitting

mechanism to supply the adaptive component with appropriate training and testing

datasets to perform the update process. For instance, in the case of updating Grey

Zone models, the testing dataset is limited to instances that have a corresponding

base model outcome, falling within the Grey Zone boundaries for underlying sets of

weeks or events.

Predictive model’s update component: the predictive model’s update components

are responsible for updating all the predictive models associated with the ensemble

learner and their parameters. Since the underlying ensemble model follows the Grey

Zone strategy, it groups two types of models; the base predictive model and the Grey

Zone predictive models. The ensemble learner involves Grey Zone properties, which

may need to be reconfigured. Therefore, the adaptive process involves three stages

where the base model must be updated first, as it is the only independent model.
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The second stage involves re-adjusting the probabilistic range that represents the

Grey Zone, based on the base model’s output probability distribution, followed by

updating the Grey Zone models. The adaptive framework takes into account another

aspect of the Grey Zone strategy to be changed dynamically, based on the underlying

data distribution, which is updating underperforming Grey Zone models. To judge

whether a model needs to be updated, the adaptive mechanism relies on the models’

performance using a cross-validation method on the updated dataset. Detailed infor-

mation on the adaptive algorithms is presented in the rest of this section.

7.3.2 AGZEM Framework Construction

This section details the adaptive mechanism developed to update the multi-course

early warning framework for at-risk students by performing dynamic changes in the

predictive instrument’s structure, parameters and configuration. Such an adaptive

strategy guarantees the dynamic adaption of new observations when changes occur

in the prediction setting. It is important to select a combination of approaches that

suits the prediction context. Therefore, we propose an Ensemble Model Adaptive

algorithm (EMA) to handle the base and Grey Zone models’ updates. An EMA al-

gorithm relies on both structural and combinational adaptive mechanisms to update

underlying models. The other proposed algorithm is the Grey Zone Bounds Adjust-

ment Algorithm (GZBA). A GZBA takes care of the changing Grey Zone upper and

lower boundaries adaptively. The rest of this section describes both algorithms in

detail.

Description of the EMA algorithm

The EMA algorithm is designed to comply with the ensemble model strategy pre-

sented in Chapter 6, where the utilised design of the ensemble consists of a fixed-size

set of members. Moreover, the ensemble model is associated with each member model,

and with a local set of features from the global features space. In other words, each
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member is an expert in a unique subset of characteristics. The EMA algorithm in-

corporates structural and combinational adaptive methods to update the predictive

ensemble models. Due to restrictions in the ensemble model design where it has a

fixed size set of members, the EMA algorithm can perform limited forms of structural

adaptive methods, particularly when replacing one existing weak member model with

a newly constructed quality model. However, other structural changes may be appli-

cable in conjunction with a combinational updating method, where poorly performing

members can be deactivated if associated with a null weighting parameter. Therefore,

the EMA algorithm considers updating members’ weighting parameters with respect

to each member’s predictive performance.

The EMA algorithm steps are detailed in Algorithm 1. Its five inputs are: the train-

ing and evaluation datasets, a set containing features belonging to each local area, a

set containing the initial member models and a set involving all possible weighting

combinations. There are three major steps performed in the EMA algorithm, as fol-

lows.

• Step 1: Replacing member models step, for each local area ci ∈ C, a new model

f is trained using the input training dataset (i.e. dataset contains both the past

and newly-obtained instances), where the utilised features are selected using a

feature selection method from a predefined set of local features. The algorithm

compares new and currently existing members using performance evaluation

metrics to evaluate each model’s quality. The evaluation process is performed

using evaluating instances, which have been provided to the algorithm as an in-

put. In the case that a newly-constructed model outperforms the existing one,

then it replaces the existing model, otherwise the member model remains with

no update. The same procedure is repeated for each one of the eight member

models contained in the ensemble learner.

• Step 2: Members weighting step, where the algorithm optimises the best-fit
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combination of the weighting parameters dynamically. Members’ weights are

optimised based on a performance evaluation metric of the combined mem-

bers. The weighting step aims to weight members based on their performance,

wherein each weak member is penalised by receiving a low weight and higher

weights are assigned to quality members. This step finishes by updating the

ensemble model weighting parameters.

• Step 3: Updating step, this step is responsible for updating the underlying

model after completing the adaptive process. The updated model replaces ex-

isting one.

Description of GZBA algorithm

The GZBA algorithm aims to identify optimal cut-off values for the upper and lower

boundaries of the Grey Zone with respect to the base model global threshold. The

algorithm estimates the upper and lower cut-off values (the optimal Grey Zone upper

and lower thresholds) based on a Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) graph

(Fawcett 2006). ROC works by drawing many points on the graph space starting

from the lower left point (0,0) to the top right point (1,1). For starting and finish-

ing points, the predictive model predicts instances to a single class unconditionally,

while the upper left point (0, 1) characterises the finest classifications. Therefore,

measuring the distances between each point in the ROC space and the top left point

indicates the best cut-off point where the shortest distance is the best cut-off point.

The GZBA algorithm identifies the upper and lower Grey Zone boundaries by detect-

ing optimal cut-off values with respect to the area above and below the global thresh-

old, where each area represents an individual class in the prediction space. Analysing

each area separately allows us to identify the local probabilistic range, where the pre-

diction classes overlap. Therefore, the GZBA algorithm divides instances into upper

and lower clusters, based on the base model’s outcomes. Separation criteria for the
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Algorithm 1 The EMA algorithm
Input:

T = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xi, yi), i = 1, . . . , I}, where yi ∈ {0, 1} : training features and
target data in batches
E = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xj, yj), j = 1, . . . , J}, where yj ∈ {0, 1} : evaluation features
and target data in batches
C = {c1, . . . , cm),m = 1, . . . ,M} : set of local features belonging to each category
G = {g1, . . . , gm),m = 1, . . . ,M} : set of initial model members
W = {w1, . . . , wm), k = 1, . . . , K} : set of possible weighting combinations

Step 1: Replacing member models
/* Building models using provided datasets with the help of the feature selection
method, then determining whether an existing model should be updated or not
*/

1: for each features local category ci ∈ C do
2: f ← create new model, where features ∈ ci
3: b performance← evaluate(gi, E) //compute performance of initial model gi

using evaluation data
4: f performance ← evaluate(f, E) //compute performance of new model f

using evaluation data
5: if f performance > b performance then
6: replace initial member by f
7: else
8: initial model does not need to be replaced

9: end if
10: end for

Step2: Weighting members
/* Optimising best-fit members weights */

11: for each weighting combination wk ∈ W do
12: compute ensemble model performance based on wk using evaluation data

batches
13: end for
14: E ← the best-fit members weight combination

Step 3: Updating
/*Updated ensemble model replaces existing ensemble learner*/
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Algorithm 2 The GZBA algorithm
Input:

D, the set of evaluation instances; f(i) is instance prediction probability and y(i)
is instance actual label where y(i) ∈ {0, 1}
θ, the global threshold;
PLower and NLower, the number of positive and negative instances below the global
threshold;
PUpper and NUpper, the number of positive and negative instances below the global
threshold

Ensure:
PLower > 0, NLower > 0, PUpper > 0 and NUpper > 0

Step 1: Initialisation
1: TPLower ← TPUpper ← 0
2: TNLower ← NLower

3: TNUpper ← NUpper

Step 2: Grouping count of positive and negative instances by probability score
value

4: Dsotrted ← D sorted in descending order
/* Q is a queue of objects where each one is a structure of three members, positives
and negatives counts and probability score */

5: Q← 〈〉
6: positives ← negatives ← 0
7: fprevious ← −∞
8: i← 1

9: while i ≤ |Dsotrted| do
10: if f(i) 6= fprevious then
11: enqueue (positives, negatives, fprevious) onto Q
12: positives← negatives← 0

13: end if
14: fprevious ← f(i)
15: if y(i) is positive instance then
16: positives← positives+ 1
17: else // instance is negative
18: negatives← negatives+ 1

19: end if
20: i← i+ 1

21: end while
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Algorithm 2 The GZBA algorithm (Continued)

Step 3: Compute the distance from each ROC point to the top-left coroner and
select the point with the minimum distance

22: θLower ← θUpper ← θ
23: distLower ← distUpper ← 1

24: for each object in Q, q do
25: if q.score ≥ θ then /* processing the upper part of the probability distribu-

tion */
26: TPUpper ← TPUpper + q.positives
27: TNUpper ← TNUpper − q.negatives
28: distance =

√
(1− TPUpper

PUpper
)2 + (1− TNUpper

NUpper
)2

29: if distUpper > distance then
30: θUpper ← q.score
31: distUpper ← distance

32: end if
33: else /* processing the lower part of the probability distribution where the

probabilities are below the threshold */
34: TPLower ← TPLower + q.positives
35: TNLower ← TNLower − q.negatives
36: distance =

√
(1− TPLower

PLower
)2 + (1− TNLower

NLower
)2

37: if distLower > distance then
38: θLower ← q.score
39: distLower ← distance

40: end if
41: end if
42: end for

Outputs: a set contains θLower and θUpper

base model outcomes rely solely on the base model’s global threshold, where evaluated

instances with computed probabilities of or above the global threshold are assigned

to the upper group and the rest are allocated to the lower probability group. Then,

the algorithm measures the distance between each possible threshold point and the

top left corner to select the optimal local cut-off for each group, where the cut-off

point with the shortest distance is nominated. The distance is calculated based on
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the True Positive (TP) and the True Negative (TN) rates at each ROC point on the

graph. The GZBA algorithm utilises a set of inputs as follows: evaluating instances

prediction probabilities produced by the underlying base model and its global thresh-

old and, the total number of positive and negative instances located in the upper and

lower regions of the probability distribution.

The GZBA algorithm (Algorithm 2) involves three major steps which are:

• Step 1: Initialisation step, the algorithm begins by initialising the parameters

where the upper and lower True Positive value (TP) is set to 0. Furthermore,

the upper and lower True Negative value (TN) is set to the total number of

negative instances corresponding to each cluster.

• Step 2: Grouping instances by probability score value step, it is unusual for

multiple instances to have the exact same outputs as human behaviours are not

identical, but such a rare event may occur. Therefore, to overcome this problem,

the algorithm groups instances with identical prediction scores in one structure

that holds three members: the portability score, total actual positive instances

and total number of actual negative instances with the computed prediction

probability that matches the object score. The algorithm takes advantage of

a descending order to make the grouping process more efficient. A descending

ordering of prediction scores makes instances with equal scores adjacent. The

algorithm keeps tracing probability scores by comparing previous and current

scores to determine when to stop counting instances and enqueue a created ob-

ject into a queue Q.

• Step 3: Evaluate and select the ROC point step, in the final step, the algorithm

computes the distance between each point in the ROC space and the top-left

point of the ROC graph where the point with the shortest distance represents

the best cut-off point for the given set of instances. Taking the descending order
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of the previous step queue Q into the account, any positive instance assigned

to the positive class with respect to a specified threshold remains predicted as

a positive for any lower threshold. In the same way, any negative instance pre-

dicted as a negative with respect to a specified threshold remains predicted as

a negative for any higher threshold. Consequently, the algorithm is required to

process one object at the time and keep updating TP and TN for every iter-

ation where TP changes detrimentally and TN changes incrementally. Then,

the distance to the upper left point is calculated with respect to sensitivity and

specificity metrics at each threshold point using the following formula:

distance =
√

((1 − sensitivity)2 + (1− specificity)2) (7.1)

After measuring the distance for the top-left corner to each the ROC point,

the algorithm preserves the minimum distance and corresponding cut-off value.

This step is performed for the upper and lower range of probabilities indi-

vidually, only using instances that fall in the underlying range. Finally, the

algorithm returns a pair of values that contain the identified optimal upper and

lower cut-offs that represent the Grey Zone boundaries.

7.4 Experimental Study

To test the feasibility of the proposed adaptive strategy in forecasting at-risk students

setting, we evaluated the effects of the developed adaptive framework on the updated

predictive models’ performances against the performance baseline model. The under-

lying predictive model’s design matches the exact same design used to implement the

multi-course early warning framework developed in Chapter 6. The baseline model is

the initial model which remains static, with no modification throughout the experi-

mental study. Furthermore, experiments were carried out over two adaptive scenarios,

with and without performing the forgetting mechanism that removes irrelevant in-

stances from the historical dataset when new adaption data batches are fed to the
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adaptive framework to trigger the adoption process.

Datasets used during the adoption process belong to twelve courses, where data was

drawn from each course and held in an independent data batch. The remaining data,

which belonged to a single course, were used to build an initial baseline predictive

model, which represents the starting model. The adaptive process was performed in-

crementally, using adaption dataset sizes where a 10-fold cross-validation method was

used to split the underlying adaptation data into training and evaluation datasets.

An AUC metric is used to evaluate and compare the changes in the updated models’

performances, alongside the baseline model’s performance for each study week of the

12-week long semester. The adaptive framework was implemented using Java, with

the help of a Weka machine learning library that was used to construct logistic re-

gression models.

7.4.1 The Dataset

The data was collected from thirteen blended computer science courses taught at

the University of Adelaide, Australia, over the first and second semesters between

2012 and 2016. Each semester consists of 12 core study weeks interspersed with a 2

week mid-semester break and optional teaching weeks. Out of the thirteen collected

courses, eight courses were only made available for undergraduate students, while the

rest were offered to students at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels. Stu-

dents’ interactions and participation data was drawn from the Moodle VLE used in

the School of Computer Science.

7.4.2 Experimental Setup

Adaptive strategies were implemented in Java following the proposed AGZEM frame-

work, which consists of two major components: data preparation and predictive model
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update components. The latter component was responsible for updating the predic-

tive base and Grey Zone models alongside re-configuring the Grey Zone parameters.

The data preparation component received the newly-obtained dataset and handled

all the data-related processes to be properly organised and pre-processed for analysis.

The process began by validating and cleaning the obtained records in the dataset

automatically. The process omits all records performed outside the semester’s official

time-frame, alongside those records belonging to irrelevant VLE users. Furthermore,

the posts’ contents were cleared of unwanted, non-ASCII characters and noise texts,

while the meanings expressed in the posts are maintained and were not affected by

the cleaning process.

Moreover, the data preparation component performs time-series generation to group

students’ actions in weekly data blocks. The component also performs the students’

features extraction process from the prepared data. Then, the component handles

any outlying observations and transforms the data points. Data transformation is

performed by applying min-max normalisation and logarithmic transformation meth-

ods. Moreover, the data component is responsible for integrating the newly-prepared

adaption dataset with the archived dataset, which is retrieved from a special data

warehouse.

The other component is the model update that handles the process of adapting data

batches to ensemble learner members using the EMA algorithm described in Section

7.3.2, as well as reconfiguring the utilised Grey Zone parameters using the GZBA

algorithm described also in Section 7.3.2. The EMA algorithm is designed to perform

the adaptive process on a fixed-size ensemble learner in which each member is an

expert in a local area of the features space. The adaptive ensemble process deploys

on three stages: updating the base model, re-identifying the Grey Zone boundaries

and updating the corresponding weekly and prior-to-break Grey Zone models.

In the predictive models’ update component, the EMA algorithm is responsible for
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updating the underlying predictive models. At the beginning, the EMA algorithm

updates the base ensemble model member structurally, using a heuristic replacement

strategy where a 10-fold repeated random cross-validation method is utilised. In-

stances are randomly divided into one of the 10 subsets of data. The process is

repeated 10 times where the kth fold is used for validation and the rest of the folds

are used to train member models.

In every iteration, a wrapper subset features selection method (Kohavi & John 1997)

is performed to choose the most important subsets of features from pre-identified local

sets of features associated with each member model. The newly-developed logistic re-

gression member replaces the initial existing member when it performs better, where

both members are evaluated on the same data fold. Following the structural adaptive

stage of the eight members, the EMA algorithm optimises the best-fit combination

members’ weighting parameters. It compares the quality of the best performing

newly-developed base model and initial base models by averaging the AUC measure-

ment results across the prediction weeks. In cases where the newly-developed base

model outperforms the existing ones, it replaces them, otherwise the initial models

remain in use.

The next adaptive algorithm is concerned with identifying Grey Zone boundaries

based on the updated base model. The GZBA algorithm is utilised to fulfil this task

with the help of a total adaption dataset, where it detects the optimal upper and lower

boundaries of the Grey Zone dynamically. Following this adaptive stage, the Grey

Zone models are updated using the same procedure utilised to update the base model.

However, instead of using a 10-fold cross-validation method to split the dataset, only

instances that fall in the identified Grey Zone are assigned to the validation dataset,

while the remaining instances are assigned to the training dataset.

Moreover, other data-related challenges arose in the experimental study. Firstly,

when the adoption process is performed with a forgetting mechanism, the adaption

data are tested for statistically significant changes in data distribution using a t-test
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where the significant parameter is 0.05. Once a null hypothesis is rejected, the for-

getting mechanism is performed by removing instances that are not relevant to the

new concept. On the other hand, instance removal may cause an imbalance in the

class distribution alongside any unbalanced class involved in the adaption dataset.

This situation occurs when the underlying dataset has a significantly different num-

ber of instances belonging to each target class. This event may negatively affect

the model’s overall performance. Popular approaches to overcome this problem in

machine learning setting are the under-sampling instances belonging to the majority

class and over-sampling of the minorities. In this experimental study, in the event

of having an imbalanced class distribution in the training folds, the class distribu-

tion is balanced using the Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE)

(Chawla et al. 2002). SMOTE is a well-known approach to tackle the imbalanced

dataset problem by creating new synthetic instances between the closest neighbours

from minority classes.

7.4.3 Results

A set of experiments was carried out to evaluate the usefulness of the proposed adap-

tive algorithmic framework using a sequence of adaptation data batches. The adap-

tive process involves updating the predictive model’s structure and combinational

parameters mechanisms, alongside updating the Grey Zone configuration dynami-

cally. Adaption data batches were sorted in chronological order, so that data batch

belonging to earlier-offered courses are utilised first. Moreover, we assume that the

students’ final performances become available at the end of each semester. Therefore,

each adaptation course contains students’ semester-long digital learning traces.

We evaluated the impact of the adoption process on an initial predictive model’s

performance over two adaptive scenarios using 12 adaptation courses: (scenario A)

appending the adaption batches to the full size of the historical training dataset and

(scenario B) utilising a forgetting mechanism to remove irrelevant instances from
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the past training dataset. In the latter scenario, the forgetting mechanism executes

whenever a new adaption dataset has statistically significant differences in data dis-

tribution when compared with the existing training dataset.

The overall changes in the trends in the initial and updated models’ qualities in

terms of an averaged AUC metric over the 12 adaption datasets are illustrated in

Figure 7.2. It can be seen that after every deployment of an adaptive mechanism, the

updated predictive models change their properties to cope with the changes in the

prediction concepts and improve their performance, when compared with the base-

line model’s performance. Generally, the developed adaptive strategy affected the

predictive model’s prediction quality noticeably when compared with the baseline

model’s predictions. It was found that adaptive scenario (B) results in significant

enhancements in the models’ performances where irrelevant instances belonging to

the historical dataset were forgotten. Irrelevant samples are those which have sig-

nificantly different concepts from the most recent concept. Moreover, executing an

adaptive approach over adaptive scenario (A) results in decent improvements in the

overall updated models’ quality. However, over other adaptive scenarios, when a sud-

den drift occurs in the adaption concept, the adaptive mechanism fails to maintain

or enhance the updated predictive models’ performance.

Table 7.1 shows the evaluation results of different sequences of adaption datasets over

both adaptive scenarios, alongside the baseline models’ performances. The results

of deploying adaptive learning approaches are computed by averaging the weekly

predictions over the mean of the weekly cross-validation folds in terms of the AUC

metric. In terms of the first adaptive scenario (A), where we deploy an adaptive

mechanism with no forgetting mechanism, the model’s response to changes in data

distribution enhances its overall quality following each adaptation data batch. The

updated model’s performances outperform the baseline model performances by 7 per-

cent on average following each adaptive process. The updated model’s improvements

illustrate the influence of the adaptive strategy on the predictive models to accommo-

date new concepts involved in the adoption data batches. However, although adaptive
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Figure 7.2: An illustration of the changing trends in the predictive models’ qualities
in terms of the averaged AUC.
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Baseline Model Scenario A Scenario B

Average AUC Average AUC Average AUC

Initial Model 0.79 0.79 0.79

Adaptation course 1 0.71 0.77 0.83

Adaptation course 2 0.68 0.76 0.89

Adaptation course 3 0.58 0.65 0.82

Adaptation course 4 0.62 0.7 0.86

Adaptation course 5 0.57 0.65 0.85

Adaptation course 6 0.57 0.65 0.88

Adaptation course 7 0.56 0.64 0.89

Adaptation course 8 0.55 0.64 0.83

Adaptation course 9 0.55 0.63 0.84

Adaptation course 10 0.55 0.63 0.85

Adaptation course 11 0.56 0.61 0.89

Adaptation course 12 0.54 0.6 0.9

Table 7.1: Evaluation of the results in terms of the AUC accuracy results on incre-
mental adaptation batches where the results are computed by averaging the weekly
predictions over the mean of the weekly cross-validation folds.
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scenario (A) was able to update the models in a way that maintains producing higher

levels of prediction quality, the overall models’ performance tends to fall throughout

the experiments after receiving new data batches in most cases. The falling pattern

in the updating models’ performances can be explained by the stronger effects of old

concepts on the updated models’ learning patterns compared with the influence of

new concepts, since the majority of training instances belong to the historical dataset

drawn from the older courses.

Furthermore, the developed adaptive mechanism utilises a variety of features drawn

from different online learning aspects. In some cases, these features are not sufficient

to accommodate all the drifts in the prediction concept due to the major differences

in learning characteristics’ distributions of the individual courses, which can lead to

variations in performance when using an adaptive approach. For example, the sig-

nificant drift in adaption courses’ 3 characteristics lead to a noticeable variance in

adaption quality over both adaptive scenarios.

In the second adaptive scenario, scenario (B), we address the problems related to

aggregating multiple different concepts in the dataset by removing data points ir-

relevant to the new concept from the existing dataset. Consequently, the adaptive

mechanisms give a much better performance in terms of coping with the changes in

data distribution, even when the concept is modified significantly. Processing the

adaptive strategy with a forgetting mechanism allows the updated models to main-

tain a significantly higher performance against the baseline model performance, by

up to 36 percent. The updated models have performance improvements after execut-

ing most of the adaption batches throughout the experimental study. Over scenario

(B), after feeding the adaptive mechanism with 12 data batches, the updated mod-

els reached an averaged weekly accuracy level of 0.90 AUC points, where the initial

model’s performance was 0.79 AUC points, which shows the effect of the forgetting

mechanism on the models’ learning patterns. On the other hand, in limited cases,

the underlying adaptive strategy fails to improve or even maintain similar prediction

performance levels in the updated models, counter to prior adoption models.
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Adoption courses from 1 to 6 were collected from courses offered in 2012 in semesters 1

and 2, however, after the third adaption batches, the predictive models’ performances

dropped over both adaptive scenarios, alongside the baseline model’s performance.

The models’ performance decreases were motivated by the significant drift in the

learning concepts contained in the recently-fed data batch. The next 5 adaption

courses were taught in 2013, where baseline model and updated models with no for-

getting mechanisms result in steady prediction rates, while the other adaptive scenario

produces overall better quality updated models. The last adaption batch was drawn

from a course taught in 2016. Utilising the last adaption batch results in a slight

drop in the performance of the baseline model, alongside the model updated using

the adaptive scenario A strategy, while resulting in improving model performance

when the model is updated with a forgetting mechanism.

Finally, the experimental evaluation results show the advantage of using the pro-

posed adaptive algorithmic framework to cope with changes in data distribution,

alongside improving the predictive models’ performances. The adaptive mechanism

allows the predictive models to achieve significantly better predictions compared with

the static baseline model’s performance. Furthermore, integrating the data forget-

ting mechanism results in an overall faster adaptation of new concepts involved in the

recently-obtained data distribution, as well as significant improvement rates compar-

ing to adaptive scenario (A).

7.5 Summary

Assessments of computerised predictions of students’ academic performance have re-

cently grown rapidly in the literature. Much of the earlier work constructs predictive

models in static development environments, which makes fixes the underlying predic-

tive instruments, leaving them without the ability to handle any changes which may

occur in prediction setting. This fact raises concerns about the model’s scalability

and ability to cope with future changes in learning behaviours over time. Therefore,
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there is a gap in developing and employing adaptive mechanisms to enhance predic-

tive instruments’ abilities to cope dynamically with changes in prediction concepts.

Existing work in the research field relies on static environments to develop student

performance predictive instruments, where models tend to be trained on historical

information and remain fixed with no updates. This fact raises issues regarding the

capacity of these instruments to cope with any changes that may occur in the predic-

tion concept. However, utilising adaptive mechanisms can lead to improvements in

the quality of the subject predictive instruments’ outcomes, alongside the ability to

adapt to drifts that may occur in the prediction concepts due to changes in students’

learning patterns, as a result of changes in the prediction environment or modifica-

tions in their learning behaviours.

In this chapter, we introduced an adaptive framework to handle the adaptive process

dynamically which is applicable to the multi-course early warning framework. The

proposed AGZEM algorithmic framework implements EMA and GZBA algorithms to

update the underlying models’ dynamically by updating the models using recently-

obtained datasets. The EMA algorithm integrates multiple adaptive approaches on

different ensemble modelling levels, where it replaces poorly performing experts at

model member level and optimises members’ weighting parameters on the outputs’

combinational level. The other proposed algorithm, the GZBA algorithm, re-identifies

Grey Zone boundaries dynamically, based on the changes arising in the outputs’ prob-

abilities distribution, as computed by the updated base model.

Moreover, we conducted experimental studies to examine the impact of adaptive pro-

cesses on fresh testing datasets. The experimental results reveal the usefulness of the

proposed adaptive strategy in allowing the underlying predictive instruments to cope

with changes in prediction concepts practically, when associated with a forgetting

mechanism which leads to faster and better adaptations.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Direction

In this thesis we focused on the early detection of students who are potentially at-risk

of failing or dropping out of academic courses in a higher education blended learning

setting. The identification of such students relies on students’ interactions with the

online learning components offered on the course’s VLE module and participation in

course discussion forums data. A range of quantitative, qualitative and social analy-

sis approaches were performed on the collected datasets drawn from thirteen blended

learning courses offered by the School of Computer Science (N = 1,476 enrolments).

Moreover, we proposed and evaluated novel Grey Zone modelling to enhance the ef-

ficiency and reliability of the binary predictive instruments.

Furthermore, the extracted online learning characteristics are utilised to develop an

exemplar multi-course early warning framework for at-risk students, where the under-

lying predictive instrument follows the proposed Grey Zone design. The developed

predictive multi-course framework was evaluated using unseen evaluation datasets.

Additionally, we developed an adaptive framework and algorithms applicable to the

proposed Grey Zone design, which allow the predictive model to cope with any drifts

that may occur in the prediction concept due to changes in students’ learning pat-

terns, as a result of changes in the prediction environment or modifications in their

online learning behaviours.
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This chapter summarises the work included in this thesis, alongside presenting the key

contributions involved in each section of the thesis in Section 8.1. Moreover, Sections

8.2 and 8.3 discuss the primary research questions and limitations of this study, re-

spectively while Section 8.4 suggests future research directions which are d to deliver

greater focus on developing and utilising adaptive mechanisms in educational research

contexts, alongside developing and evaluating personalised intervention strategies for

students who are at risk of failure or drop-out.

8.1 Summary

The first chapter provides a brief introduction of the problem of identifying students

who might be at academic risk. In addition, it discusses the motivation for and

applications of detecting underperforming students in terms of enhancing individual

students’ performances and the positive effects of identifying such students on over-

all higher education institutions’ outcomes. Furthermore, we discuss the challenges

stemming from relying solely on online learning activities, in blended learning, hybrid

off-line and online courses.

Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive review of the literature that investigates past

efforts regarding predicting student retention and academic performance in higher

education contexts. We began this chapter by describing early efforts to identify

students’ characteristics and correlate them with retention rates and discussed how

modern technologies can offer a new source of valuable data that reflects students’

learning progress. Digital learning traces allow us to build more reliable and accu-

rate prediction instruments and achieve higher quality and greater accuracy in our

prediction results.

The first portion of Chapter 2 presents different data sources and analysis approaches

utilised by education researchers to extract predictive variables of students’ perfor-

mance. Furthermore, we cover various attempts to use a range of prediction methods
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that employ students’ personal characteristics and learning performance factors to

develop predictive instruments targeting a variety of forms of academic performance,

including student attrition, academic risk status, course final marks and assessment

grades. Moreover, this chapter presents various successful initiatives to develop and

utilise early warning instruments at an institutional level, alongside the positive im-

pact of these instruments on overall academic outcomes. Additionally, we summarise

several aspects of the existing works in the literature on blended and online learning

settings, including prediction types, prediction methods, sizes and sources of utilised

populations, alongside development and evaluation methodologies.

Chapter 3 presents a summary of the gap identified in the literature, alongside describ-

ing efforts in this thesis to bridge the identified gap and answer research questions.

The effort performed in this work can be divided into four main categories: proposing

and evaluating new features extraction methods, proposing a novel technique to en-

hance the performance of binary predictive instruments, which are called Grey Zone

design, developing and evaluating an exemplar Multi-Course Early Warning Frame-

work to detect at-risk students and developing an adaptive solution to allow the

underlying predictive instrument to cope with any changes may arise in predicting

concepts dynamically.

Chapter 4 aims to introduce the reader to the collected data, data preparation meth-

ods, and the CoreNLP toolkit used to fulfil language-based tasks, a logistic regression

prediction approach and the evaluation metrics which are utilised throughout this

thesis. Moreover, in this study we proposed an automated approach that weighs

identified sentiments based on accompanying adverbs’ strengths. Due to the absence

of a mechanism to indicate the strength of English adverbs, we built a digital adver-

bial strength dictionary, which is one of the main contributions of this work. The

development process for the adverbs strength dictionary is also described in detail in

Chapter 4.3. Furthermore, this chapter describes a collection of 53 variables which

are extracted using a range of analysis approaches which are used as predictors of
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students’ academic risk status, alongside tools and approaches used to extract pre-

dictions and build, update and evaluate predictive instruments.

Chapter 5 presents two key contributions in addition to introducing an automated

process for extracting and weighting students’ sentiments as expressed in their posts

on course discussion boards. The first key contribution, presented in Chapter 5, cov-

ers evaluating multiple predictors extracted from discussion forum participation data.

Predictors were extracted based on various analysis techniques, including weighted

sentiment strength approaches, SNA and trending analysis, to measure the degrees of

fluctuation in each participant’s characteristics over the study weeks. We employed

various well-known machine learning features selection methods to rank the features’

predictive power and determine the most influential predictors. The results show that

predictors derived from weighted sentiment approaches of student-generated textual-

based contents present the majority of the top-ranked discussion forum predictors,

where a semester-appended sentiment strength feature is ranked as the top predictor.

Moreover, the second core contribution presented in Chapter 5 is related to the pro-

posed novel Grey Zone strategy, used to enhance the performance of the binary pre-

dictive instruments. The proposed strategy works by identifying a probabilistic range

where the underlying base model fails to provide quality predictions and utilises an

alternative Grey Zone predictive model to predict instances falling in the Grey Zone.

A set experiments was carried out to examine the usefulness of Grey Zone modelling.

In these experiments we developed early predictive models of at-risk students based

on discussion forum data analysed using traditional and Grey Zone predictive strate-

gies. The experimental study shows that using the Grey Zone approach results in a

noticeable overall improvement of the predictive models’ performance over the tradi-

tional prediction strategy by improving the overall weekly model performance by up

to 13 percent in terms of the AUC metric and by up to 25 percent in terms of overall

accuracy measures.
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However, the early predictive models developed in Chapter 5 are limited to predict-

ing outcomes for those students who participate in course discussion forums. Given

the fact that participating in such a communication tool is typically voluntarily, in

Chapter 6, we extend our work by accommodating predictors extracted from other

online learning activities to generalise the application of the predictive models and

improve the quality of their predictions.

Chapter 6 presents the development and evaluation of an exemplar Multi-Course

Early Warning Framework of at-risk students, which is also a key contribution of this

thesis. The framework combines predictors extracted from online learning activities

and online discussion forum participation data to detect at-risk students with the

help of a Grey Zone strategy. This chapter presents the specifications for a fixed-size

ensemble predictive modelling design used to build underlying predictive instruments,

where each model’s member is an expert in their local area of the global features space.

The other main contribution presented in Chapter 6 is to evaluate the developed

multi-course early warning framework’s performance using an unseen dataset and lo-

cating the optimal intervention timing. Employing a fresh evaluation dataset, we ex-

amined the predictive framework’s performance when it predicts future events where

the evaluation dataset is drawn from four heterogeneous courses (N = 319 enrolments)

in terms of their distribution of online activities. The evaluation results revealed that

the framework was able to achieve over 0.92 AUC points across most of the evaluation

courses and over 87 percent in terms of the overall prediction accuracy. In addition,

the careful analysis of the weekly prediction quality indicates week 3 as being the

optimal week to establish the provision of additional, targeted support for at-risk

students. The results show that, at week 3, the predictive framework was able to

achieve quality predictions over 0.8 AUC points in the aggregated testing dataset.

Chapter 7 proposes an adaptive framework applicable to the Grey Zone design to

allow the predictive model to cope with any changes that may occur in the prediction

space over time or due to changes in the prediction settings. This chapter reviews
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popular adaptive mechanisms used in ensemble modelling contexts and proposes other

adaptive approaches to change the properties of the Grey Zone design dynamically.

Moreover, it presents a detailed description of the Adaptive Grey Zone Ensemble

Model (AGZEM) framework developed as part of this work. Furthermore, it describes

the Ensemble Model Adaptive (EMA) algorithm and the Grey Zone Boundaries Ad-

justment (GZBA) algorithm involved in the AGZEM framework. The experimental

study was analysed in this chapter to evaluate the usefulness of the proposed adap-

tive framework and algorithms. The adaptive process was deployed over two adaptive

scenarios. The adaptive scenarios involve deploying adaptive mechanisms with and

without utilising a forgetting instrument for historical data instances, where the for-

getting mechanism is utilised whenever a statistically significant change is detected

in the data distributions. The results illustrate the practicality of the proposed adap-

tive framework, and it capacity to allow the underlying updated predictive models

to cope with changes in the prediction concepts. Additionally, the results show that

integrating the forgetting mechanism for irrelevant historical data leads to faster and

better adoption outcomes.

8.2 Thesis Research Questions

The primary research questions of this thesis were:

RQ 1: What are the most influential student online discussion forum participation

predictors for students who are at-risk in a blended learning setting?

In Chapter 5, various online discussion forum participation predictors were examined

where the objective was identifying the most influential discussion forum predictors

of students who were at-risk of not completing their academic courses successfully.

Underlying academic risk predictors cover a variety of learning and social aspects

gained from investigating student-generated textual content, social characteristics

and participation patterns within online discussion forums. Table 5.4 shows the top
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ve most influential predictors using ve well-known machine learning feature selection

approaches. The overall ranking result reveal that the language-based predictors are

the most significant discussion forum predictor, followed by social aspects.

RQ 2: What technology is needed to enhance the ability of the predictive model to

produce reliable predictions of students who are at-risk?

Relying on the traditional decision-making methodology is common practice to inter-

pret predictive instruments outcomes in the context of identifying academic perfor-

mance. However, Chapter 5 introduces the novel Grey Zone decision-making design to

improve the quality of the binary classifiers. The proposed design suggests further in-

vestigation for students for whom their calculated probability falls within pre-defined

boundaries. Initial comparison of the experimental results shows promising improve-

ments in predictive instruments performance where applying the Grey Zone design

over the traditional decision-making strategy improves the overall weekly predictive

instruments accuracy by up to 25 percent. Furthermore, experimenting with the pro-

posed Grey Zone design resulted in providing enhanced overall predictive instruments

classification quality by providing higher recall and precision on average.

However, at very limited occasions, the performance of the prediction instruments

were dropped in terms of prediction accuracy while achieving better predictions qual-

ities in terms of distinguishing actual instance classes measured by the AUC metric.

RQ 3: How can a reliable early warning framework of at-risk students that supports

multiple courses be developed using VLE interactions and discussion forum data in

a blended learning setting?

Developing a multi-course early warning framework of at-risk students is the subject

of Chapter 6. In this chapter, we developed an exemplar predictive framework that

detects students who might be at failure or attrition risk, in a weekly manner pow-

ered solely by VLE interactions and discussion forum data. The framework was built
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using an ensemble modelling strategy, where the ensemble predictive model consists

of eight weighted members; each individual member is developed using a unique set

of features belonging to a single category. Each features category combines a unique

subset of features from the global space. Furthermore, the underlying framework was

implemented with the help of a Grey Zone decision-making strategy to improve the

prediction accuracy.

Evaluation results of the developed framework are presented in Section 6.6 where the

framework is evaluated with four entire unseen blended learning courses datasets (N

= 319 enrolments). Experimental results illustrate the predictive framework’s abil-

ity to predict future events with high classification rates across the majority of the

evaluation courses where the framework’s top performance ranged from 0.81 to 0.94

AUC points across the testing courses. In terms of accuracy metrics, the framework

obtained its best performance, between 77 and 90 percent, across individual courses

in the evaluation dataset. Finally, the developed framework was able to provide reli-

able predictions as early as week 3 of the semester.

RQ 4: What are the adaptive strategies that can be used to allow the proposed

framework to cope with any changes that may occur in the prediction space dynam-

ically to maintain its ability to produce reliable predictions?

The multi-course framework described in Chapter 6 was developed under a static

development environment which leaves its predictive instruments without the ability

to handle changes that may occur in prediction setting. Therefore, in Chapter 7, we

introduced adaptive strategies that allow the predictive instrument to cope with any

changes that may occur in the prediction space dynamically.

Chapter 7 describes the proposed AGZEM algorithmic framework which implements

the EMA and GZBA algorithms to update the underlying predictive instruments

dynamically by updating the models using recently-obtained datasets. The EMA
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algorithm integrates multiple adaptive approaches on different ensemble modelling

levels, where it replaces poorly performing experts at model member level and opti-

mises members’ weighting parameters on the outputs’ combinational level. The other

proposed algorithm, the GZBA algorithm, re-identifies Grey Zone boundaries dynam-

ically, based on changes arising in the outputs’ probability distribution, as computed

by the updated base model.

Experimental results presented in Section 7.4.3 confirm the usefulness of the pro-

posed adaptive strategy in allowing the underlying predictive instruments to cope

with changes in prediction concepts practically. When associated with a forgetting

mechanism this leads to faster and better adaptations in predicting students’ perfor-

mance setting.

8.3 Limitations of Study

Throughout this thesis, students VLE interactions and participations data are the

major vehicle for detecting students who are at academic risk. Although relying

only on such data sources resulted in decent prediction outcomes, being limited to

one source of data reduces the ability of predictive instruments to employ further

academic risk characteristics which may exist in other data sources such static or

academic sources.

Furthermore, this study is limited to data collected from courses offered at a single

school in one university; therefore the researchers were not able to examine the per-

formance of the adaptive mechanisms under different educational environments.

Finally, this study is limited to utilising the power of logistic regression to preform

prediction tasks based on the literature analysis rather verifying its performance or

comparing it with other commonly used methods.
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8.4 Future Direction

Throughout this thesis, we developed and employed multiple approaches to analyse

students’ online learning patterns and subsequently predict students who are at risk

of failure in blended learning setting. In terms of adaption, we develop adaptive

mechanisms that enable the predictive model to adapt to changes in the prediction

space. There are several prospects for extending the work demonstrated in this thesis

including:

• Extending the dataset: utilising a dataset drawn from multiple different insti-

tutions may be a useful step to examine the ability of the proposed adaptive

framework and algorithms to cope with changes in prediction concepts due to

changes in the prediction environment.

• Altering the proposed adaptive framework: the adaptive framework and al-

gorithms can be altered to involve additional adaptive mechanisms and other

supporting methods. Supporting approaches might be useful to enhance the

adaptive process by treating data-related problems including imbalanced classes

problems, evaluating alternative methods to distinguish changes in data dis-

tributions, examining alternative methods to detect and remove irrelevant in-

stances in the adaptation dataset or substituting data pre-processing techniques

to optimise the quality of the training data.

• Developing an intervention strategy: it might be useful to provide students in

danger of academic failure with personalised, proactive intervention actions or

feedback. Analysing students’ learning data to identify their weakness and con-

sequently design a personalised interventions plan can be a useful step towards

achieving the objective of enhancing each student’s learning outcomes. Achiev-

ing such a target requires the development of a reliable and efficient automated

mechanism to plan for appropriate and personalised support for students at

risk, without affecting the lecturers’ workload.
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• Studying the impact of the multi-course early warning framework, along with a

proactive intervention strategy: investigating the effects of detecting potential

at-risk students and delivering personal interventions on actual students’ per-

formance to analyse the degree of impact of such actions in a real-life setting.

Furthermore, collecting the lecturers’ feedback about utilising such a predictive

framework and correction plan may open new avenues for future research.
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Appendix A

Statistics of Collected Data

Viewing
Module

Viewing
Resources

Creating
Posts

Viewing
Posts

Total Percent Total Percent Total Percent Total Percent

Course 1 5231 36.1% 3830 26.5% 254 1.8% 5158 35.6%

Course 2 3162 38.4% 571 6.9% 213 2.6% 4287 52.1%

Course 3 14310 31.2% 7589 16.6% 897 2.0% 23054 50.3%

Course 4 2180 43.6% 195 3.9% 171 3.4% 2457 49.1%

Course 5 6856 47.5% 1272 8.8% 211 1.5% 6098 42.2%

Course 6 8325 57.1% 680 4.7% 90 0.6% 5486 37.6%

Course 7 3932 40.5% 1245 12.8% 201 2.1% 4342 44.7%

Course 8 1431 42.0% 770 22.6% 69 2.0% 1137 33.4%

Course 9 3740 33.2% 1789 15.9% 232 2.1% 5507 48.9%

Course 10 4362 32.1% 6775 49.8% 120 0.9% 2337 17.2%

Course 11 6120 43.5% 3187 22.6% 149 1.1% 4627 32.9%

Course 12 6419 31.7% 5230 25.8% 347 1.7% 8258 40.8%

Course 13 10964 52.4% 3466 16.6% 256 1.2% 6237 29.8%

Table A.1: Students’ virtual learning activities’ distribution across the collected
courses.
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Viewing
Module

Viewing
Resources

Creating
Posts

Viewing
Posts

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Course 1 373.64 166.87 273.57 112.24 18.14 19.57 368.43 441.80

Course 2 225.86 96.07 40.79 21.36 16.38 21.32 306.21 434.65

Course 3 1022.14 263.07 542.07 136.95 64.07 45.75 1646.71 767.59

Course 4 155.71 45.95 13.93 11.76 12.21 13.73 175.50 129.07

Course 5 489.71 218.54 90.86 83.16 15.07 13.01 435.57 416.51

Course 6 594.64 229.43 48.57 72.22 6.43 10.04 391.86 283.29

Course 7 280.86 115.83 88.93 41.35 14.36 27.08 310.14 448.84

Course 8 102.21 67.77 55.00 45.67 4.93 5.53 81.21 103.03

Course 9 267.14 137.31 127.79 51.16 16.57 20.72 393.36 542.41

Course 10 311.57 92.61 483.93 173.58 8.57 8.42 166.93 143.59

Course 11 437.14 246.82 227.64 210.45 10.64 12.12 330.50 408.80

Course 12 458.50 191.14 373.57 196.72 24.79 27.89 589.86 716.91

Course 13 783.14 339.44 247.57 92.82 18.29 16.71 445.50 384.40

Table A.2: Statistical analysis of the weekly virtual learning activities across the
collected courses.
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Viewing
Module

Viewing
Resources

Creating
Posts

Viewing
Posts

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Course 1 2.44 1.09 1.79 0.73 0.12 0.13 2.41 2.89

Course 2 2.69 1.14 0.49 0.25 0.18 0.25 3.65 5.17

Course 3 7.92 2.04 4.20 1.06 0.50 0.35 12.77 5.95

Course 4 1.26 0.37 0.11 0.09 0.10 0.11 1.42 1.04

Course 5 4.71 2.10 0.87 0.80 0.14 0.13 4.19 4.00

Course 6 4.07 1.57 0.33 0.49 0.04 0.07 2.68 1.94

Course 7 1.95 0.80 0.62 0.29 0.10 0.19 2.15 3.12

Course 8 0.77 0.51 0.42 0.35 0.04 0.04 0.62 0.78

Course 9 1.96 1.01 0.94 0.38 0.12 0.15 2.89 3.99

Course 10 3.85 1.14 5.97 2.14 0.11 0.10 2.06 1.77

Course 11 5.68 3.21 2.96 2.73 0.14 0.16 4.29 5.31

Course 12 6.03 2.52 4.92 2.59 0.33 0.37 7.76 9.43

Course 13 9.21 3.99 2.91 1.09 0.22 0.20 5.24 4.52

Table A.3: Statistical analysis of the weekly virtual learning activities per student
across the collected courses.
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